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European Union

European Environment Agency 

No Date 
Http://climate-adapt.eea.europa.eu/ 
Date Accessed: 23 December 2015

The European Climate Adaptation Platform (CLIMATE-ADAPT) is an 
electronic platform intended to support Europe in adapting to climate 
change. It helps users access and share data regarding:
• Expected climate change in Europe
• Current and future vulnerability of regions and sectors
• EU, national and transnational adaptation strategies and actions
• Adaptation case studies and potential adaptation options
• Tools that support adaptation planning
Information is organized under the following main entry points and 
can be easily searched:
• Adaptation information (Observations and scenarios, 

Vulnerabilities and risks, Adaptation measures, National 
adaptation strategies, Research projects)

• EU sector policies (Agriculture and forestry, Biodiversity, Coastal 
areas, Disaster risk reduction, Financial, Health, Infrastructure, 
Marine and fisheries, Water management)

• Transnational regions, Countries and Urban areas
• Tools (Adaptation Support Tool, Case Study Search Tool, Map Viewer)

EUROPEAN CLIMATE ADAPTATION PLATFORM

12/23/2015 Flood risk management  Water  Environment  European Commission
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Floods Directive Viewer now in WISE !
Find out which Authorities are responsible for
the implementation of the Floods Directive in
all EU Member States ! Available WISE
hosted by the EEA.

The EU Floods Directive

Directive 2007/60/EC on the assessment and
management of flood risks entered into force on 26
November 2007. This Directive now requires Member
States to assess if all water courses and coast lines
are at risk from flooding, to map the flood extent and
assets and humans at risk in these areas and to take
adequate and coordinated measures to reduce this
flood risk. With this Directive also reinforces the rights
of the public to access this information and to have a
say in the planning process.

 

The Directive was proposed by the European
Commission on 18/01/2006, and was finally published in
the Official Journal on 6 November 2007. Its aim is to
reduce and manage the risks that floods pose to human
health, the environment, cultural heritage and economic
activity. The Directive requires Member States to first
carry out a preliminary assessment by 2011 to identify
the river basins and associated coastal areas at risk of
flooding. For such zones they would then need to draw
up flood risk maps by 2013 and establish flood risk
management plans focused on prevention, protection
and preparedness by 2015. The Directive applies to
inland waters as well as all coastal waters across the
whole territory of the EU.

The Directive shall be carried out in coordination with the Water Framework Directive, notably by flood risk
management plans and river basin management plans being coordinated, and through coordination of the
public participation procedures in the preparation of these plans. All assessments, maps and plans prepared
shall be made available to the public.

Member States shall furthermore coordinate their flood risk management practices in shared river basins,
including with third counties, and shall in solidarity not undertake measures that would increase the flood
risk in neighbouring countries. Member States shall in take into consideration long term developments,
including climate change, as well as sustainable land use practices in the flood risk management cycle
addressed in this Directive.

Background

Between 1998 and 2009, Europe suffered over 213 major damaging floods, including the catastrophic
floods along the Danube and Elbe rivers in summer 2002. Severe floods in 2005 further reinforced the
need for concerted action. Between 1998 and 2009, floods in Europe have caused some 1126 deaths, the
displacement of about half a million people and at least €52 billion in insured economic losses. (Source:
EEA)

Catastrophic floods endanger lives and cause human tragedy as well as heavy economic losses. Floods are
natural phenomena but through the right measures we can reduce their likelihood and limit their impacts.
In addition to economic and social damage, floods can have severe environmental consequences, for
example when installations holding large quantities of toxic chemicals are inundated or wetland areas
destroyed. The coming decades are likely to see a higher flood risk in Europe and greater economic
damage.

Further reading

Directive 2007/60/EC on the assessment and management of flood risks in all available languages (OJ
L288, 6.11.2007, p.27)

Key documents from the negotiations of the Directive are available here.

Read more about the implementation of the Directive !

Read more about the EU Floods Action Programme!

EUROPEAN

Home About us

Policies Funding

Legal compliance

News & outreach

This Directive requires Member States to assess all water courses and 
coastlines for risk from flooding, to map the flood extent, assets, and 
humans at risk in these areas and to take adequate and coordinated 
measures to reduce this flood risk. This Directive also reinforces the 
rights of the public to access this information and to have a say in the 
planning process.

No Date 
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/water/flood_risk/ 
Date Accessed: 23 December 2015

European Commission

THE EU FLOODS DIRECTIVE
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This Directive was adopted by the European Parliament in recognition 
of the fact that flooding can have an impact on:
• Human health and life
• Cultural heritage
• Economic activity
• Infrastructure

The directive establishes a both framework for coordination between 
countries and local implementation in order to address various types 
of flooding and a fund to assist in the event of an emergency.  It 
encourages the preparation of a Flood Risk Management Plan (FRMP)
and describes its components, implementation and the process of 
updating a FRMP.

23 October 2007 
Http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32007L
0060&from=EN 
Date Accessed: 23 December 2015

DIRECTIVES

DIRECTIVE 2007/60/EC OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL

of 23 October 2007

on the assessment and management of flood risks

(Text with EEA relevance)

THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND THE COUNCIL OF THE
EUROPEAN UNION,

Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European
Community, and in particular Article 175(1) thereof,

Having regard to the proposal from the Commission,

Having regard to the Opinion of the European Economic and
Social Committee (1),

Acting in accordance with the procedure laid down in Article
251 of the Treaty (2),

Whereas:

(1) Floods have the potential to cause fatalities, displacement
of people and damage to the environment, to severely
compromise economic development and to undermine
the economic activities of the Community.

(2) Floods are natural phenomena which cannot be
prevented. However, some human activities (such as
increasing human settlements and economic assets in
floodplains and the reduction of the natural water
retention by land use) and climate change contribute to
an increase in the likelihood and adverse impacts of flood
events.

(3) It is feasible and desirable to reduce the risk of adverse
consequences, especially for human health and life, the
environment, cultural heritage, economic activity and
infrastructure associated with floods. However, measures
to reduce these risks should, as far as possible, be

coordinated throughout a river basin if they are to be
effective.

(4) Directive 2000/60/EC of the European Parliament and of
the Council of 23 October 2000 establishing a
framework for Community action in the field of water
policy (3) requires river basin management plans to be
developed for each river basin district in order to
achieve good ecological and chemical status, and it will
contribute to mitigating the effects of floods. However,
reducing the risk of floods is not one of the principal
objectives of that Directive, nor does it take into account
the future changes in the risk of flooding as a result of
climate change.

(5) The Commission Communication of 12 July 2004 to the
European Parliament, the Council, the European
Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of
the Regions ‘Flood risk management — Flood
prevention, protection and mitigation’ sets out its
analysis and approach to managing flood risks at
Community level, and states that concerted and coor-
dinated action at Community level would bring consid-
erable added value and improve the overall level of flood
protection.

(6) Effective flood prevention and mitigation requires, in
addition to coordination between Member States, coop-
eration with third countries. This is in line with Directive
2000/60/EC and international principles of flood risk
management as developed notably under the United
Nations Convention on the protection and use of trans-
boundary water courses and international lakes, approved
by Council Decision 95/308/EC (4), and any succeeding
agreements on its application.

(7) Council Decision 2001/792/EC, Euratom of 23 October
2001 establishing a Community mechanism to facilitate
reinforced cooperation in civil protection assistance inter-
ventions (5) mobilises support and assistance from
Member States in the event of major emergencies,
including floods. Civil protection can provide adequate
response to affected populations and improve prepa-
redness and resilience.

EN6.11.2007 Official Journal of the European Union L 288/27

(1) OJ C 195, 18.8.2006, p. 37.
(2) Opinion of the European Parliament of 13 June 2006 (OJ C 300 E,

9.12.2006, p. 123). Council Common Position of 23 November
2006 (OJ C 311 E, 19.12.2006, p. 10) and Position of
the European Parliament of 25 April 2007. Council Decision of
18 September 2007.

(3) OJ L 327, 22.12.2000, p. 1. Directive as amended by Decision
No 2455/2001/EC (OJ L 331, 15.12.2001, p. 1).

(4) OJ L 186, 5.8.1995, p. 42.
(5) OJ L 297, 15.11.2001, p. 7.

European Parliament and the Council of the European 
Union

DIRECTIVE 2007/60/EC OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL OF 23 
OCTOBER 2007 ON THE ASSESSMENT AND MANAGEMENT OF FLOOD RISKS

European Union / World Monuments Fund

THE SCIENCE OF SAVING VENICE

This article details the response to November 1966 flooding in Venice 
- over two meters above mean sea level - as well as continuing efforts 
to conserve the built fabric from the threat of sea level rise.   Cocks 
describes the factors that impact increased flood events in the city, 
including:
• Abandonment
• Reduction in permeable surfaces
• Soil compaction
• Erosion
• Salt water intrusion

The article summarizes efforts to protect Venice.  The highlight of 
these efforts is an international discussion amongst scientists, which 
concluded that Venice’s best possible would be a variety of methods, 
including a mobile barrier system for the Lagoon.  Cocks concludes 
with a reminder that the question is not how to protect Venice from 
the water, but for how long.

Anna Somers Cocks

2005/2006 
https://www.wmf.org/sites/default/files/article/pdfs/pg_23-29_
venice_c.pdf 
Date Accessed: 15 January 2016

 I
n the old days of the Venetian Republic, the doge would 
board his golden barge on Ascension Day to be rowed out 
beyond the lagoon into the waters of the Adriatic. There, he 
would throw a consecrated ring into the sea, saying “Despon-
samus te, mare,” (We wed thee, O sea).
On the night of 3 November 1966, that marriage—more than a 

millennium in the making—failed as a violent storm surge rolled 
into the city, flooding its labyrinthine canals to a depth of nearly 
two meters above mean sea level. Miraculously, no one per-
ished. Yet Venice was forever changed. As debris and pollution 
from oil spills flowed throughout the city, its most basic services 
rendered inoperable, the flood threw a harsh spotlight onto the 
crumbling architectural fabric of Venice, which had been slowly 
but surely sinking into the waters of the lagoon that had given it 
life, unbenownst to the outside world.

Within weeks, the international community responded, 
pledging to aid Venice in its recovery. Working closely with the 
soprintendenti, or cultural heritage officials in the Italian gov-
ernment, UNESCO drew up a list of more than 100 structures 
in urgent need of stabilization and conservation and launched 
an appeal for funds and technical assistance. Among the first 
to step forward were the British Art and Archives Rescue 
Fund (renamed Venice in Peril in 1971) and the U.S. Commit-
tee to Rescue Italian Art (CRIA). The World Monuments Fund 
(WMF)—known at that time as the International Fund for Mon-
uments—partnered with the latter and established the Venice 
Committee to carry out restoration work. Its example was soon 
followed by the formation of a number of national committees 
dedicated to the preservation of the city.    

In that time WMF has supported some 30 restoration proj-
ects in Venice, making it one of the largest beneficiaries of the 
organization’s time and resources, while Venice in Peril has 
restored more than 40 buildings and works of art, as well as 

wmf.org

       The Scıence 
of Saving Venice

Plagued  by record high tides and a settling 
landmass, the city presents one of the world’s 

great conservation challenges

by Anna Somers Cocks

Oh Venice! Oh Venice! When thy marble walls
Are level with the waters, there shall be

A cry of nations o’er thy sunken halls
A loud lament along the sweeping sea!

—Lord Byron, Ode to Venice, June 28, 1819
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The Getty Conservation Institute

2011 
http://www.getty.edu/conservation/publications_resources/
newsletters/26_1/impact.html 
Date Accessed: 19 July 2016

1999 
http://hdl.handle.net/10020/gci_pubs/emergency_englis 
Date Accessed: 19 January 2016

Mary Cassar’s article, published in The Getty Conservation Institute’s 
Newsletter, is a brief overview of methods for addressing heritage 
and climate change.  Cassar emphasizes that the physical, cultural, and 
social aspects of a heritage site cannot be separated and includes a 
review of past research initiatives on heritage and climate change. 

Cassar makes several calls to action.  The author advocates for: an 
interdisciplinary approach to preparing for climate change, renewed 
focus on damage risk and a bridge between the arts and the sciences.  
The article concludes by reiterating that all disciplines are affected by 
climate change and emphasizing that “the way we live [...] who we are 
[...]” is fundamentally at stake. 

This guide is aimed at museum staff and other cultural institutions, 
emphasizing that the effects of natural disasters and other 
emergencies can be minimized if an institution establishes a proper 
plan.  The intent of this guide is to provide methods for developing 
and instituting the appropriate emergency response plan.  It is broken 
into three parts, each part aimed at a different audience:
• Director of the institution
• Emergency preparedness manager
• Institution departments, including collections and buildings and 

maintenance

The guide is a jumping off point for a conversation and addresses 
concerns unique to the three audience list above.  It encourages 
interdepartmental dialogue for a more holistic plan.  The guide 
concludes with an appendix of additional resources as well as 
examples of emergency plans.

May Cassar

Valerie Dorge and Sharon L. Jones

IMPACT OF CLIMATE CHANGE ON CULTURAL HERITAGE: FROM INTERNATIONAL 
POLICY TO ACTION

BUILDING AN EMERGENCY PLAN: A GUIDE FOR MUSEUMS AND OTHER CULTURAL 
INSTITUTIONS

7/19/2016 Newsletter 26.1 Spring 2011

http://www.getty.edu/conservation/publications_resources/newsletters/26_1/impact.html 1/3

 

Flooding in St. Mark's
Square, Venice. Rising sea levels
—a result of global warming—
threaten this World Heritage site.
Photo: © RelaxFoto.de.

Impact of Climate Change on Cultural Heritage:
From International Policy to Action
By May Cassar

Recent international policy initiatives by the UNESCO
World Heritage Centre and the Council of Europe ¹ on
the impact of climate change on cultural heritage have
shown that while it is possible to identify individual
climate parameters and the associated risks, the issues
cannot be considered in isolation. Cultural heritage exists
among people and communities—and because it is linked
to social interactions and to ideas of cultural identity and
cohesion, it is not possible, in response to climate
change, to separate the physical, cultural, and social
dimensions of cultural heritage. A multidimensional
understanding of the impact of climate change on
cultural heritage is required, and decisions on the actions
necessary to mitigate the effects—and to adapt to
climate change—depend on the input of disciplines that
include the arts and humanities and the social sciences,
as well as science, technology, and engineering.

PAST INITIATIVES

Implementing policy requires the application of knowledge to understand problems and to
design solutions. When new problems emerge, knowledge needs to be created—and the
engine that drives its creation is research. To date, research initiatives on the impact of
climate change on cultural heritage are primarily occurring in the United Kingdom and
Europe; no concentrated research effort on this subject is happening elsewhere.

The first and most significant research project has been Noah's Ark: Global Climate Change
Impact on Built Heritage and Cultural Landscapes.² The project, undertaken by a
consortium of European institutions, produced predictions of the impact of climate and
pollution on cultural heritage by investigating the response of historic materials and
structures to future climate scenarios for Europe. The research has also helped to improve
practice by developing and utilizing heat and moisture movement computer models to
examine the effect of climate change on built cultural heritage; by validating model
predictions against existing measured data in real buildings; and by using the models to
examine the effects of different drying strategies. All of the project's research results were
gathered together in a published atlas.³ The project's impact was recognized by the award
of the Europa Nostra Grand Prix for Research in 2009.

Implementing policy also requires education and training activities to support the
understanding of research outcomes by students and the application of research by
practitioners. Recently there have been a number of educational and training initiatives
with different emphases on the arts and science disciplines. The Ename Center for Public
Archaeology and Heritage Presentation in Belgium held an international colloquium in 2009
on public engagement and social innovation in response to global climate change and
heritage conservation.4

Climate change is now among the strategic orientations of the Council of Europe, which
sustains the activities of the European University Centre for Cultural Heritage in Ravello,
Italy— especially the organization of courses since 2007 on the risks of climate change to
cultural heritage.5 Courses are beginning to reflect current thinking about the need to
integrate the cultural, social, and scientific dimensions of climate change in order to deliver
sustainable solutions on both the human and technological level. In other words, course
content is beginning to evolve from being largely science based to include changes in
cultural values as a result of climate change.

The Getty Conservation Institute

A Guide for Museums
and Other Cultural Institutions

Building an
Emergency Plan

THE GET TY CONSERVATION I NSTITUTE
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Unesco

2010 
http://whc.unesco.org/document/104522 
Date Accessed: 22 December 2015

ICCROM, ICOMOS, IUCN and UNESCO World Heritage 
Centre

MANAGING DISASTER RISKS FOR WORLD HERITAGE

MANAGING
DISASTERRISKS

for World Heritage

World Heritage 
Convention 

For more information contact:
UNESCO World Heritage Centre

7, place de Fontenoy
75352 Paris 07 SP France
Tel: 33 (0)1 45 68 24 96
Fax: 33 (0)1 45 68 55 70
E-mail: wh-info@unesco.org
http://whc.unesco.org World Heritage 

Convention 
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This manual is intended  to provide managers of World Heritage 
properties a  better understanding of the risks associated with natural 
and man-made disasters and a methodology for the preparation of a 
Disaster Risk Management (DRM) plan.

Although prepared for World Heritage sites, the principals of DRM 
plans can be applied to any cultural institution that is at risk for a 
disaster.  The manual explains:
• Identification and assessment of disaster risk
• Prevention and mitigation of disaster risk
• Disaster preparation and response
• Disaster recovery
• Implementation of the plan

HERITAGE AND RESILIENCE: ISSUES AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR REDUCING DISASTER 
RISK
Rohit Jogyasu, et al

2013 
http://icorp.icomos.org/images/documents/Heritage%20and%20
Resilience%20Book%20for%20GP2013%20Disaster%20Management.pdf  
Date Accessed: 23 December 2015

This paper presents the current thinking in the field as well as 
examples of how heritage can be better protected from disasters 
while contributing to the resilience of societies. It aims to bring these 
issues to the attention of the disaster risk reduction community and 
stimulate discussion within a post-2015 framework for disaster risk 
reduction and a post 2015 development agenda. In advocating for 
integration of these issues within both disaster risk and heritage 
conservation policies and practices, this paper promotes strategic 
partnerships that bring the knowledge and capacities of actors in the 
fields of cultural heritage and disaster risk together and encourages 
support to the initiatives of local governments and, most importantly, 
communities that safeguard our shared cultural heritage for resilience.
Five main issues are discussed:
• Why protect heritage?
• How is heritage being protected from disaster risk?
• How is heritage being used to promote resilience after disasters?
• Who is protecting heritage from disasters?
• Way forward for promoting heritage and resilience.

COVER as per .ai file
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UNESCO

The twenty-six case studies presented here intend to illustrate the 
effect of climate change on heritage sites.  These case studies range 
from Sagarmatha National Park in Nepal to the Golden Mountains of 
Altai in the Russian Federation to Timbuktu in Mali.  The case studies 
are organized by category: Glaciers, Marine Biodiversity, Terrestrial 
Biodiversity, Archaeological Sites, and Historic Cities and Settlements. 

Each case study attempts to illustrate the observed, as well predicted, 
effects of climate change.   These effects include:
• Bleaching of coral reefs due to sea-temperature rise
• Changing of animal migration patterns
• Loss of sites due to flooding

In addition to presenting the issues faced by these sites, these case 
studies include a review of adaptation strategies deployed to counter 
the effects of climate change.

Augustin Colette

2007 
http://whc.unesco.org/en/activities/473/ 
Date Accessed: 15 January 2016

CASE STUDIES ON CLIMATE CHANGE AND WORLD HERITAGE

a n d  Wo r l d  H e r i t a g e

Case Studies on Climate Change

For more information contact:
UNESCO World Heritage Centre

7, place de Fontenoy
75352 Paris 07 SP France
Tel : 33 (0)1 45 68 15 71
Fax : 33 (0)1 45 68 55 70
E-mail : wh-info@unesco.org
http://whc.unesco.org
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There is general consensus that the climate of the planet is changing rapidly, and that human activities contribute

significantly to this change. Climate change is now considered as one of the major environmental challenges of the

twenty-first century.

The Convention concerning the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage, adopted by UNESCO in 1972,

aims at ensuring that outstanding sites around the globe are effectively preserved and passed on to future genera-

tions. But this task becomes very challenging in a situation where, because of climate change, glaciers are melting;

animal and plant species are migrating outside designated protected areas to adapt to their changing environment;

pest infestation is spreading; coastal erosion is advancing with rising sea levels; frequency and intensity of storms is

changing, and the Arctic Sea ice cover is reducing. Hence, World Heritage properties located in such environments

are also threatened by these changes.

The UNESCO World Heritage Centre, in partnership with States Parties to the Convention and various international

organizations, and under the guidance of the World Heritage Committee, is taking several initiatives to protect and

promote management of World Heritage in the face of climate change: a dedicated strategy was endorsed by the

World Heritage Committee in July 2006 and a report on predicting and managing the effects of Climate Change on

World Heritage was prepared. A policy document on the subject was approved by the General Assembly of States

Parties in 2007.

This publication presents several case studies from selected natural and cultural World Heritage sites around the

globe in order to illustrate the impacts of climate change that have already been observed and those that can be

expected in the future. For each of the featured sites, ongoing and planned adaptation measures are reviewed, to

give an indication of what may be possible by way of management responses to the different situations.
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The Effects of Climate Change on Cultural Heritage in the Polar Regions

Introduction

It is a now-documented fact that the changes to the climate in the
Arctic are more rapid and deeper than in most other regions of the
world. Several large international research programmes address the
complexity and have already presented results that show serious
implications. For example, the project “International Study of Arctic
Change” (ISAC) takes as its starting point changes that already affect
the lives of native populations and others who live in the circum-
Arctic, including changes in fishery patterns, in vegetation growth
and in shipping and transport (http://www.aosb.org/isac.html).

The Centre for Climate Research (CICERO) in Norway
(www.cicero.uio.no) has compiled the following facts about the lat-
est climate changes in the Arctic:
• The average annual temperature has increased about twice as

much as in the rest of the world. Glacier melting, sea-ice melt-
ing and a shorter snow season are obvious results of this.

• 2005 was globally the warmest year since systematic instrument
registering of temperatures started in 1880. The Arctic con-
tributed strongly to this and 2005 was an unusually warm year
in the Arctic.

• The summer ice cover in the Arctic Ocean has been substantial-
ly reduced during the last years. Whole-year ice is now also
melting. Between 2004 and 2005 this ice was reduced by 14%.

• Research in both Siberia and Alaska show that the permafrost is
melting in the Arctic. In northern Alaska a widespread and
quick permafrost thaw has been registered from 1982 to 2006.
Scientists see this in connection with record-high temperatures
registered in the period 1989-1998.

However, it must be stated that as with all climate scenarios, the
hardest thing to predict is the future. We can show what has already
happened, but the modelling of future climates and weather pat-
terns is a complicated matter which leaves room for varying and
sometimes completely opposite conclusions. The Arctic
Monitoring and Assessment Programme (AMAP) writes in its
“State of the Arctic report” from September 2006 (see http://
www.amap.no/) that: Many of the trends documented in the ACIA1

are continuing, but some are not. Taken collectively, the observa-
tions presented in this report indicate that during 2000–2005 the
Arctic system showed signs of continued warming. However, there
are a few indications that certain elements may be recovering and
returning to recent climatological norms (for example, the central
Arctic Ocean and some wind patterns). These mixed tendencies fur-
ther illustrate the sensitivity and complexity of the Arctic physical
system. They underline the importance of maintaining and expand-
ing efforts to observe and better understand this important compo-
nent of the climate system to provide accurate predictions of its
future state.

The polar bear has been elected by many as the symbol of a
warming Arctic and the worst-case scenario that global warming
could result in. The polar bear is actually a marine mammal, not a
land mammal. It is dependent on the sea ice as its hunting ground
for seals, which are the bear’s staple food. Catching, for example,
reindeer on land or fish and seals swimming in the sea are not
viable alternatives. Less sea ice results in a shorter hunting season,
and ultimately (worse case), no hunting grounds at all. It can some-
times seem more difficult to bring the challenges facing the Arctic
peoples, and not least the cultural heritage of the Arctic, into the
public awareness than the fate of the animal “king of the Arctic”.

The Arctic Peoples website http://www.arcticpeoples.org/
KeyIssues/ClimateChange/Start.html mentions the fact that many
non-Arctic people might think that a warming climate is an advan-
tage for those living in the Arctic region. On the contrary, they point
out, the Arctic people are well adapted to their traditional climate.
A warming climate brings such problems for them as less sea-ice
for transport and hunting, more erosion of coastal community
shorelines, permafrost movement which disturbs pipelines and
building foundations, and more insects which negatively affect
reindeer as well as traditional methods of fresh-meat storage.

The warmer ocean and the colder land meet at the coastal zone,
and it is in the coastal zone in the Arctic that most human activity
and settlement has occurred and still takes place. Cultural heritage
and current activities are therefore deeply affected by major
changes in the coastal zone, whether it be erosion or land gain. In
fact it is erosion that is the main problem for cultural heritage pro-
tection around the entire Arctic region, as the two case studies from

Prognosis for diminishing sea ice in the Arctic Basin 
From: JOHANNESSEN, OLA M., BENGTSSON, LENNART, MILES, MAR-
TIN W., KUZMINA, SVETLANA I., SEMENOV, VLADIMIR A., ALEKSEEV,
GENRIKH V., NAGURNYI, ANDREI P., ZAKHAROV, VICTOR F., BOBYLEV,
LEONID P., PETTERSSON, LASSE H., HASSELMANN, KLAUS & CAT-
TLE, HOWARD P., Arctic climate change: observed and modelled temper-
ature and sea-ice variability. Tellus A 56 (4), 328-341.
doi: 10.1111/j.1600-0870.2004.00060.x
ECHAM4-modelled Northern Hemisphere sea-ice concentration in late
winter (March) from (a) 2001–2010 and (c) and 2081–2090, and in late
summer (September) from (b) 2001–2010 and (d) 2081–2090. The model
has been run using the IPCC IS92 emission scenario comparable to IPCC
SRES scenario B2.
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Climate change currently impacts the Arctic region the hardest, 
threatening historic sites.  Barr points specifically to the potential loss 
of graveyard and other materials preserved by the now melting layer 
of permafrost.

In instances where a site is sure to be lost, Barr encourages 
documenting that site for future reference.  The article also considers 
how climate change may open up opportunities for increased tourism 
in the Arctic, which may produce unintended consequences, such as 
further erosion of the landscape.

Barr concludes by pointing to the Arctic as a laboratory for mitigating 
the effects of climate change, which the international community can 
look to as the impact of climate change manifests itself throughout 
the rest of the world.  

2008 
http://www.icomos.org/risk/world_report/2006-2007/pdf/
H@R_2006-2007_53_Special_Focus_Effects_GCC_Polar.pdf 
Date Accessed: 18 July 2016

Susan Barr

THE EFFECTS OF CLIMATE CHANGE ON CULTURAL HERITAGE IN THE POLAR REGIONS
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ICOMOS THEMATIC WORKSHOP ON 
CULTURAL HERITAGE AND CLIMATE CHANGE 

 
16th General Assembly and Scientific Symposium 

Quebec, Canada 
1 October 2008 

Issued:  1 March 2009 
 
 
 

REPORT 
 
 
 

Present: Jeff Adams (University of Minnesota, US/ICOMOS), Ana Almagro Vidal (CIPA), Jan 
CK Anderson (US/ICOMOS, CIF), Susan Barr (Polar Heritage ISC), Diane Barthel-Bouchier 
(Stonybrook University, US/ICOMOS), Bill Blake (CIPA), Murray Brown (Australia ICOMOS), 
Steve Brown (Australia ICOMOS), Neta Cebron Lipovec, (RLICC/KU Leuven), Mell Chapple 
(ICOMOS Canada), Peter Cox (ICOMOS Ireland, CIP), Marc De Caraffe (CIAV), Michael Doneus 
(CIPA), Geoffrey Down (Australia ICOMOS, Stained Glass ISC), Rand Eppich (CIPA/GCI), 
Stephen Fai (Carleton University), Stephen Farneth (US/ICOMOS), Ed Fitzgerald 
(US/ICOMOS), Bernard Flaman (PWGSC), Andreas Georgopoulos (ICOMOS Greece, CIPA-HD), 
Derek Hallam (ICORP), John Hurd (UK ICOMOS, ISCEAH), Marcela Hurtado (Chile ICOMOS), 
Dimitris Ionniolis, (ICOMOS Greece), Yoshinori Iwasaki (Geo-Research Institute, Japan), 
Pamela Jerome (US/ICOMOS, ISCEAH/ISC 20C), Philippe La Hausse de Lalouviere (ICOMOS 
Mauritius, ICOFORT), Susan McIntyre-Tamwoy (Australia ICOMOS), Axel Mykleby (ICOMOS 
Norway, CIAV), Cliff Ogleby (Australia ICOMOS, CIPA-HD), Doug Olynyk (ICOMOS Canada, 
Polar Heritage ISC), Christian Ouimet (PWGSC/CIPA), Jocelyn Paquette (PWGSC), Peter Phillips 
(Australia ICOMOS, ISCARSAH), Robyn Riddett (Australia ICOMOS, ICORP), Fulvio Rinaudo ( 
CIPA/Politecnico di Torino-DITAG), Betty Rintoul-Farneth (US/ICOMOS), Angela Rojas 
(ICOMOS Cuba, CIIC, CIVVH), Mario Santana (CIPA/KU Leuven), Stefan Simon (CIP/ISCEAH, 
US/ICOMOS), Ruben Stehberg (Chile ICOMOS), Jean-Marc Vallet (CIP), Peter Waldhäusl 
(ICOMOS Austria, CIPA-HD), Kerstin Westerlund (ICOMOS Sweden). 
 
 
Introduction 
 
Pamela Jerome, Scientific Council (SC) coordinator and moderator of the workshop, 
introduced the subject, recalling that Global Climate Change (GCC) had been suggested in 
2004 as a topic for interdisciplinary research at the International Scientific Committees’ retreat 
in Bergen.  This was formalised in Resolution 35 at the 15th General Assembly of ICOMOS in 
Xi’an, China in October 2005, which expressed the strong concern of ICOMOS with regards to 
the impact of climate change on tangible and intangible cultural heritage in its full diversity of 
types, cultural and historical origins, and the intention of ICOMOS to fully cooperate through 
its National and International Committees (including ICORP) with UNESCO and other relevant 
organisations to document the impact of climate change on cultural heritage and develop 
preventive measures.  Earlier that year, the World Heritage Committee at its 29th meeting had 
resolved to form a working group on Global Climate Change.  This group held an Expert 
Meeting in 2006, the results of which are presented in a report1 available on the UNESCO 
World Heritage Centre website (http://whc.unesco.org).   In 2007, the UNESCO World Heritage 
Centre published a series of case studies,2 also available on the UNESCO World Heritage 
Centre website. 
 

                                                 
1 UNESCO World Heritage Centre. World Heritage Report No 22: Climate Change and World Heritage, 2006 
2 UNESCO World Heritage Centre: Case Studies on Climate Change and World Heritage. 2007 

Pamela Jerome - 2009 
http://www.icomos.org/climatechange/pdf/ICOMOS_GCC_
Cultural_Heritage_Workshop_Quebec_2008_Report_Final_
EN.pdf 
Date Accessed: 18 July 2016

REPORT FROM THE ICOMOS THEMATIC 
WORKSHOP ON CULTURAL HERITAGE 
AND CLIMATE CHANGE, 16TH GENERAL 
ASSEMBLY AND SCIENTIFIC SYMPOSIUM 
QUEBEC, CANADA, OCTOBER 2008

Heritage at Risk 2006/2007212

The Historic Settlement Area on Herschel Island was designated as
a National Historic Event of Canada in 1972 and is part of Yukon’s
first Territorial Park, established in 1987. The events recognized in
its national designation were the whaling industry, the establish-
ment of Canadian sovereignty in the western Canadian Arctic, and
the meeting of cultures. It is part of an area called Ivvavik/
Vuntut/Herschel Island that is on Canada's tentative list for nomi-
nation as a World Heritage site. Ivvavik and Vuntut are each
Canadian National Parks located in the very northwest corner of
Yukon and Canada. 

Sir John Franklin met ancestors of today’s Inuvialuit when he
visited the island in the summer of 1826 and gave it its English
name. There is archaeological evidence here of the Thule culture
which would mean at least 1,000 years of human use and occupa-
tion. Inuvialuit continue to use the island as a seasonal base for tra-
ditional hunting and fishing.

In 1890, American whalers, pursuing diminishing stocks of
Pacific Bowhead whales, followed them over the north coast of
Alaska into the Beaufort Sea of the Arctic Ocean. The fleet estab-
lished a “settlement” at the deep and sheltered harbour of Pauline
Cove on Herschel Island. At first, ships were simply frozen fast in
the ice of the cove to provide shelter over winter in order to get the
earliest start possible to the next whaling season. The first structure
was built on land in 1892. Today, there are a dozen buildings stand-
ing that date back as far as 1893.

There are also archaeological remains of prehistoric, semi-sub-

terranean houses and over 100 grave sites nearby.
As reported in the 2004/5 edition of Heritage at Risk (pp 266-

7), cultural resources in the historic settlement area are threatened
by climate change. The specific effects are rising sea level, coast-
line erosion, decaying permafrost, and changes to the hydrologic
regime. The western Canadian Arctic and Alaska are seeing the
greatest increases in yearly average temperature in the world.

Sea level in the Beaufort region has increased by 10 to 20 cen-
timetres in the past century and is conservatively predicted to rise
another half a metre in the next century. The Settlement Area is on
a low lying spit of land. A rise of this extent will bring water up to
the doorsteps of most of the historic buildings and submerge all
archaeological sites. 

Another effect of warming is the disappearance of sea ice and
increasingly violent late summer and fall storms in the Beaufort
Sea. These phenomena are directly related to accelerated shoreline
erosion due to increased wave action caused by high winds and the
fetch provided by the recession of fixed sea ice.

Permafrost and ice lenses are found below ground throughout
the island. Solifluction; the downward slumping of the thawed,
active layer of soil over the frozen ground beneath has caused
coffins to tumble and be pushed out of the ground on the south fac-
ing slopes behind the Settlement Area. This deterioration of the per-
mafrost, coupled with a predicted increase in precipitation will
inevitably effect the hydrologic regime and surface runoff rates and
patterns.

Summary of the Significance of and Threats to Cultural Resources

Summary of the Significance of and Threats to Cultural Resources 
Located at the Historic Settlement Area on Herschel Island Territorial Park of 
Yukon

June, 1991 aerial photograph of the
Historic Settlement Area with the
Northern Whaling and Trading
Company (NW&TCo) Store near the
shore at centre left and Pauline
Cove at right (Credit: Government of
Yukon Territory)
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Doug Olynyk  - 2008 
http://www.icomos.org/risk/world_report/2006-2007/pdf/
H@R_2006-2007_56_Special_Focus_Herschel_Yukon.pdf 
Date Accessed: 19 July 2016

SUMMARY OF THE SIGNIFICANCE 
OF AND THREATS TO THE CULTURAL 
RESOURCES LOCATED AT THE HISTORIC 
SETTLEMENT AREA ON HERSCHEL 
ISLAND TERRITORIAL PARK IN YUKON

RISK PREPAREDNESS: A MANAGEMENT MANUAL FOR WORLD CULTURAL HERITAGE

Herb Stovel

1998 
http://www.iccrom.org/ifrcdn/pdf/ICCROM_17_RiskPreparedness_
en.pdf 
Date Accessed: 22 December 2015

This manual was prepared to assist property managers in 
developing  site-specific risk-preparedness guidelines that address 
potential natural and man-made disasters in the context of the 
specific political, economic and cultural conditions.  The manual 
encourages integrating protection of cultural heritage and existing 
emergency planning mechanisms, and includes the necessary 
administrative, operational, and technical measures.

The manual is organized to provide general information about 
risk preparedness for historic buildings and districts followed by 
chapters applicable to various types of risk.  Chapter 7 provides 
strategies to address potential flooding including:
• Describing the types of flood damage to individual historic 

buildings, districts, cultural and archaeological sites
• Developing a flood strategy
• Reducing risk and increasing resistance
• Response
• Recovery
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Po l i cy  Document  on  the  Impacts  o f  

Cl imate Change
o n  Wo r l d  H e r i t a g e  P r o p e r t i e s

Changement climatique et 
patrimoine mondial
Rapport sur la prévision et la gestion des effets 
du changement climatique sur le patrimoine mondial 

et 

Stratégie pour aider les États parties 
à mettre en œuvre des réactions de gestion adaptées

22 rapports du patrimoine mondial
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Climate Change and World Heritage
Report on predicting and managing the impacts 
of climate change on World Heritage 
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UNESCO/World Heritage - 2007 
http://whc.unesco.org/en/activities/474 
Date Accessed: 18 July 2016

WORLD HERITAGE REPORTS 22, CLIMATE 
CHANGE AND WORLD HERITAGE

UNESCO - 2008 
http://whc.unesco.org/en/CC-policy-document/ 
Date Accessed: 18 July 2016

POLICY DOCUMENT AND THE IMPACTS 
OF CLIMATE CHANGE ON WORLD 
HERITAGE PROPERTIES
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Flooding from
groundwater
Practical advice to help you reduce
the impact of flooding from groundwater

This document was authored by the Local Government Association of 
the Environment Agency of the United Kingdom to provide practical 
advice primarily to homeowners to reduce the impact of flooding from 
groundwater on persons and property.

The document describes:
• The potential sources of flooding
• The initiation, duration, and emergent location of flood events
• Potential sources of information regarding groundwater flood 

risk at a particular property 
• Recommended homeowner preparations for flooding
• Alternatives for preventing groundwater from entering a 

property, such as pumping
• Recommendations for reducing potential damage to the most 

vulnerable parts of a property
• Recommended actions during a flood event
• Recommended actions after a flood event
• Sources for further information

Local Government Association
2011 
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/
attachment_data/file/297421/flho0911bugi-e-e.pdf 
Date Accessed: 22 December 2015

FLOODING FROM GROUNDWATER

This document was published by Historic England. It describes:
• The increased risk of flooding due to:

 ¤ Climate change 
 ¤ Increasing urbanization

• The costs of flooding:
 ¤ Damage to property, infrastructure and occupant 

possessions
 ¤ Disruption and stress due to evacuation of occupants

• Major consultations and reviews since 2007 by government and 
regulatory agencies

• Increasing recognition of the need at the local level for 
coordinated flood-risk management

• The necessity for integrated flood-risk management and 
effective communication between all involved parties in order to 
appropriately protect the historic environment

Flooding and  
Historic Buildings 

2015 
https://content.historicengland.org.uk/images-books/publications/
flooding-and-historic-buildings-2ednrev/heag017-flooding-and-
historic-buildings.pdf/ 
Date Accessed: 22 December 2015

David Pickles, et al

FLOODING AND HISTORIC BUILDINGS
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K. Murphy and M. Ings  - 2013 
http://cadw.gov.wales/docs/cadw/publications/Climate_
change_and_the_historic_environment_of_Wales_EN.pdf 
Date Accessed: 19 July 2016

CLIMATE CHANGE AND THE HISTORIC 
ENVIRONMENT OF WALES: A SUMMARY 
OF POTENTIAL IMPACTS

Climate change and the historic 
environment of Wales: 

A summary of potential impacts

Historic Environment Group
Climate Change Subgroup 

SIX STEPS TO 
FLOOD RESILIENCE 

Guidance for local authorities and professionals 

I. White, et al - 2013 
https://www.bre.co.uk/filelibrary/pdf/projects/flooding/Six-
Steps-Professional-web-Aug2013.pdf 
Date Accessed: 19 January 2016

SIX STEPS TO FLOOD RESILIENCE – 
GUIDANCE FOR LOCAL AUTHORITIES 
AND PROFESSIONALS

English Heritage (Historic England)  - 2011 
https://content.historicengland.org.uk/images-books/
publications/climate-change-and-the-historic-environment/
climate-change.pdf/ 
Date Accessed: 18 July 2016

CLIMATE CHANGE AND THE HISTORIC 
ENVIRONMENT

Historic Scotland - 2014 
http://conservation.historic-scotland.gov.uk/inform-flood-
damage-to-traditional-buildings.pdf 
Date Accessed: 18 July 2016

FLOOD DAMAGE TO TRADITIONAL 
BUILDINGS: INFORMATION FOR 
HISTORIC BUILDINGS

Climate Change 
and the Historic 
Environment 

Flood 
Damage to 
Traditional 
Buildings
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Climate Change
and the Historic
Environment

May Cassar

... the spring, the summer,

The chiding autumn, angry winter, change

Their wonted liveries, and the mazèd world

By their increase, now knows not which is which:

And this same progeny of evils comes

From our debate, from our dissension;

We are their parents and original.’

A Midsummer Night’s Dream, Act II Scene I

Closing lines from the ‘weather’ speech by Titania in Act 2 Scene 1 of
Shakespeare’s  A Midsummer Night’s Dream. This speech is a slightly
unnerving description of the effects of climate change. England was suffering a
particularly meteorologically turbulent time when Shakespeare was writing his
play, but the accounts of terrible floods and altered seasons ring true today.

UCL CENTRE FOR SUSTAINABLE HERITAGE

May Cassar - 2005 
http://discovery.ucl.ac.uk/2082/1/2082.pdf 
Date Accessed: 18 July 2016

CLIMATE CHANGE AND THE HISTORIC 
ENVIRONMENT

E
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esearch R

eport

Engineering
Historic Futures
Stakeholders Dissemination and 
Scientific Research Report
edited by
May Cassar and Chris Hawkings

Engineering
Historic Futures
Stakeholders Dissemination and 
Scientific Research Report
edited by
May Cassar and Chris Hawkings

UCL CENTRE FOR SUSTAINABLE HERITAGE

This report will be of great interest not only to those who have a responsibility for
the care of historic buildings but to everyone who has a concern for the
preservation of our built heritage in a rapidly changing world. The project that
forms the basis of this publication, gives a fascinating insight into the effects that
projected climate change will have on historic building materials and how best to
manage the wetting and drying of building fabric.

In addition to the use of test walls in a laboratory environment the research is
brought to life by the use of two case studies at The National Trust property,
Blickling Hall in Norfolk, England a brick built Grade 1 listed early 17th century
mansion, and Brodick Castle, a sandstone Category A listed building dating
back to the 13th century on the Isle of Arran in Scotland.

The importance of this study is underlined by the involvement as stakeholders of
a number of major heritage organisations concerned with the long term future of
historic buildings.

ISBN 978-0-9539021-8-7

Engineering
Historic Futures
Stakeholders Dissemination and
Scientific Research Report

E
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esearch R

eport

Tim Taylor, Alistair Hunt, May Cassar, and Ian 
Wainwright - 2007 
http://discovery.ucl.ac.uk/2612/1/2612.pdf 
Date Accessed: 19 July 2016

QUANTIFYING THE COST OF CLIMATE 
CHANGE IMPACTS ON THE BUILT 
HERITAGE

Adapting to Climate Change: Thresholds, Values, Governance, eds. W. Neil Adger, Irene Lorenzoni and Karen L. 
O’Brien. Published by Cambridge University Press. © Cambridge University Press 2009.

269

   Introduction 

 The latest report of the     IPCC states that ‘Warming of the climate system is 
 unequivocal’ and that most of the warming over the past half-century is ‘ very likely  
due to the observed increase in anthropogenic [greenhouse gas] concentrations’ 
(IPCC, 2007a, pp. 1, 4). A range of potentially damaging     impacts of climate change 
is anticipated, some of which may be     abrupt and irreversible, with potentially severe 
    impacts on human and natural systems (IPCC, 2007b). It is a reasonable propos-
ition that, in light of these conclusions, ethically responsible     decision-makers 
ought to take appropriate action, be it in terms of     prevention,     mitigation or adapta-
tion (see Jamieson,  2001;  Gardiner,  2004 ). 

 Though     anthropogenic climate change may be new, signi� cant local and regional 
    variations in climate have occurred throughout the historical period, and prehis-
toric modern humans lived through repeated periods of abrupt     and severe climate 
change that was often global in nature, responding and adapting to     environmental 
change and variation with varying degrees of success and a variety of different 
outcomes (for example Roberts,  1998 ; Brooks,  2006 ). 

 In this chapter, we propose that     culture plays an important role in mediating 
human     responses to environmental change. In particular, we argue that these 
    responses depend heavily on the extent to which societies see themselves as  separate 
from or part of the wider physical or ‘natural’ environment. A detailed discussion 
of the social construction of nature is beyond the scope of this chapter (but see 
Heyd,  2007 ). For the purposes of this chapter, the term nature is used here to refer 
to the suite of biogeophysical and biogeochemical systems and processes that serve 
to regulate the physical environment over a wide range of spatial and temporal 
    scales. These systems are not isolated from human in� uence, but may be viewed 

     17 

  Exploring cultural dimensions of 
adaptation to     climate change    

    Thomas   Heyd    and    Nick   Brooks     

9780521764858c17_p269-282.indd   269 5/2/2009   8:12:19 PM

Thomas Heyd and Nick Brooks - 2009 
http://www.garama.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2013/06/Heyd-
Brooks_cultural.pdf 
Date Accessed: 19 July 2016

EXPLORING CULTURAL DIMENSIONS OF 
ADAPTATION TO CLIMATE CHANGE
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One Hundred Thirteenth Congress of the United States 
of America at the Second Session
2003 
https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/WCPD-2003-03-10/pdf/WCPD-2003-03-
10-Pg286.pdf 
Date Accessed: 22 December 2015

H. R. 1068, Title 54, United States Code, “National Park Service and Related 
Programs.”

H. R. 1068 

One Hundred Thirteenth Congress 
of the 

United States of America 
AT THE SECOND SESSION 

Begun and held at the City of Washington on Friday, 
the third day of January, two thousand and fourteen 

An Act 
To enact title 54, United States Code, ‘‘National Park Service and Related Programs’’, 

as positive law. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of 
the United States of America in Congress assembled, 
SECTION 1. TABLE OF CONTENTS. 

The table of contents for this Act is as follows: 

Sec. 1. Table of contents. 
Sec. 2. Purpose; conformity with original intent. 
Sec. 3. Enactment of title 54, United States Code. 
Sec. 4. Conforming amendments. 
Sec. 5. Conforming cross-references. 
Sec. 6. Transitional and savings provisions. 
Sec. 7. Repeals. 

SEC. 2. PURPOSE; CONFORMITY WITH ORIGINAL INTENT. 

(a) PURPOSE.—The purpose of this Act is to codify certain existing 
laws relating to the National Park System as title 54, United 
States Code, ‘‘National Park Service and Related Programs’’. 

(b) CONFORMITY WITH ORIGINAL INTENT.—In the codification of 
laws by this Act, the intent is to conform to the understood policy, 
intent, and purpose of Congress in the original enactments, with 
such amendments and corrections as will remove ambiguities, con-
tradictions, and other imperfections, in accordance with section 
205(c)(1) of House Resolution No. 988, 93d Congress, as enacted 
into law by Public Law 93–554 (2 U.S.C. 285b(1)). 
SEC. 3. ENACTMENT OF TITLE 54, UNITED STATES CODE. 

Title 54, United States Code, ‘‘National Park Service and Related 
Programs’’, is enacted as follows: 

TITLE 54—NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 
AND RELATED PROGRAMS 

Subtitle I—National Park System 
Division A—Establishment and General Administration 

Chap. Sec. 
1001. General Provisions ......................................................................................100101 
1003. Establishment, Directors, and Other Employees .....................................100301 
1005. Areas of National Park System .................................................................100501 
1007. Resource Management ...............................................................................100701 
1009. Administration ............................................................................................100901 
1011. Donations ....................................................................................................101101 
1013. Employees ...................................................................................................101301 

This law was enacted by Congress on 12/19/2014 and gathers 
existing numerous laws relating to the organization and 
management of the National Park System by the National Park 
Service.  The Service is  responsible for carrying out the Historic 
Sites, Buildings, and Antiquities Act, the National Historic 
Preservation Act, and other laws relating to protecting and 
preserving sites that illustrate America’s history.  These laws had 
been classified as part of Title 16, Conservation, but were classified 
throughout title 16 rather than being in one distinct place in the 
title.  Furthermore, as laws relating to the National Park System 
were amended and new laws were enacted that related closely to 
these laws, the Code classifications had become cumbersome to 
use. 

H.R 1068, Title 54 restates these provisions as a new positive law 
title of the United States Code. The new positive law title replaces 
the former provisions, which are repealed by the bill.  All changes 
in existing law made by the bill are purely technical in nature. 

Federal 

36 CFR PART 800 – PROTECTION OF HISTORIC PROPERTIES

Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 
mandates that all Federal undertakings - any project that uses 
Federal funding at least in part - must be reviewed with regard to any 
potential impact on any property or site that is listed, or is eligible for, 
the National Register of Historic Places. 

This document elaborates on the circumstances that will initiate 
a Section 106 review as well as the required protocol for that 
process, including assessment of adverse effects.  It also details the 
responsibilities of each party in the process as well as instructions for 
various situations that may arise.

2004 
http://www.achp.gov/regs-rev04.pdf 
Date Accessed: 22 December 2015

Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
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US Government Publishing Office - 21 March 2014 
https://www.congress.gov/113/plaws/publ89/PLAW-113publ89.
pdf 
Date Accessed: 22 February 2016

PUBLIC LAW 113–89—MAR. 21, 2014 

HOMEOWNER FLOOD INSURANCE 
AFFORDABILITY ACT OF 2014 
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HOMEOWNER FLOOD INSURANCE 
AFFORDABILITY ACT OF 2014

US Government Publishing Office - 6 July 2012 
https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/PLAW-112publ141/pdf/PLAW-
112publ141.pdf 
Date Accessed: 11 August 2016

BIGGERT-WATERS ACT OF 2012

126 STAT. 405 PUBLIC LAW 112–141—JULY 6, 2012 

Public Law 112–141 
112th Congress 

An Act 
To authorize funds for Federal-aid highways, highway safety programs, and transit 

programs, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of 
the United States of America in Congress assembled, 
SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE; ORGANIZATION OF ACT INTO DIVISIONS; 

TABLE OF CONTENTS. 

(a) SHORT TITLE.—This Act may be cited as the ‘‘Moving Ahead 
for Progress in the 21st Century Act’’ or the ‘‘MAP–21’’. 

(b) DIVISIONS.—This Act is organized into 8 divisions as follows: 
(1) Division A–Federal-aid Highways and Highway Safety 

Construction Programs. 
(2) Division B–Public Transportation. 
(3) Division C–Transportation Safety and Surface Transpor-

tation Policy. 
(4) Division D–Finance. 
(5) Division E–Research and Education. 
(6) Division F–Miscellaneous. 
(7) Division G–Surface Transportation Extension. 
(8) Division H–Budgetary Effects. 

(c) TABLE OF CONTENTS.—The table of contents for this Act 
is as follows: 

Sec. 1. Short title; organization of Act into divisions; table of contents. 
Sec. 2. Definitions. 
Sec. 3. Effective date. 

DIVISION A—FEDERAL-AID HIGHWAYS AND HIGHWAY SAFETY 
CONSTRUCTION PROGRAMS 

TITLE I—FEDERAL-AID HIGHWAYS 

Subtitle A—Authorizations and Programs 
Sec. 1101. Authorization of appropriations. 
Sec. 1102. Obligation ceiling. 
Sec. 1103. Definitions. 
Sec. 1104. National Highway System. 
Sec. 1105. Apportionment. 
Sec. 1106. National highway performance program. 
Sec. 1107. Emergency relief. 
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126 STAT. 405 PUBLIC LAW 112–141—JULY 6, 2012 

Public Law 112–141 
112th Congress 

An Act 
To authorize funds for Federal-aid highways, highway safety programs, and transit 

programs, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of 
the United States of America in Congress assembled, 
SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE; ORGANIZATION OF ACT INTO DIVISIONS; 

TABLE OF CONTENTS. 

(a) SHORT TITLE.—This Act may be cited as the ‘‘Moving Ahead 
for Progress in the 21st Century Act’’ or the ‘‘MAP–21’’. 

(b) DIVISIONS.—This Act is organized into 8 divisions as follows: 
(1) Division A–Federal-aid Highways and Highway Safety 

Construction Programs. 
(2) Division B–Public Transportation. 
(3) Division C–Transportation Safety and Surface Transpor-

tation Policy. 
(4) Division D–Finance. 
(5) Division E–Research and Education. 
(6) Division F–Miscellaneous. 
(7) Division G–Surface Transportation Extension. 
(8) Division H–Budgetary Effects. 

(c) TABLE OF CONTENTS.—The table of contents for this Act 
is as follows: 

Sec. 1. Short title; organization of Act into divisions; table of contents. 
Sec. 2. Definitions. 
Sec. 3. Effective date. 
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“FEMA’s mission is to support our citizens and first responders to ensure that as a nation we work together to build, sustain, and Improve our 
capability to prepare for, protect against, respond to, recover from, and mitigate all hazards.” 

Federal Insurance and Mitigation Administration 

In 2012, the U.S. Congress passed the Biggert Waters Flood 
Insurance Reform Act of 2012 (BW 12) which calls on the 
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) and other 
agencies to make a number of changes to the way the NFIP 
is run. Some of these changes have already been put in 
place, and others will be implemented in the coming months. 
Key provisions of the legislation will require the NFIP to 
raise rates to reflect true flood risk, make the program more 
financially stable, and change how Flood Insurance Rate 
Map (FIRM) updates impact policyholders. The changes will 
mean premium rate increases for some – but not all --     
policyholders over time. 
 
Below are some of the Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) 
associated with BW 12 and its impact on historic structures. 
 
1. What does BW12 say about historic buildings? 
 
BW 12 makes no special provisions or exceptions for       
historic buildings. For rating purposes, historic buildings are 
to be treated the same as any other Pre-FIRM properties.   
 
2. How does BW12 impact the premiums for flood 
insurance policies for historic structures? 
 
Section 100205 requires the phase-in of full risk rates for the 
following types of property: non-primary residences, busi-
ness properties, severe repetitive loss (SRL) properties, prop-
erties for which claims payments exceed the fair market 
value, and substantially damaged or improved properties. 
Additionally, Section 100205 requires the immediate appli-
cation of full risk rates to new policies, lapsed policies, and 
policies for property that has been sold to a new owner since 
the enactment of BW 12. 
 
Any currently subsidized policies for historic buildings meet-
ing the criteria established in Section 100205 will see pre-
mium rate increases. Those structures will have rate increase 
at a rate of 25% per year until full actuarial rates are 
achieved. 

3. If a historic structure is a primary residence, 
what impact will this have on its flood policy pre-
mium? 

All primary residences – including those that are historic 
buildings – that were built before the initial Flood Insurance 
Rate Map (Pre-FIRM), and that are located in special flood 
hazard areas (flood zones A, AE, AH, AO, A1-A30, V, VE, 
V1-V30) and D zones will see a 16 to 17 percent increase 
effective on or after October 1, 2013, in order to reduce the 
amount of subsidy provided to these policyholders.  
 
This percentage increase is based on actuarial analysis and 
includes the 5 percent Reserve Fund assessment for all poli-
cies, excluding Preferred Risk Policies. The Reserve Fund 
assessment is mandated under Section 100205.  
 
4. Is it possible to get an exemption for a historic 
building from the mandated rate increases? 
 
No. The wording of Section 100205 does not allow FEMA 
any discretion in implementing it. FEMA does not have the 
statutory authority to exempt historic buildings from the 
mandated rate increases of Section 100205. 
 
5. Did BW12 modify or address any specific aspect 
of the National Flood Insurance Program’s flood-
plain management provisions pertaining to historic 
structures? 
 
No.  BW 12 did not modify or address any aspect of the 
NFIP floodplain management provisions pertaining to      
historic structures.    
 
6. What are the NFIP floodplain management provi-
sions that pertain to historic structures? 
 
The NFIP contains two provisions that provide relief for 
“historic structures” in Special Flood Hazard Areas from the 
NFIP floodplain management regulations for new construc-
tion and substantial improvements/substantial damage.  The 
two provisions include: 
 
(1) The definition of “substantial improvement” at 44 CFR 
59.1, states, “alteration to an „historic structure‟ does not 
constitute a “substantial improvement”, provided that the 
alteration will not preclude the structure‟s continued      

Historic Structures and the Biggert-Waters Flood Insurance Reform Act of 2012 

As a follow-up to FEMA P-467-2 (Floodplain Management Bulletin 
– Historic Structures), this Fact Sheet clarifies the application of the 
Biggert-Waters Insurance Reform Act of 2012 (BW 12) to historic 
structures.  BW 12 includes provisions that required the National Flood 
Insurance Program (NFIP) “to raise the rates to reflect true flood risk, 
make the program more financially stable, and change how Flood 
Insurance Rate Map (FIRM) updates impact policyholders.”  The fact 
sheet states that there is no exemption for insurance rate increases 
for historic buildings or structures.  However, it does provide two 
provisions for qualifying historic buildings:
• The classification of “substantial improvement” does not apply 

to appropriate alterations to historic buildings
• A variance can be granted for repairs or rehabilitation in a manner 

that allows continued designation

The Fact Sheet states FEMA P-467-2 will be updated to address BW 12.

2014 
http://www.fema.gov/media-library-data/1389204656960-d8d62
a77fde51036c4a7157ec6ba1577/Historic_Structures_FS_2013_
v01_08_2014.pdf 
Date Accessed: 22 December 2015

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)

FEMA FACT SHEET: HISTORIC STRUCTURES AND THE BIGGERT-WATERS FLOOD 
INSURANCE REFORM ACT OF 2012
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The White House  - 12 May 2009 
http://executiveorder.chesapeakebay.net/EO/file.axd?file=2009
%2f8%2fChesapeake+Executive+Order.pdf 
Date Accessed: 26 February 2016

THE WHITE HOUSE 

Office of the Press Secretary 

For Immediate Release        May 12, 2009 

EXECUTIVE ORDER 

- - - - - - - 

CHESAPEAKE BAY PROTECTION AND RESTORATION 

By the authority vested in me as President by the 
Constitution and the laws of the United States of America and in 
furtherance of the purposes of the Clean Water Act of 1972, as 
amended (33 U.S.C. 1251 et seq.), and other laws, and to protect 
and restore the health, heritage, natural resources, and social 
and economic value of the Nation's largest estuarine ecosystem 
and the natural sustainability of its watershed, it is hereby 
ordered as follows: 

PART 1 – PREAMBLE 

The Chesapeake Bay is a national treasure constituting 
the largest estuary in the United States and one of the largest 
and most biologically productive estuaries in the world.  The 
Federal Government has nationally significant assets in the 
Chesapeake Bay and its watershed in the form of public lands, 
facilities, military installations, parks, forests, wildlife 
refuges, monuments, and museums. 

Despite significant efforts by Federal, State, and local 
governments and other interested parties, water pollution in the 
Chesapeake Bay prevents the attainment of existing State water 
quality standards and the "fishable and swimmable" goals of the 
Clean Water Act.  At the current level and scope of pollution 
control within the Chesapeake Bay's watershed, restoration of 
the Chesapeake Bay is not expected for many years.  The 
pollutants that are largely responsible for pollution of the 
Chesapeake Bay are nutrients, in the form of nitrogen and 
phosphorus, and sediment.  These pollutants come from many 
sources, including sewage treatment plants, city streets, 
development sites, agricultural operations, and deposition from 
the air onto the waters of the Chesapeake Bay and the lands of 
the watershed. 

Restoration of the health of the Chesapeake Bay will 
require a renewed commitment to controlling pollution from all 
sources as well as protecting and restoring habitat and living 
resources, conserving lands, and improving management of natural 
resources, all of which contribute to improved water quality 
and ecosystem health.  The Federal Government should lead this 
effort.  Executive departments and agencies (agencies), working 
in collaboration, can use their expertise and resources to 
contribute significantly to improving the health of the 
Chesapeake Bay.  Progress in restoring the Chesapeake Bay also

more
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Notes (/uscode/text/42/4013?qtus_code_temp_noupdates=1#qtus_code_temp_noupdates)

Authorities (CFR) (/uscode/text/42/4013?qtus_code_temp_noupdates=3#qtus_code_temp_noupdates)

U.S. Code (/uscode/text) › Title 42 (/uscode/text/42) › Chapter 50 (/uscode/text/42/chapter50) › Subchapter I
(/uscode/text/42/chapter50/subchapterI) › § 4013

42 U.S. Code § 4013  Nature and limitation
of insurance coverage
Current through Pub. L. 11438 (http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/PLAW114publ38/html/PLAW114publ38.htm). (See Public
Laws for the current Congress (http://thomas.loc.gov/home/LegislativeData.php?n=PublicLaws).)

prev (/uscode/text/42/4012a) | next (/uscode/text/42/4013a)

(a) REGULATIONS RESPECTING GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF INSURABILITY The Administrator shall from time to time, after
consultation with the advisory committee authorized under section 4025 of this title (/uscode/text/42/4025),
appropriate representatives of the pool formed or otherwise created under section 4051 of this title
(/uscode/text/42/4051), and appropriate representatives of the insurance authorities of the respective States,
provide by regulation for general terms and conditions of insurability which shall be applicable to properties eligible
for flood insurance coverage under section 4012 of this title (/uscode/text/42/4012), including—

(1) the types, classes, and locations of any such properties which shall be eligible for flood insurance;

(2) the nature and limits of loss or damage in any areas (or subdivisions thereof) which may be covered by
such insurance;

(3) the classification, limitation, and rejection of any risks which may be advisable;

(4) appropriate minimum premiums;

(5) appropriate lossdeductibles; and

(6) any other terms and conditions relating to insurance coverage or exclusion which may be necessary to
carry out the purposes of this chapter.

(b) REGULATIONS RESPECTING AMOUNT OF COVERAGE In addition to any other terms and conditions under subsection (a) of
this section, such regulations shall provide that—

(1) any flood insurance coverage based on chargeable premium rates under section 4015 of this title
(/uscode/text/42/4015) which are less than the estimated premium rates under section 4014(a)(1) of this title
(/uscode/text/42/lii:usc:t:42:s:4014:a:1) shall not exceed—

(A) in the case of residential properties—

(i) $35,000 aggregate liability for any singlefamily dwelling, and $100,000 for any residential structure
containing more than one dwelling unit,

(ii) $10,000 aggregate liability per dwelling unit for any contents related to such unit, and

(iii) in the States of Alaska and Hawaii, and in the Virgin Islands and Guam; the limits provided in
clause (i) of this sentence shall be: $50,000 aggregate liability for any singlefamily dwelling, and
$150,000 for any residential structure containing more than one dwelling unit;

Support Us!

Support Us!
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ĚȘȚǺBĿİȘĦİŇĢ Ǻ FĚĐĚŘǺĿ FĿǾǾĐ ŘİȘĶ MǺŇǺĢĚMĚŇȚ ȘȚǺŇĐǺŘĐ
ǺŇĐ Ǻ PŘǾČĚȘȘ FǾŘ FŲŘȚĦĚŘ ȘǾĿİČİȚİŇĢ ǺŇĐ ČǾŇȘİĐĚŘİŇĢ

ȘȚǺĶĚĦǾĿĐĚŘ İŇPŲȚ

Bỳ țħě ǻųțħǿřįțỳ věșțěđ įň mě ǻș Přěșįđěňț bỳ țħě Čǿňșțįțųțįǿň ǻňđ țħě ŀǻẅș ǿf
țħě Ųňįțěđ Șțǻțěș ǿf Ǻměřįčǻ, ǻňđ įň ǿřđěř țǿ įmpřǿvě țħě Ňǻțįǿň'ș řěșįŀįěňčě țǿ
čųřřěňț ǻňđ fųțųřě fŀǿǿđ řįșķ, İ ħěřěbỳ đįřěčț țħě fǿŀŀǿẅįňģ:

Șěčțįǿň 1. Pǿŀįčỳ. İț įș țħě pǿŀįčỳ ǿf țħě Ųňįțěđ Șțǻțěș țǿ įmpřǿvě țħě řěșįŀįěňčě ǿf
čǿmmųňįțįěș ǻňđ Fěđěřǻŀ ǻșșěțș ǻģǻįňșț țħě įmpǻčțș ǿf fŀǿǿđįňģ. Țħěșě įmpǻčțș
ǻřě ǻňțįčįpǻțěđ țǿ įňčřěǻșě ǿvěř țįmě đųě țǿ țħě ěffěčțș ǿf čŀįmǻțě čħǻňģě ǻňđ
ǿțħěř țħřěǻțș. Ŀǿșșěș čǻųșěđ bỳ fŀǿǿđįňģ ǻffěčț țħě ěňvįřǿňměňț, ǿųř ěčǿňǿmįč
přǿșpěřįțỳ, ǻňđ pųbŀįč ħěǻŀțħ ǻňđ șǻfěțỳ, ěǻčħ ǿf ẅħįčħ ǻffěčțș ǿųř ňǻțįǿňǻŀ
șěčųřįțỳ.

Țħě Fěđěřǻŀ Ģǿvěřňměňț mųșț țǻķě ǻčțįǿň, įňfǿřměđ bỳ țħě běșț-ǻvǻįŀǻbŀě ǻňđ
ǻčțįǿňǻbŀě șčįěňčě, țǿ įmpřǿvě țħě Ňǻțįǿň'ș přěpǻřěđňěșș ǻňđ řěșįŀįěňčě
ǻģǻįňșț fŀǿǿđįňģ. Ěxěčųțįvě Ǿřđěř 11988 ǿf Mǻỳ 24, 1977 (Fŀǿǿđpŀǻįň
Mǻňǻģěměňț), řěqųįřěș ěxěčųțįvě đěpǻřțměňțș ǻňđ ǻģěňčįěș (ǻģěňčįěș) țǿ
ǻvǿįđ, țǿ țħě ěxțěňț pǿșșįbŀě, țħě ŀǿňģ- ǻňđ șħǿřț-țěřm ǻđvěřșě įmpǻčțș
ǻșșǿčįǻțěđ ẅįțħ țħě ǿččųpǻňčỳ ǻňđ mǿđįfįčǻțįǿň ǿf fŀǿǿđpŀǻįňș ǻňđ țǿ ǻvǿįđ
đįřěčț ǿř įňđįřěčț șųppǿřț ǿf fŀǿǿđpŀǻįň đěvěŀǿpměňț ẅħěřěvěř țħěřě įș ǻ
přǻčțįčǻbŀě ǻŀțěřňǻțįvě. Țħě Fěđěřǻŀ Ģǿvěřňměňț ħǻș đěvěŀǿpěđ přǿčěșșěș fǿř
ěvǻŀųǻțįňģ țħě įmpǻčțș ǿf Fěđěřǻŀ ǻčțįǿňș įň ǿř ǻffěčțįňģ fŀǿǿđpŀǻįňș țǿ
įmpŀěměňț Ěxěčųțįvě Ǿřđěř 11988.

Ǻș pǻřț ǿf ǻ ňǻțįǿňǻŀ pǿŀįčỳ ǿň řěșįŀįěňčě ǻňđ řįșķ řěđųčțįǿň čǿňșįșțěňț ẅįțħ mỳ
Čŀįmǻțě Ǻčțįǿň Pŀǻň, țħě Ňǻțįǿňǻŀ Șěčųřįțỳ Čǿųňčįŀ șțǻff čǿǿřđįňǻțěđ ǻň
įňțěřǻģěňčỳ ěffǿřț țǿ čřěǻțě ǻ ňěẅ fŀǿǿđ řįșķ řěđųčțįǿň șțǻňđǻřđ fǿř fěđěřǻŀŀỳ
fųňđěđ přǿjěčțș. Țħě vįěẅș ǿf Ģǿvěřňǿřș, mǻỳǿřș, ǻňđ ǿțħěř șțǻķěħǿŀđěřș ẅěřě
șǿŀįčįțěđ ǻňđ čǿňșįđěřěđ ǻș ěffǿřțș ẅěřě mǻđě țǿ ěșțǻbŀįșħ ǻ ňěẅ fŀǿǿđ řįșķ
řěđųčțįǿň șțǻňđǻřđ fǿř fěđěřǻŀŀỳ fųňđěđ přǿjěčțș. Țħě řěșųŀț ǿf țħěșě ěffǿřțș įș
țħě Fěđěřǻŀ Fŀǿǿđ Řįșķ Mǻňǻģěměňț Șțǻňđǻřđ (Șțǻňđǻřđ), ǻ fŀěxįbŀě fřǻměẅǿřķ
țǿ įňčřěǻșě řěșįŀįěňčě ǻģǻįňșț fŀǿǿđįňģ ǻňđ ħěŀp přěșěřvě țħě ňǻțųřǻŀ vǻŀųěș ǿf
fŀǿǿđpŀǻįňș. İňčǿřpǿřǻțįňģ țħįș Șțǻňđǻřđ ẅįŀŀ ěňșųřě țħǻț ǻģěňčįěș ěxpǻňđ
mǻňǻģěměňț fřǿm țħě čųřřěňț bǻșě fŀǿǿđ ŀěvěŀ țǿ ǻ ħįģħěř věřțįčǻŀ ěŀěvǻțįǿň
ǻňđ čǿřřěșpǿňđįňģ ħǿřįżǿňțǻŀ fŀǿǿđpŀǻįň țǿ ǻđđřěșș čųřřěňț ǻňđ fųțųřě fŀǿǿđ
řįșķ ǻňđ ěňșųřě țħǻț přǿjěčțș fųňđěđ ẅįțħ țǻxpǻỳěř đǿŀŀǻřș ŀǻșț ǻș ŀǿňģ ǻș
įňțěňđěđ.

Țħįș ǿřđěř ěșțǻbŀįșħěș țħě Șțǻňđǻřđ ǻňđ șěțș fǿřțħ ǻ přǿčěșș fǿř fųřțħěř
șǿŀįčįțǻțįǿň ǻňđ čǿňșįđěřǻțįǿň ǿf pųbŀįč įňpųț, įňčŀųđįňģ fřǿm Ģǿvěřňǿřș,

8/16/2016 Executive Order – Establishing a Federal Flood Risk Management Standard and a Process for Further Soliciting and Considering Stakeholder Input | whi…

https://www.whitehouse.gov/thepressoffice/2015/01/30/executiveorderestablishingfederalfloodriskmanagementstandardand 2/7

ĚȘȚǺBĿİȘĦİŇĢ Ǻ FĚĐĚŘǺĿ FĿǾǾĐ ŘİȘĶ MǺŇǺĢĚMĚŇȚ ȘȚǺŇĐǺŘĐ
ǺŇĐ Ǻ PŘǾČĚȘȘ FǾŘ FŲŘȚĦĚŘ ȘǾĿİČİȚİŇĢ ǺŇĐ ČǾŇȘİĐĚŘİŇĢ

ȘȚǺĶĚĦǾĿĐĚŘ İŇPŲȚ

Bỳ țħě ǻųțħǿřįțỳ věșțěđ įň mě ǻș Přěșįđěňț bỳ țħě Čǿňșțįțųțįǿň ǻňđ țħě ŀǻẅș ǿf
țħě Ųňįțěđ Șțǻțěș ǿf Ǻměřįčǻ, ǻňđ įň ǿřđěř țǿ įmpřǿvě țħě Ňǻțįǿň'ș řěșįŀįěňčě țǿ
čųřřěňț ǻňđ fųțųřě fŀǿǿđ řįșķ, İ ħěřěbỳ đįřěčț țħě fǿŀŀǿẅįňģ:

Șěčțįǿň 1. Pǿŀįčỳ. İț įș țħě pǿŀįčỳ ǿf țħě Ųňįțěđ Șțǻțěș țǿ įmpřǿvě țħě řěșįŀįěňčě ǿf
čǿmmųňįțįěș ǻňđ Fěđěřǻŀ ǻșșěțș ǻģǻįňșț țħě įmpǻčțș ǿf fŀǿǿđįňģ. Țħěșě įmpǻčțș
ǻřě ǻňțįčįpǻțěđ țǿ įňčřěǻșě ǿvěř țįmě đųě țǿ țħě ěffěčțș ǿf čŀįmǻțě čħǻňģě ǻňđ
ǿțħěř țħřěǻțș. Ŀǿșșěș čǻųșěđ bỳ fŀǿǿđįňģ ǻffěčț țħě ěňvįřǿňměňț, ǿųř ěčǿňǿmįč
přǿșpěřįțỳ, ǻňđ pųbŀįč ħěǻŀțħ ǻňđ șǻfěțỳ, ěǻčħ ǿf ẅħįčħ ǻffěčțș ǿųř ňǻțįǿňǻŀ
șěčųřįțỳ.

Țħě Fěđěřǻŀ Ģǿvěřňměňț mųșț țǻķě ǻčțįǿň, įňfǿřměđ bỳ țħě běșț-ǻvǻįŀǻbŀě ǻňđ
ǻčțįǿňǻbŀě șčįěňčě, țǿ įmpřǿvě țħě Ňǻțįǿň'ș přěpǻřěđňěșș ǻňđ řěșįŀįěňčě
ǻģǻįňșț fŀǿǿđįňģ. Ěxěčųțįvě Ǿřđěř 11988 ǿf Mǻỳ 24, 1977 (Fŀǿǿđpŀǻįň
Mǻňǻģěměňț), řěqųįřěș ěxěčųțįvě đěpǻřțměňțș ǻňđ ǻģěňčįěș (ǻģěňčįěș) țǿ
ǻvǿįđ, țǿ țħě ěxțěňț pǿșșįbŀě, țħě ŀǿňģ- ǻňđ șħǿřț-țěřm ǻđvěřșě įmpǻčțș
ǻșșǿčįǻțěđ ẅįțħ țħě ǿččųpǻňčỳ ǻňđ mǿđįfįčǻțįǿň ǿf fŀǿǿđpŀǻįňș ǻňđ țǿ ǻvǿįđ
đįřěčț ǿř įňđįřěčț șųppǿřț ǿf fŀǿǿđpŀǻįň đěvěŀǿpměňț ẅħěřěvěř țħěřě įș ǻ
přǻčțįčǻbŀě ǻŀțěřňǻțįvě. Țħě Fěđěřǻŀ Ģǿvěřňměňț ħǻș đěvěŀǿpěđ přǿčěșșěș fǿř
ěvǻŀųǻțįňģ țħě įmpǻčțș ǿf Fěđěřǻŀ ǻčțįǿňș įň ǿř ǻffěčțįňģ fŀǿǿđpŀǻįňș țǿ
įmpŀěměňț Ěxěčųțįvě Ǿřđěř 11988.

Ǻș pǻřț ǿf ǻ ňǻțįǿňǻŀ pǿŀįčỳ ǿň řěșįŀįěňčě ǻňđ řįșķ řěđųčțįǿň čǿňșįșțěňț ẅįțħ mỳ
Čŀįmǻțě Ǻčțįǿň Pŀǻň, țħě Ňǻțįǿňǻŀ Șěčųřįțỳ Čǿųňčįŀ șțǻff čǿǿřđįňǻțěđ ǻň
įňțěřǻģěňčỳ ěffǿřț țǿ čřěǻțě ǻ ňěẅ fŀǿǿđ řįșķ řěđųčțįǿň șțǻňđǻřđ fǿř fěđěřǻŀŀỳ
fųňđěđ přǿjěčțș. Țħě vįěẅș ǿf Ģǿvěřňǿřș, mǻỳǿřș, ǻňđ ǿțħěř șțǻķěħǿŀđěřș ẅěřě
șǿŀįčįțěđ ǻňđ čǿňșįđěřěđ ǻș ěffǿřțș ẅěřě mǻđě țǿ ěșțǻbŀįșħ ǻ ňěẅ fŀǿǿđ řįșķ
řěđųčțįǿň șțǻňđǻřđ fǿř fěđěřǻŀŀỳ fųňđěđ přǿjěčțș. Țħě řěșųŀț ǿf țħěșě ěffǿřțș įș
țħě Fěđěřǻŀ Fŀǿǿđ Řįșķ Mǻňǻģěměňț Șțǻňđǻřđ (Șțǻňđǻřđ), ǻ fŀěxįbŀě fřǻměẅǿřķ
țǿ įňčřěǻșě řěșįŀįěňčě ǻģǻįňșț fŀǿǿđįňģ ǻňđ ħěŀp přěșěřvě țħě ňǻțųřǻŀ vǻŀųěș ǿf
fŀǿǿđpŀǻįňș. İňčǿřpǿřǻțįňģ țħįș Șțǻňđǻřđ ẅįŀŀ ěňșųřě țħǻț ǻģěňčįěș ěxpǻňđ
mǻňǻģěměňț fřǿm țħě čųřřěňț bǻșě fŀǿǿđ ŀěvěŀ țǿ ǻ ħįģħěř věřțįčǻŀ ěŀěvǻțįǿň
ǻňđ čǿřřěșpǿňđįňģ ħǿřįżǿňțǻŀ fŀǿǿđpŀǻįň țǿ ǻđđřěșș čųřřěňț ǻňđ fųțųřě fŀǿǿđ
řįșķ ǻňđ ěňșųřě țħǻț přǿjěčțș fųňđěđ ẅįțħ țǻxpǻỳěř đǿŀŀǻřș ŀǻșț ǻș ŀǿňģ ǻș
įňțěňđěđ.

Țħįș ǿřđěř ěșțǻbŀįșħěș țħě Șțǻňđǻřđ ǻňđ șěțș fǿřțħ ǻ přǿčěșș fǿř fųřțħěř
șǿŀįčįțǻțįǿň ǻňđ čǿňșįđěřǻțįǿň ǿf pųbŀįč įňpųț, įňčŀųđįňģ fřǿm Ģǿvěřňǿřș,

The White House  - January 2015 
https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2015/01/30/
executive-order-establishing-federal-flood-risk-management-
standard-and- 
Date Accessed: 16 August 2016

EXECUTIVE ORDER 13690: ESTABLISHING 
A FEDERAL FLOOD RISK MANAGEMENT 
STANDARD AND A PROCESS FOR 
FURTHER SOLICITING AND CONSIDERING 
STAKEHOLDER INPUT
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12/23/2015 Text of E.O. 13287: Preserve America

http://www.preserveamerica.gov/EOtext.html 1/6

B

Home Executive Order Presidential Award Communities Federal Support Clearinghouse

Preserve America
is a national
initiative in
cooperation with
the Advisory
Council on Historic
Preservation; the
U.S. Departments of
Defense, Interior,
Agriculture,
Commerce, Housing
and Urban
Development,
Transportation, and
Education; the
National
Endowment for the
Humanities; the
President's
Committee on the
Arts and
Humanities; and the
President's Council
on Environmental
Quality.

Text of Executive Order 13287:
"Preserve America"

y the authority vested in me as President by
the Constitution and the laws of the United
States of America, including the National

Historic Preservation Act (16 U.S.C. 470 et seq.)
(NHPA) and the National Environmental Policy Act
(42 U.S.C. 4321 et seq.), it is hereby ordered:

Section 1. Statement of Policy. It is the policy of
the Federal Government to provide leadership in
preserving America's heritage by actively advancing
the protection, enhancement, and contemporary use
of the historic properties owned by the Federal
Government, and by promoting intergovernmental
cooperation and partnerships for the preservation
and use of historic properties. The Federal
Government shall
recognize and manage
the historic properties in
its ownership as assets
that can support
department and agency
missions while
contributing to the vitality
and economic wellbeing
of the Nation's
communities and
fostering a broader
appreciation for the
development of the
United States and its
underlying values. Where consistent with executive
branch department and agency missions, governing
law, applicable preservation standards, and where
appropriate, executive branch departments and
agencies ("agency" or "agencies") shall advance this
policy through the protection and continued use of
the historic properties owned by the Federal
Government, and by pursuing partnerships with
State and local governments, Indian tribes, and the
private sector to promote the preservation of the
unique cultural heritage of communities and of the

The Federal Government
shall recognize and
manage the historic
properties in its ownership
as assets that can support
department and agency
missions while
contributing to the vitality
and economic wellbeing
of the Nation's
communities.

The order has these main objectives:
• The Federal government shall provide leadership in preserving 

America’s heritage through active advancement and by promoting 
partnerships for the preservation and use of historic properties.

• Federal agencies shall seek to build preservation partnerships with 
State and local governments, Indian tribes, and the private sector 
to promote economic development and vitality through use.

• Federal agencies shall prepare assessments of historic properties 
in their management, ensure their compliance with the NHPA, 
report on their progress in caring for historic properties and 
designate an official with preservation oversight responsibility.

• Federal agencies shall promote historic properties’ long-term 
preservation and use, increase community benefits, including 
economic ones, and encourage private preservation assistance. 
The National Park Service shall assist other agencies.  The Council 
will recognize special achievements.

• Heritage Tourism shall be strengthened.  Economic partnerships 
shall be fostered toward this goal.

2003 
https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/WCPD-2003-03-10/pdf/WCPD-2003-03-
10-Pg286.pdf 
Date Accessed:22 December 2015

President George W. Bush

EXECUTIVE ORDER 13287: “PRESERVE AMERICA”

This is a single page document listing the contents of FEMA’s Criteria 
for Land Management and Use with regard to federal and state 
regulations governing flood plain management.

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AND ASSISTANCE

1984 
http://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?tpl=/ecfrbrowse/Title44/44cfr60_
main_02.tpl 
Date Accessed: 4 January 2016

44 US Code
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FEMA 386-6, INTEGRATING HISTORIC PROPERTY AND CULTURAL RESOURCE 
CONSIDERATIONS INTO HAZARD MITIGATION PLANNING

Integrating Historic Property 
and Cultural Resource 
Considerations Into Hazard 
Mitigation Planning
State and Local Mitigation Planning How-To Guide

FEMA 386-6 / May 2005

The importance of integrating historic property and cultural resource 
considerations into mitigation planning has been made all too 
apparent by disasters that have occurred in recent years, such as the 
Northridge Earthquake, the Midwest floods, and Hurricane Katrina. 
Whether a disaster impacts a major community museum, a historic 
“Main Street,” or collections of family photographs, the sudden loss 
of historic properties and cultural resources can negatively impact 
a community’s character and economy, and can affect the overall 
ability of the community to recover from a disaster.  “How-To” Guide 
#6 (FEMA 386-6) shows state and local communities step by step, 
with the needed tools and resources, how to develop, implement 
and monitor progress of a pre-disaster planning strategy for historic 
properties and cultural resources.  While the emphasis is on the 
built environment, this Guide includes cultural institutions in order 
to address the mitigation of cultural heritage, including museum 
collections, works of art, and books and documents.

2006 
http://www.fema.gov/media-library/assets/documents/4317 
Date Accessed: 23 December 2015

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)

FEMA 386-9, USING THE HAZARD MITIGATION PLAN TO PREPARE SUCCESSFUL 
MITIGATION PROJECTS

How-To Guide #9 (FEMA 386-9) shows how a community can move 
from a hazard mitigation plan to developing mitigation projects that 
may be implemented fully using FEMA Hazard Mitigation Assistance 
as appropriate.  This Guide explains the process of developing the 
scope of a project, identifies the key components of a successful 
mitigation project funding application, and describes how to identify 
funding available through FEMA and other agencies.  It explains how 
valuable information in the mitigation plan can be used to develop the 
project scope of work and how to use lessons learned through the 
implementation of mitigation projects to improve the mitigation plan 
when it is updated. This Guide is intended for grant writers, project 
developers, planners, emergency managers, and community leaders.  
It is particularly helpful for State, Tribal, and local government 
officials, department heads, nonprofit organizations, and other 
parties responsible for implementing hazard mitigation actions.

2008 
http://www.fema.gov/media-library-data/20130726-1635-20490-7447/
how_to_9_aug08.pdf 
Date Accessed: 4 January 2016

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)
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National Flood Insurance Program 

Community Rating System
A Local Official’s Guide to

Saving Lives

Preventing Property Damage

Reducing the Cost of Flood Insurance

FEMA B-573 / May 2015

This document describes the Community Rating System (CRS) which 
recognizes and encourages community floodplain management 
activities that exceed the minimum NFIP standards. Depending 
upon the level of participation, flood insurance premium rates for 
policyholders can be reduced up to 45%.  Besides the benefit of reduced 
insurance rates, CRS floodplain management activities enhance public 
safety, reduce damages to property and public infrastructure, avoid 
economic disruption and losses, reduce human suffering, and protect 
the environment.  Technical assistance on designing and implementing 
some activities is available at no charge.  Participating in the CRS 
provides an incentive to maintaining and improving a community’s 
floodplain management program over the years.  Implementing 
some CRS activities can help projects qualify for certain other Federal 
assistance programs.

22 December 2015 
http://www.fema.gov/community-rating-system 
Date Accessed: 8 January 2016

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)

FEMA COMMUNITY RATING SYSTEM

National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) 

Floodplain Management Bulletin  
Historic Structures 
 
FEMA P-467-2 
 

May 2008 

FEMA 

This guide, prepared by FEMA in May 2008 before the Biggert-Waters 
Act of 2012 (BW 12), describes the establishment of the National Flood 
Insurance Program (NFIP) and the application of NFIP to individual 
historic structures and those within historic districts.

The guide offers mitigation strategies to protect historic buildings 
ranging from simple measures, many of which can be completed 
by homeowners, to more complex recommendations that require 
professional design assistance, including:
• Elevation

 ¤ Buildings and associated foundations
 ¤ Floor levels inside of buildings

• Flood proofing
 ¤ Dry flood proofing
 ¤ Wet flood proofing

• Relocation

2008 
http://www.fema.gov/media-library/assets/documents/13411?id=3282 
Date Accessed: 23 December 2015

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)

FEMA P-467-2, FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT BULLETIN: HISTORIC STRUCTURES
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Homeowner’s Guide 
to Retrofitting
Six Ways to Protect Your Home From Flooding

FEMA P-312, 3rd Edition / June 2014

The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) has prepared this 
guide specifically for homeowners who want to know how to protect 
their homes from flooding.  Homeowners need clear information 
about the options available and straightforward guidance in making 
decisions.  This guide gives both, in a form designed for readers who 
have little or no experience with flood protection methods or building 
construction techniques.

2014 
https://www.fema.gov/media-library/assets/documents/480 
Date Accessed: 22 December 2015

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)

FEMA P-312, 3RD EDITION: HOMEOWNER’S GUIDE TO RETROFITTING: SIX WAYS TO 
PROTECT YOUR HOME FROM FLOODING

FEMA P-259, 3RD EDITION: ENGINEERING PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES OF 
RETROFITTING FLOODPRONE RESIDENTIAL STRUCTURES

Engineering Principles 
and Practices
for Retrofitting Flood-Prone Residential Structures 
(Third Edition)

FEMA P-259 / January 2012

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)

2012 
https://www.fema.gov/media-library/assets/documents/3001 
Date Accessed: 4 January 2016

The third edition of this document is intended to further aid 
homeowners in selecting and successfully executing a flood retrofit 
on their home.  Engineering design and economic guidance on what 
constitutes feasible and cost-effective retrofitting measures for 
flood-prone residential and non-residential structures are presented. 
Elevation, relocation, dry floodproofing, wet floodproofing, and the 
use of levees and floodwalls to mitigate flood hazards are discussed. 
This edition was updated to be more user-friendly and concise and the 
overall length of the publication has been shortened.
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Protecting Building 
Utilities From Flood 
Damage 
Principles and Practices for the Design and Construction of 
Flood Resistant Building Utility Systems

FEMA P-348, Edition 1 / November 1999

FEMA

The overall objective of this document is to assist in the design and 
construction or improvement of building utility systems in new, 
substantially improved or existing buildings so that the buildings can 
be re-occupied and fully operational as soon as electricity, sewer, and 
water are restored to the neighborhood.

1999 
https://www.fema.gov/media-library/assets/documents/3729 
Date Accessed: 22 December 2015

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)

FEMA P-348, EDITION 1, PROTECTING BUILDING UTILITIES FROM FLOOD DAMAGE

FEMA P-936, FLOODPROOFING NON-RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS

The primary focus of this guidance document is on dry floodproofing 
technologies for non-residential buildings located in riverine and 
coastal areas not subject to wave action.  It also includes an overview 
of other techniques including wet floodproofing, the use of levees 
and floodwalls, protection of utilities, and emergency floodproofing. 
The publication provides information about regulatory requirements, 
design considerations, and descriptions of floodproofing methods 
and equipment. Key document features include: 1) Tools to assist 
the designer or building owner in determining the best floodproofing 
option for a particular building, including a vulnerability checklist, 2) 
Case studies providing examples of applied floodproofing techniques, 
3) Equations for determining flood forces and loads, 4) A summary of 
results from recent dry floodproofing research and testing for new 
construction.

2013 
http://www.fema.gov/media-library-data/9a50c534fc5895799321dcdd
4b6083e7/P-936_8-20-13_508r.pdf 
Date Accessed: 23 December 2015

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)

Floodproofing  
Non-Residential Buildings
FEMA P-936 / July 2013
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The History 
of Building 

Elevation
in New 

Orleans

Produced by URS for the
Federal Emergency Management Agency

Produced by URS for the 
Federal Emergency Management Agency

This document presents a detailed history of the evolution 
of the City of New Orleans, from French and then Spanish 
control to purchase by the United States.  This history 
highlights the city’s relationship to the river and how the 
built fabric responded to the threat of flooding historically, 
through measures such as elevation, construction on high 
ground, and development of a canal and drainage system.  
In the 19th-century, the city required by code that first 
floors be elevated, of at least three feet above the sidewalk.
Around the same time, businesses appeared that 
specialized in raising structures.  Theis report dedicated an 
entire chapter to these businesses.  The following chapters 
detail raised house types and techniques for elevating 
these homes.
Despite these measures, New Orleans continued fall victim 
to destructive storms.  Following Hurricane Katrina, the 
city’s improved infrastructure encouraged development 
at sea level, which has only further increased New Orlean’s 
risk to flooding, despite the intentionof behind puttiing this 
new infrastructure in place.
The report wraps up with a chapter on the archaeological 
concerns associated with elevating a building.  It 
recommends leaving archaeological findings in place and 
consulting an archaeologist if this cannot be avoided.

December 2012 
http://www.fema.gov/media-library-
data/20130726-1919-25045-5921/cno_history_bldg_elev_042313.
pdf 
Date Accessed: 8 January 2016

THE HISTORY OF BUILDING ELEVATION IN NEW ORLEANS

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) 
-Revised April 2016 
http://www.fema.gov/media-library/assets/documents/115549 
Date Accessed: 9 August 2016

National Flood Insurance Program

Flood Insurance Manual
June 2014
Revised October 2014
Revised April 2015
Revised November 2015
Revised April 2016

NATIONAL FLOOD INSURANCE 
PROGRAM FLOOD INSURANCE MANUAL

Federal Insurance and Mitigation Administration 

The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) 
ensures compliance with applicable Federal historic  
preservation laws and regulations and integrates these 
compliance requirements into its mission of prepared-
ness, response, recovery, and mitigation. Section 106 of 
the National Historic Preservation Act requires FEMA 
to adequately consider the effects of its funding on 
properties listed or eligible for listing on the National 
Register of Historic Places (historic properties).   

FEMA Disaster Assistance and  
Historic Preservation 
FEMA disaster assistance programs include grant  
funding for repair, restoration, or replacement of  
damaged eligible publicly owned and private non-profit 
facilities as well as mitigation funding to reduce  
damages to eligible facilities in future events. Some of 
these facilities may be historic properties. Historic  
properties are typically 50 years or older and include 
buildings, structures, sites, objects, and districts.  

FEMA works closely with State Historic Preservation 
Officers (SHPOs), Tribal Historic Preservation Officers 
(THPOs), State Emergency Management Agencies 
(SEMAs), and applicants for assistance to avoid or  
minimize adverse effects to historic properties whenev-
er possible. When adverse effects are unavoidable,  
FEMA is required to mitigate the effects in consultation 
with the SHPO/THPO, SEMA, the applicant, and other 
consulting parties. In addition, FEMA provides  
assistance to stabilize eligible culturally significant  
collections damaged by disasters. 

Historic Preservation and the Small 
Business Administration 
Following a disaster declaration, the Small Business  
Administration (SBA) provides low-interest loans to 

private non-profit organizations such as museums,  
libraries, and other cultural resources for building  
repairs.  

Heritage Emergency National  
Task Force 
FEMA is a co-sponsor of the Heritage Emergency  
National Task Force and works with Task Force  
members to identify needs and provide available  
technical expertise and resources for salvaging and  
protecting historic properties and cultural collections. 
The Task Force was formed in 1995 to help libraries, 
archives, museums, historical societies, and historic 
sites protect their collections and buildings from natural 
disasters. It distributes materials on cultural resource 
preservation throughout the year. For more information, 
visit: http://www.heritagepreservation.org/programs/
taskfer.htm. 

Historic Preservation and Cultural Resources 
Protecting Our Heritage 

FEMA Deploys Specialists to  
Affected Areas 

FEMA deploys historic preservation specialists to  
affected areas following Presidentially declared  
disasters. These specialists identify historic preservation  
issues, assess damages, provide technical assistance, 
and fulfill FEMA’s legal responsibilities for Section 106 
compliance under various historic preservation laws, 
executive orders, and regulations. 

For More information  

For more information about funding assistance, see  
Before and After Disasters: Federal Funding for Cultural 
Institutions, available on the web at:  
http://www.heritagepreservation.org/PDFS/Disaster.pdf. 

Additional resources are provided by the National Trust 
for Historic Preservation at: http://www.nationaltrust.org. 

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) - 
14 July 2014 
http://www.fema.gov/media-library-
data/20130726-1533-20490-9000/historicpreservationcultural_
resources_2012.pdf Date Accessed: 5 February 2016

FEMA FACT SHEET: HISTORIC 
PRESERVATION AND CULTURAL 
RESOURCES

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)
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Federal Emergency Management Agency

Home Builder’s Guide
to Coastal Construction
Technical Fact Sheet Series

FEMA P-499 / December 2010

FEMA P-499 HOME BUILDER’S GUIDE TO 
COASTAL CONSTRUCTION

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)  - 
December 2010 
http://www.fema.gov/media-library-
data/20130726-1538-20490-2983/fema499web_2.pdf 
Date Accessed: 16 February 2016

FEMA

Substantial Improvement/
Substantial Damage 
Desk Reference
FEMA P-758 / May 2010

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) - 
May 2010 
http://www.fema.gov/media-library-
data/20130726-1734-25045-8822/fema_p_758_cvr_toc_r2.pdf 
Date Accessed: 10 August 2016

FEMA P-758 SUBSTANTIAL 
IMPROVEMENT/SUBSTANTIAL DAMAGE 
DESK REFERENCE

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) - 
30 October 2015 
http://www.fema.gov/pre-disaster-mitigation-grant-program 
Date Accessed: 4 February 2016

PRE-DISASTER MITIGATION GRANT 
PROGRAM

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) - 
27 February 2015 
http://www.fema.gov/media-library-data/1424983165449-38f5dfc69
c0bd4ea8a161e8bb7b79553/HMA_Guidance_022715_508.pdf 
Date Accessed: 21 January 2016

Hazard Mitigation 
Assistance Guidance 
Hazard Mitigation Grant Program, Pre-Disaster Mitigation 
Program, and Flood Mitigation Assistance Program 

February 27, 2015

Federal Emergency Management Agency 
Department of Homeland Security 
500 C Street, S.W. 
Washington, DC 20472 

HAZARD MITIGATION ASSISTANCE 
GUIDANCE
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Non-Residential Floodproofing — Requirements and
Certification
for Buildings Located in Special Flood Hazard Areas
in accordance with the
National Flood Insurance Program

FEDERAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY

FEDERAL INSURANCE ADMINISRTATION

F IA-TB-3
4/93

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) - 
1993 
http://www.fema.gov/media-library-
data/20130726-1511-20490-5294/job6.pdf 
Date Accessed: 16 August 2016

TECHNICAL BULLETIN 3: NON-
RESIDENTIAL FLOODPROOFING - 
REQUIREMENTS AND CERTIFICATION

Openings in Foundation 
Walls and Walls of 
Enclosures
Below Elevated Buildings in Special Flood Hazard Areas  
in accordance with the National Flood Insurance Program

Technical Bulletin 1 / August 2008

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) - 
August 2008 
http://www.fema.gov/media-library-
data/20130726-1502-20490-9949/fema_tb_1__1_.pdf 
Date Accessed: 22 February 2016

TECHNICAL BULLETIN 1: OPENINGS IN 
FOUNDATION WALLS AND WALLS OF 
ENCLOSURES

Flood Damage-Resistant 
Materials Requirements 
for Buildings Located in Special Flood Hazard Areas in 
accordance with the National Flood Insurance Program

Technical Bulletin 2 / August 2008

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) - 
August 2008 
http://www.fema.gov/media-library-
data/20130726-1502-20490-4764/fema_tb_2_rev1.pdf 
Date Accessed: 22 February 2016

TECHNICAL BULLETIN 2: FLOOD DAMAGE-
RESISTANT MATERIALS REQUIREMENTS

User's Guide to  
Technical Bulletins 
Developed in accordance with the National Flood 
Insurance Program 

Technical Bulletin 0 / March 2009

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) - 
Date: March 2009 
http://www.fema.gov/media-library-
data/20130726-1447-20490-2019/fema_tb_0_color_rev1.pdf 
Date Accessed: 18 August 2016

TECHNICAL BULLETIN 0: USER’S GUIDE 
TO TECHNICAL BULLETINS
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Federal Emergency Management Agency

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) - 
1993 
http://www.fema.gov/media-library-
data/20130726-1511-20490-8042/tb_7_complete_scan.pdf 
Date Accessed: 22 February 2016

TECHNICAL BULLETIN 7: WET 
FLOODPROOFING REQUIREMENTS

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) - 
August 2008 
http://www.fema.gov/media-library-
data/20130726-1511-20490-9526/fema_tb_5.pdf 
Date Accessed: 16 August 2016

Free-of-Obstruction 
Requirements 
for Buildings Located in Coastal High Hazard Areas
in accordance with the National Flood Insurance Program

Technical Bulletin 5 /August 2008

TECHNICAL BULLETIN 5: FREE-OF-
OBSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) - 
1993 
http://www.fema.gov/media-library-
data/20130726-1511-20490-1163/job12.pdf 
Date Accessed: 16 August 2016

Below-Grade Parking Requirements
for Buildings Located in Special Flood Hazard Areas
in accordance with the
National Flood Insurance Program

FEDERAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY

F EDERAL INSURANCE A DMINISTRATION

FIA-TB-6
4/93

TECHNICAL BULLETIN 6: BELOW-GRADE 
PARKING REQUIREMENTS

TECHNICAL BULLETIN 4: ELEVATOR 
INSTALLATION

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) 
-November 2010 
http://www.fema.gov/media-library-
data/20130726-1511-20490-5041/fema_tb_4_rev.pdf 
Date Accessed: 16 August 2016
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Federal Emergency Management Agency 

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) - 
1996 
http://www.fema.gov/media-library-data/1396889463119-
906ae05bc13c3677cf4330b5dc96897e/tb-8_rev.pdf 
Date Accessed: 22 February 2016

TECHNICAL BULLETIN 8: CORROSION 
PROTECTION FOR METAL CONNECTORS 
IN COASTAL AREAS

Design and Construction 
Guidance for Breakaway 
Walls 
Below Elevated Buildings Located in Coastal High Hazard 
Areas in accordance with the National Flood Insurance 
Program 
Technical Bulletin 9 / August 2008

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) - 
August 2008 
http://www.fema.gov/media-library-
data/20130726-1511-20490-8359/fema_tb_9.pdf 
Date Accessed: 16 August 2016

TECHNICAL BULLETIN 9: DESIGN 
AND CONSTRUCTION GUIDANCE FOR 
BREAKAWAY WALLS

FEDERAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY

MITIGATION DIRECTORATE

Ensuring That Structures Built on Fill In or Near Special Flood
Hazard Areas Are Reasonably Safe From Flooding
in accordance with the
National Flood Insurance Program

FIA-TB-10
(5/01)

Technical
Bulletin

10-01

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) - 
May 2001 
http://www.fema.gov/media-library-
data/20130726-1511-20490-3169/tb1001.pdf 
Date Accessed: 16 August 2016

TECHNICAL BULLETIN 10: ENSURING 
THAT STRUCTURES BUILT ON FILL IN 
OR NEAR SPECIAL FLOOD HAZARD 
AREAS ARE REASONABLY SAFE FROM 
FLOODING

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) - 
November 2001 
http://www.fema.gov/media-library-
data/20130726-1511-20490-0716/tb_11_rev.pdf 
Date Accessed: 9 August 2016

TECHNICAL BULLETIN 11: CRAWLSPACE 
CONSTRUCTION
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Reducing Flood Risk 
to Residential 
Buildings That 
Cannot Be Elevated
FEMA P-1037 / September 2015

REDUCING FLOOD RISK TO RESIDENTIAL 
BUILDINGS THAT CANNOT BE ELEVATED

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)  - 
September 2015 
http://www.fema.gov/media-library-data/1443014398612-
a4dfc0f86711bc72434b82c4b100a677/revFEMA_HMA_
Grants_4pg_2015_508.pdf       Date Accessed: 29 January 2016

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) -18 
November 2015 
https://www.fema.gov/mitigation-best-practices-portfolio# 
Date Accessed: 4 January 2016

MITIGATION BEST PRACTICES 
PORTFOLIO

Unified Federal Environmental and Historic 
Preservation Review Guide 

For Federal Disaster Recovery Assistance Applicants 

UNIFIED FEDERAL ENVIRONMENTAL AND 
HISTORIC PRESERVATION REVIEW GUIDE

FEMA and the Advisory Council on Historic 
Preservation - No Date 
http://www.fema.gov/media-library-data/1440713845421-9bd
b5c0c8fe19ab86d97059ccb26e3b4/UFR_Applicant_Guide_
Final_508.pdf         Date Accessed: 26  January 2016

Federal Emergency Management Agency and the 
Red Cross - No Date 
http://www2.redcross.org/static/file_cont333_lang0_150.pdf 
Date Accessed: 19 January 2016

REPAIRING YOUR FLOODED HOME

Repairing 
Your 
Flooded 
Home
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TMAC
FUTURE CONDITIONS

RISK ASSESSMENT AND MODELING

December 2015

TMAC FUTURE CONDITIONS RISK 
ASSESSMENT AND MODELING

Technical Mapping Advisory Council - December 2015 
http://www.fema.gov/media-library-data/1454954261186-
c348aa9b1768298c9eb66f84366f836e/TMAC_2015_Future_
Conditions_Risk_Assessment_and_Modeling_Report.pdf 
Date Accessed: 11 August 2016

Federal Emergency Management Agency  / U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development / Homeland Security

Department of Housing and Urban Development 
- 2014 
https://www.hudexchange.info/programs/cdbg-dr/cdbg-dr-
eligibility-requirements/ 
Date Accessed: 4 February 2016

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT BLOCK 
GRANT DISASTER RECOVERY PROGRAM

Department of Homeland Security  - June 2016 
http://www.fema.gov/media-library-data/1466014998123-
4bec8550930f774269e0c5968b120ba2/National_Disaster_
Recovery_Framework2nd.pdf 
Date Accessed: 10 August 2016

National Disaster
Recovery Framework
Second Edition
June 2016

NATIONAL DISASTER RECOVERY 
FRAMEWORK

Department of Homeland Security - September 2011 
http://www.fema.gov/pdf/prepared/npg.pdf 
Date Accessed: 10 August 2016

National Preparedness 
Goal
First Edition
September 2011

NATIONAL PREPAREDNESS GOAL
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U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development

U.S. Department of Housing and Urban 
Development  - No Date 
http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/sandyrebuilding/
rebuildbydesign 
Date Accessed: 23 December 2015

HURRICANE SANDY REBUILDING TASK 
FORCE, REBUILD BY DESIGN

�

 Rebuilding Water-Damaged Homes 
A manual for the safe, healthy, green, and low-cost restoration of housing

 September 2009

Dennis Livingston
Jennie Keinard & 
Ruth Klotz-Chamberlin 
Ralph Scott

Primary Content & Illustrations
Design and Production

Additional Content

Produced by The Alliance for Healthy Homes

REBUILDING WATER-DAMAGED HOMES

Dennis Livingston

2009 
https://ag.purdue.edu/extension/eden/Mold/AFHH-manual.pdf 
Date Accessed: 22 December 2015
This manual provides information for homeowners interested in  
low-cost restoration of their homes following a flood.  It is lavishly 
illustrated with clear, annotated line-diagrams that describe:
• Traditional building systems and terminology
• Clean out procedures for flood-damaged buildings including 

safety precautions and lists of required supplies and tools, as well 
as cleaning and treatment procedures for building surfaces 

• Flood and moisture resilient rebuilding techniques for 
rehabilitation, including details to prevent water from entering a 
building and techniques for draining and drying out a building if 
water enters a building

• Repair techniques for historic building materials
• Hurricane resistant strategies
• Explanation of the house lifting process
This document was prepared by The Alliance for Healthy Homes, 
and is now distributed by the Department of Housing and Urban 
Development.  Unlike many other guides, the illustrations in this 
manual are heavily annotated to identify recommended materials and 
supplies. It provides a shopping list to aid homeowners in preparing 
for a flood event, or its immediate aftermath.

Hurricane Sandy Rebuilding Task Force - August 
2013 
http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/documents/
huddoc?id=HSRebuildingStrategy.pdf 
Date Accessed: 1 February 2016

HURRICANE SANDY REBUILDING 
STRATEGY
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National Park Service

Climate Change Action Plan  2012–2014

National Park Service
U.S. Department of the Interior 
 
Climate Change Response Program

November 2012 
http://www.nature.nps.gov/climatechange/docs/NPS_
CCActionPlan.pdf 
Date Accessed: 26 February 2016

CLIMATE ACTION PLAN 2012-2014
THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR’S 
STANDARDS FOR THE TREATMENT OF 
HISTORIC PROPERTIES

National Park Service - 2017
http://www.nps.gov/tps/standards.htm 
Date Accessed:  January 2018

12/23/2015 The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards—Technical Preservation Services, National Park Service

http://www.nps.gov/tps/standards.htm 1/2

Home > The Standards

The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards
The Secretary of the Interior's Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties are common sense historic preservation principles in
nontechnical language. They promote historic preservation best practices that will help to protect our nation’s irreplaceable cultural
resources.

Standards for Preservation

Standards for Rehabilitation

Standards for Restoration

Standards for Reconstruction

History of the Standards

Guidelines for the Treatment 
of Historic Properties

Guidelines for the Treatment 
of Cultural Landscapes

Guidelines for Rehabilitating 
Historic Buildings

Guidelines on Sustainability

The Treatment of Historic Properties
The Standards are a series of concepts about maintaining, repairing, and replacing historic materials, as well as designing new
additions or making alterations. The Guidelines offer general design and technical recommendations to assist in applying the Standards
to a specific property. Together, they provide a framework and guidance for decisionmaking about work or changes to a historic
property.

The Standards and Guidelines can be applied to historic properties of all types, materials, construction, sizes, and use. They include both
the exterior and the interior and extend to a property’s landscape features, site, environment, as well as related new construction.

Federal agencies use the Standards and Guidelines in carrying out their historic preservation responsibilities. State and local officials use
them in reviewing both Federal and nonfederal rehabilitation proposals. Historic district and planning commissions across the country use

National Park Service 

Climate Change Response Strategy
September 2010

National Park Service
U.S. Department of the Interior

Climate Change Response Program
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National Park Service - September 2010 
https://www.nps.gov/orgs/ccrp/upload/NPS_CCRS.pdf 
Date Accessed: 18 July 2016

CLIMATE CHANGE RESPONSE STRATEGY: 
SCIENCE, ADAPTATION, MITIGATION, 
COMMUNICATION

EXPERIENCE YOUR AMERICA™

Cultural resources, which include archeological sites, cultural land-
scapes, ethnographic resources, historic and prehistoric structures, 
and museum collections, have distinct considerations with respect to 
climate change. Most are fixed in place or derive much of their signifi-
cance from the place within which they were created. Many are non-
living, and all are unique. As a result, the capacity of cultural resources 
to adapt to changing environments is limited. 

Impacts to cultural resources from climate change range from coastal 
erosion and storm damage to effects of wildfires, floods, melting 
permafrost and more rapid deterioration due to changing rain and 
temperature patterns. Cultural resources have always been subject to 
these types of environmental forces. However, observed and projected 
climate change trends are a great concern as these forces accelerate, 
intensify, and combine in new ways that are increasing our rate of loss 
of cultural resources. These trends heighten the urgency for the NPS to 
survey climate-vulnerable areas, develop appropriate preservation and 
documentation techniques, and learn from the history and prehistory 
these resources contain. With so many cultural resources entrusted in 
our care, the NPS provides leadership nationwide to their preservation 
and management in regards to climate change.

Cultural resources are irreplaceable indicators of the wide array of 
lifeways, ideas, beliefs, practices, and experiences that, over time, have 
led to the world we live in today.  The NPS researches both the impacts 
of climate change on cultural resources as well as the many forms of in-
formation about human history and human-environment interactions 
they contain. The NPS works to adapt cultural resource stewardship, 
management, research, and interpretive practices to the challenges of 
climate change.

March 2013

At Dry Tortugas National Park, repair planning at Fort Jefferson must take 
into account projected sea level rise and increased storm intensity.

Climate Change Response Program National Park Service
U.S. Department of the Interior

Natural Resource Stewardship & Science
Cultural Resources, Partnerships & Science

Cultural Resources and Climate Change 
Background

Approach

More Information

Marcy Rockman, Ph.D. 
Climate Change Adaptation ph:       (202) 354-2105
Coordinator for Cultural Resources  email:  Marcy_Rockman@nps.gov    

Dan Odess 
Chief ph:       (202) 354-2128
Cultural Resources Science and Research email:  Daniel_Odess@nps.gov

Cultural Resource Brief

    http://www.nps.gov/climatechange

Policy and Program Development

•	 Expansion of NPS Climate Change Response Strategy Goal 7 — 
Implement Cultural Resource Adaptation — into a comprehensive 
program plan that sets out the dual relationship of cultural resourc-
es and climate change – impacts on and information from. 

•	 Engagement of park, regional, and program staff in the “Climate 
and Culture” community of practice.

Science

•	 Development of a handbook outlining the types of impacts ob-
served and anticipated from climate change to all categories of 
cultural resources across each eco-region of the nation. 

Current Projects

•	 Ongoing inventory and research of artifacts exposed by melting 
high mountain ice patches, known as “ice patch archaeology.” 

•	 Integration of natural and cultural data in assessments of resource 
vulnerability to projected climate change trends.

•	 Incorporation of cultural resources into scenario planning training 
and park planning documents.

•	 Training and guidance on cultural resources research priorities and 
planning at landscape and multi-agency scales for  federal, state, 
tribal, and other partners.

Coastal Adaptation Handbook

•	 Development of management options for vulnerable cultural re-
sources in the coastal zone and linking of the decision frameworks 
to those for adjacent natural resources and infrastructure.

Telling Climate Stories

•	 Cultural resources are an integral part of NPS climate change story. 
Developing instructional products on the progression of climate 
change and engaging with long-term and ongoing relationships be-
tween humans and our environments will help park staff more fully 
share these impacts and lessons learned with park visitors.

National Park Service 
https://www.nps.gov/subjects/climatechange/upload/
CulturalResourceBriefMar2013.pdf 
Date Accessed: 18 July 2016

CULTURAL RESOURCES AND CLIMATE 
CHANGE, CULTURAL RESOURCE BRIEF
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National Park Service

David W. Look and Dirk H.R. Spennemann - 2001 
http://www.nps.gov/history/crmjournal/CRM/v24n8.pdf 
Date Accessed: 19 January 2016

DISASTER PREPAREDNESS, PLANNING, 
AND MITIGATION

Christopher R. Eck - 2000 
http://www.nps.gov/history/CRMJournal/CRM/v23n6.pdf  
Date Accessed: 4 January 2016

EARTH, WIND, FIRE, AND WATER - 
HISTORIC PRESERVATION DISASTER 
PLANNING IN MIAMI-DADE COUNTY, 
FLORIDA

David W. Look and Dirk H.R. Spennemann - 2000 
http://www.nps.gov/history/CRMJournal/CRM/v23n6.pdf 
Date Accessed: 4 January 2016

DISASTER MANAGEMENT FOR CULTURAL 
PROPERTIES

“LORD WILLING N’ THE CREEK DON’T 
RISE” - FLOOD SUSTAINABILITY AT 
HARPERS FERRY NATIONAL HISTORICAL 
PARK

Bruce J. Noble, Jr. - 2001 
http://www.nps.gov/history/crmjournal/CRM/v24n8.pdf 
Date Accessed: 4 January 2015
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National Park Service

Jorge Alberto Rodriguez and Sean M. Clifford - 9 
November 2012 
https://ncptt.nps.gov/blog/ers/ 
Date Accessed: 5 February 2016

EMERGENCY RESPONSE AND SALVAGE

Alice M. Baldrica - 1998 
https://archive.org/stream/
disastermanageme00spen#page/132/mode/1up  
Date Accessed: 5 February 2016

FLOOD CASE STUDY: STILLWATER, 
NEVADA

Daryl Barksdale - 1998 
https://archive.org/stream/
disastermanageme00spen#page/132/mode/1up  
Date Accessed: 5 February 2016

DISASTER RECOVERY RESPONSE TO 
TROPICAL STORM ALBERTO
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National Center for Preservation Technology and Training / Heritage Preservation / U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

Heritage Preservation - No Date 
http://www.heritagepreservation.org/PROGRAMS/PtoP_
EPChecklist.pdf 
Date Accessed: 16 February 2016

DEFINITIONS

Emergency Manager: Government official 
responsible for developing and implement-
ing an emergency response plan.

Emergency Operations Center:  A central 
location staffed by representatives of vari-
ous agencies including fire, rescue, public 
works and others that, in the event of an 
emergency, work together to coordinate the 
government response.

Hazard Mitigation: Action taken to reduce 
or eliminate risks to human life or property 
from natural and human-caused disasters.

Response: Immediate actions taken to save 
lives, public property and the environment, 
and meet basic human needs.

Recovery: Once conditions have 
stabilized, the actions taken to provide long-
term aid to affected persons, clear debris, 
begin repair and rebuilding.

Damage Assessment Teams: Groups of 
individuals who go into the field to survey 
conditions to determine the scope and 
nature of the impact on the natural and built 
environment.

Preparing to Preserve
Emergency Planning: Model Checklist for Historic Preservation

The preservation community is in regular contact  
with the Emergency Operations Manager and a  
preservation representative is assigned to the  
Emergency Operations Center.

Preservationists are recruited and trained to 
participate in risk assessment, mitigation,  
response and recovery, and to serve on damage  
assessment teams.

Local officials have been given a comprehensive  
survey of their community’s historic resources.

Building condition assessment forms consider the 
historic integrity of buildings districts.

Historic District Commissions and other regulatory 
review bodies have developed post-disaster 
procedures for design review and permitting in 
historic districts.

Sites selected for response personnel staging areas, 
temporary housing, and debris removal and storage 
do not impact historic or archeological sites.

Salvage protocols for the debris removal process  
address the need to preserve historic features and 
materials.

Demolition permit criteria and procedures include 
evaluation by historic preservation experts.

A preservation professional is trained and available 
to  participate in deliberations regarding post-disaster 
recovery activities and priorities.

Historic preservation can be a 
powerful catalyst for recovery and 
revitalization in the wake of 
natural and man-made disasters.  
It restores the fabric of a 
community, especially the familiar 
landmarks of one’s neighborhood 
– churches, schools, stores, front 
porches, parks – which provide a 
tremendous source of comfort and 
hope for survivors.   It also supports 
the quick return of life, commerce, 
and a sense of normalcy to the 
community. 

This list of elements should be part 
of your community’s approach to 
emergency management planning.  
Advocate for their inclusion to 
ensure that the built environment is 
not further degraded through  
inadvertent response actions,  
demolition, or neglect.
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PREPARING TO PRESERVE; EMERGENCY 
PLANNING: MODEL CHECKLIST FOR 
HISTORIC PRESERVATION

Protecting Your Historic Home
from Natural Disasters

Resilient Heritage

Developed By: Funded By:

Protecting Your Historic Home
from Natural Disasters

Resilient Heritage

Developed By: Funded By:

National Center for Preservation Technology & 
Training - 2015 
https://ncptt.nps.gov/blog/resilient-heritage-2015-03/ 
Date Accessed: 19 January 2016

RESILIENT HERITAGE: PROTECTING 
YOUR HISTORIC HOME FROM NATURAL 
DISASTERS

LOW COST SHORE PROTECTION …A PROPERTY OWNER’S GUIDE

 3

LOW COST SHORE PROTECTION

…A Property Owner's Guide

AN INTRODUCTION TO SHORELINE EROSION

This report is intended for property owners whose land is located on sheltered waters protected
from direct action of open ocean waves.  As a reader, you may be personally concerned about some
aspect of shore protection because your house or cottage is threatened by continued erosion or a sandy
beach you once enjoyed has disappeared.  Whatever your personal circumstances, it is probably small
comfort to know that your plight is shared by many others.

In trying to solve your problem, you may have sought the advice of others or observed the means
they have used to combat erosion problems.  Or, you may have been approached by a local firm trying to 
sell either construction services or some shore protection device.  While such resources may sometimes
achieve satisfactory results, you and a majority of others are probably reading this because you have been 
unable to solve your problems and have suffered substantial capital losses in the process.  If such is the
case, then this report is for you.

LOW COST SHORE PROTECTION

In distinguishing between "low cost" and "cheap", one should remember that practically any
method of shore protection, if properly implemented, is expensive.  While no specific price range
applicable to all places, or valid for any length of time, can be defined, for our purposes low cost
protection includes those methods within the financial means of most landowners and commensurate
with the value of their property.  While personal financial resources and the costs of the methods
described in this report vary significantly, landowners who are serious about protecting their property
should be able to find a suitable (and affordable) solution.

ORIENTATION AND OVERVIEW

Shorelines are areas of unending conflict among the natural forces in wind, water, and land.
Atmospheric disturbances generate winds, which in turn cause waves that move through the, water until
breaking at the shore with a great release of energy.  If the shore is composed of loose sediments such as 
sands, gravels, or silts, there are washed in the direction of the waves' advance.  If replaced by an equal
quantity of beach material moving from other areas, the shore remains stable, a condition described as
"dynamic equilibrium"; constant movement but with no change of volume.  However, if less material
replaces what has been washed away, the volume of material in the region decreases and the shore
erodes, leading to the loss of beaches, recession of bluffs, or other dramatic landscape changes at the
water's edge.

Report published by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers for home 
owners considering implementing a shore protection, such as 
bulkheads or riprap.  The report details how wave action impact 
coastline.  It provides a detailed explanation, as well as illustrative 
diagrams, regarding a variety of methods for modifying shorelines.  
These explanations include a overview of the impact these protections 
have on the shoreline, such as downdrift erosion.  This document can 
be helpful for an individual considering taking on the expense of this 
mitigation method. 

 
http://dnr2.maryland.gov/ccs/Publication/sect54owners_sm.pdf 
Date Accessed: 21 July 2016

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
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NONSTRUCTURAL MITIGATION ASSESSMENT FOR THE CITY OF ANNAPOLIS 
HISTORIC DISTRICT

In Annapolis, Maryland, the long-term concern for the accelerating 
rate of sea level rise and the the aftermath of Hurricane Sandy created 
a sense of urgency for the development of a Cultural Resource Hazard 
Mitigation Plan (CRHMP).  In 2013, the City of Annapolis embarked 
on developing a plan per  Federal Emergency Management Agency’s 
(FEMA) ‘how-to’ guide to State and Local Mitigation Planning.  This 
approach outlines four phases in the development of a comprehensive 
CRHMP:
• Organize resources
• Assess risks 
• Develop a mitigation plan
• Implement the plan and monitor progress.

The risk assessment includes an analysis of each property’s significance, 
integrity, economic importance and overall public sentiment.  Historic 
American Building Survey level documentation may be recommended 
for properties that are deemed of high public interest.

December 2014 
http://www.annapolis.gov/docs/default-source/planning-and-zoning-
documents/us-army-corps-of-engineers---nonstructural-mitigation.
pdf?sfvrsn=0 
Date Accessed: 22 December 2015

Stephen D. O’Leary, AIA, CFM  
 

NONSTRUCTURAL MITIGATION ASSESSMENT 
 FOR THE CITY OF ANNAPOLIS HISTORIC 

DISTRICT 
 

Annapolis, Maryland 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 

 
 

            Prepared for:  City of Annapolis 
                                                      145 Gorman Street, 3rd Floor 
                                          Annapolis, Maryland 21401 
 
 
 

Prepared by:  Planning Division 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Baltimore District 
P.O. Box 1715 
Baltimore, Maryland 21203-1715 

 
 

DECEMBER 2014 

NATIONAL NONSTRUCTURAL / FLOOD PROOFING COMMITTEE PRESENTATION

One Team—Relevant, Ready, Responsive, Reliable

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
National Nonstructural/Flood Proofing Committee

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

No Date 
http://www.kafm.org/downloads/Floodproofing.pdf 
Date Accessed: 23 December 2015

Nonstructural / Flood Proofing measures are 
permanent or contingent measures applied to a 
structure and/or its contents that prevent or provide 
resistance to damage from flooding.  Nonstructural/ 
Flood Proofing measures differ from Structural 
measures in that they focus on reducing the 
consequences of flooding instead  of on reducing 
the probability of flooding. Nonstructural Flood 
Proofing measures include:
• Elevation
• Relocation
• Buyout / Acquisition
• Dry flood proofing
• Wet flood proofing
• Berms or floodwalls
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NONSTRUCTURAL MITIGATION 
ASSESSMENT FOR THE CITY OF 
ANNAPOLIS HISTORIC DISTRICT

Nonstructural Mitigation Assessment
for the City of Annapolis Historic District - Annapolis, MDfor the City of Annapolis Historic District Annapolis, MD

Evaluation of Flood Proofing Measures

Stephen D. O’Leary AIA, CFMStephen D. O Leary AIA, CFM
USACE – Nonstructural Flood Proofing Committee
Architect/ Planner/ Project Manager

9 July 20159 July 2015

BUILDING STRONG®US Army Corps of Engineers
BUILDING STRONG®

Planning Division, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers - 
9 July 2015 
https://www.annapolis.gov/DocumentCenter/View/2182/US-
Army-Corps-of-Engineers---Nonstructural-Mitigation-PDF 
Date Accessed: 22 December 2015

SEA LEVEL CHANGE AND LONG RANGE 
WATER RESOURCES PLANNING FOR 
FLORIDA

Miami-Dade Sea Level Rise Task Force and Glenn B. 
Landers - 4 April 2014 
http://www.miamidade.gov/planning/library/
presentations/2014-04-04-sea-level-change-and-long-range-
water-resources.pdf 
Date Accessed: 22 December 2015

US Army Corps of Engineers
BUILDING STRONG®

Everglades Restoration Climate 
Change Concerns and Draft Sea 
Level Rise Planning Guidance

Everglades Restoration Climate 
Change Concerns and Draft Sea 
Level Rise Planning Guidance

Sea Level Rise Workshop
Florida Atlantic University
Boca Raton, FL
February 16, 2010

Presented by:  Stu Appelbaum
Chief, Everglades Division
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Jacksonville 
District

Everglades Restoration Program
Application of USACE Guidance
on Sea Level Change

Everglades Restoration Program
Application of USACE Guidance
on Sea Level Change
Biscayne Bay Regional Restoration 
Coordination Team
June 2010

Presented by:  Glenn Landers
Senior Project Manager
Climate Change Studies
Everglades Division
USACE, Jacksonville District

Florida Bay

Biscayne
Bay

MIAMI

EVERGLADES
NATIONAL

PARK

BUILDING STRONG® US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS | Jacksonville District

Miami-Dade Sea Level Rise Task Force
April 4, 2014       Miami, FL

Glenn B. Landers, P.E.
Planning and Policy Division 
Jacksonville District  

Sea Level Change and Long Range 
Water Resources Planning for Florida

BUILDING STRONG®

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers - June 2014 
http://www.publications.usace.army.mil/Portals/76/
Publications/EngineerTechnicalLetters/ETL_1100-2-1.pdf 
Date Accessed: 23 December 2015

GLOBAL CHANGES, PROCEDURES TO 
EVALUATE SEA LEVEL CHANGE: IMPACTS, 
RESPONSES, AND ADAPTION
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State of Maryland

Contact Us 
 

 
If you have any  questions regarding the guidance or are in need of assistance, 
please contact us: 
 
Mark James                                               Phone: 410-517-5113 
State Hazard Mitigation Officer          Email: mark.james@maryland.gov 
5401 Rue Saint Lo Drive,                      Web: mema.maryland.gov 
Reisterstown, MD 21136 
 
William Carroll                                        Phone: 410-517-3624 
Hazard Mitigation Planner                  Email: william.carroll@maryland.gov 
5401 Rue Saint Lo Drive,                      Web: mema.maryland.gov 
Reisterstown, MD 21136 
 
Robert Ward                                            Phone: 410-517-3606 
Hazard Mitigation Planner                  Email: robert.ward@maryland.gov 
5401 Rue Saint Lo Drive,                      Web: mema.maryland.gov 
Reisterstown, MD 21136 
 

 

Maryland Emergency Management Agency 

 
  

  

Local Hazard 
Mitigation Plan 

Guidance 
 

MARYLAND EMERGENCY 
MANAGEMENT AGENCY 

 
 

 2015 

This document provides planning guidance for local governments to 
prepare an updated hazard mitigation plan.  This guidance introduces 
Maryland-specific recommendations for hazard mitigation planning 
and introduces ideas for both plan integration and resiliency to 
facilitate cooperation between the State and local governments.  The 
document focuses on these areas: hazards, critical facilities, FEMA- 
flood, capability assessment, resilience, plan integration, safe plan 
audit, federal declarations, MDE – Flood, and recommendations and 
suggests additional resources.

2015 
http://mema.maryland.gov/community/Pages/Mitigation.aspx 
22 December 2015

Maryland emergency management agency

LOCAL HAZARD MITIGATION PLAN GUIDANCE

Standards and 
Guidelines for 
Architectural 
and Historical 

Investigations 
in Maryland

MARYLAND HISTORICAL TRUST
Maryland Department of Planning

Maryland Department of Planning and Maryland 
Historical Trust

Geared toward preservation professionals, this guide centralizes 
information relevant to architectural and historical investigations.  Its 
purpose is to provide comprehensive guidance on conducting work 
that meets standards as determined by the Maryland Historical Trust.

The guide details the training required by individuals who will 
undertake projects as well as state and federal channels for funding.  
It is an excellent resource for preparing projects - such as preservation 
surveys, compliance reports and nominations for Maryland’s Inventory 
of Historic Properties - that meet the state’s standards.  These 
standards address content, graphic representation and organization 
of the final product.

For additional information, the guide also provides resources for 
general reference. 

2000 
http://mht.maryland.gov/documents/PDF/research/Survey_standards_
architecture_web.pdf 
Date Accessed: 22 December 2015

STANDARDS AND GUIDELINES FOR ARCHITECTURAL AND HISTORICAL 
INVESTIGATIONS IN MARYLAND
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Low impact development (LID) is an approach to storm water control 
that strives to mimic natural hydrology as part of the development 
process.  Recommendations include:
• The maintenance of natural drainage courses, resources, and 

ecosystems
• Dispersing storm water throughout the landscape and controlling 

storage and runoff to match pre-development conditions
• Minimizing or reducing impervious surface coverage, as well as 

dependence on storm water drains, structures, and ponds

The strategies are geared toward individual properties as well as 
larger communities and their management of storm water through 
mechanisms that include restricting development through zoning, 
storm water infrastructure construction and maintenance, and 
roadway specifications.

June 1999 
http://www.lowimpactdevelopment.org/pubs/LID_National_Manual.
pdf 
Date Accessed: 5 January 2016

Environmental Protection Agency/Maryland

LOW-IMPACT DEVELOPMENT DESIGN STRATEGIES: AN INTEGRATED DESIGN 
APPROACH

Maryland Department of the Environment 
Flood Hazard Mitigation Section 
1800 Washington Blvd. 
Baltimore, MD 21230-1718 
1-800-633-6101

For more information, contact: 

An Assessment Of
Maryland’s Vulnerability 
To Flood Damage

John M. Joyce 
Flood Hazard Mitigation Section 

Maryland Department of the Environment 
and

Michael S. Scott, PhD 
Eastern Shore Regional GIS Cooperative 

Salisbury University 

August 2005 

This report provides an in-depth overview of flooding in the state of 
Maryland. It provides a history of flooding as well as the level of threat 
in the state, estimating that over 68,000 structures in Maryland are on 
a floodplain, at an assessed value of $8 billion. 
After presenting extensive flood estimates, the report turns to 
mitigation strategies.  It summarizes the requirements for the National 
Flood Insurance Program followed by discussion of other strategies 
used in Maryland.  These strategies include, but are not limited, to:
• Maryland Model Floodplain Management Ordinance
• Floodplain Management Database and Repetitive Loss Project
• Mapping efforts in the state
The report wraps up with a list of recommendations - a takeaway 
for state policymakers. This list emphasizes coordination between 
agencies, implementation of a statewide “No Adverse Impact” policy 
and utilization of local planning efforts, tax incentives, and grants in 
order to encourage action. 

August 2005 
http://www.prattlibrary.org/uploadedFiles/www/locations/
central/business_science_and_technology/subject_guides/
An%20Assessment%20of%20Marylands%20Vulnerability%20to%20
Flooding-1%20(1).pdf 
Date Accessed: 23 February 2016

John M. Joyce and Michael S. Scott

AN ASSESSMENT OF MARYLAND’S VULNERABILITY TO FLOOD DAMAGE
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State of Maryland

Various

June 2015 
http://www.mdsg.umd.edu/sites/default/files/files/Come%20High%20
Water-Report-2015.pdf 
Date Accessed: 5 January 2016

Come High Water is an anthology of articles by contributors to the 
Chesapeake Quarterly and the Bay Journal.  Both of these publications 
collaborated to produce this collection of articles on sea level rise and 
the Bay.  Each article zeroes in on a distinct challenge and is grouped 
together by theme: the causes of, the costs of and the response to 
sea level rise.  These articles cover a wide array of topics within these 
themes, from the effects of the Gulf Stream on the Bay, to the impact 
of storm surge on the City of Baltimore and to local response efforts 
on Smith Island.

While this collection of articles lacks any concluding remarks, the 
intent is to demonstrate that sea level rise will effect communities as 
well as wildlife.  The articles attempt to illustrate for a wide audience 
the reality, as well as the unpredictability, of sea level rise.

COME HIGH WATER
Sea Level Rise and

Chesapeake Bay 

A Special Report from
Chesapeake Quarterly 

and Bay Journal

COME HIGH WATER; SEA LEVEL RISE AND CHESAPEAKE BAY. A SPECIAL REPORT 
FROM CHESAPEAKE QUARTERLY AND BAY JOURNAL

THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR’S STANDARDS FOR REHABILITATION

Maryland Department of Planning and 
Maryland Historical Trust
No Date 
http://mht.maryland.gov/documents/PDF/
Standards_36CFR67.pdf 
Date Accessed: 22 December 2015

The State of Maryland follows The Secretary of the 
Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation and requires 
that all projects qualifying for state or federal tax 
credits or Maryland Historical Trust (MHT) grants 
or loans meet these standards.  The ten standards 
outlined in this policy  address the preservation of 
a site’s character, finishes, and changes that have 
acquired historic significance, to name a few. 

The Maryland Historical Trust’s website - https://mht.
maryland.gov/ - provides additional info on eligibility 
for tax credits, grants, and loans.  It stresses adhering 
to the Standards to qualify for MHT programs.
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D. F. Bosch, et al - 2013 
http://climatechange.maryland.gov/wp-content/uploads/
sites/16/2014/12/ian_report_4131.pdf 
Date Accessed: 26 February 2016

Updating Maryland’s 
Sea-level Rise 
Projections

Scientific and Technical Working Group 
Maryland Climate Change Commission

June 26, 2013

UPDATING MARYLAND’S SEA-LEVEL RISE 
PROJECTIONS. SPECIAL REPORT OF THE 
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL WORKING 
GROUP TO THE MARYLAND CLIMATE 
CHANGE COMMISSION

Center for Watershed Protection, inc. - No Date 
http://www.mde.state.md.us/programs/
Water/StormwaterManagementProgram/
MarylandStormwaterDesignManual/Pages/Programs/
WaterPrograms/SedimentandStormwater/stormwater_design/
index.aspx       Date Accessed: 10 August 2016

MARYLAND DEPARTMENT OF THE ENVIRONMENT
WATER MANAGEMENT ADMINISTRATION
1800 Washington Blvd., 4th Floor, STE 440  Baltimore, MD 21230-1708
(410) 537-3550  1-800-633-6101  http://www.mde.state.md.us

2000 MARYLAND STORMWATER DESIGN 
MANUAL VOLUMES I & II

 - 1 - 

Coastal Management for Traditional Villages 
 
Background 

The area of land extending from the Town of Easton over 22 miles by road, to Tilghman Island is known as 
the Route 33 corridor. Apart from the Town of St Michaels, the area is predominantly rural in character and 
density. There are twelve rural, waterfront villages scattered among farms and forests that trace their 
histories back from 100 to 300 years. The villages supported ports, wharfs, railroad stations, canneries and 
mills. Homes were built primarily on small lots by watermen, laborers, merchants and tradesmen, or as 
vacation cottages and retreats. Over time most villages have evolved into single family residential 
communities.  
 
Residents of these villages along Route 33 have expressed concerns about how runoff from roads is 
managed. Runoff from roads and drainage from individual properties has been managed by less than 
optimal systems, resulting in nuisance flooding and delivery of pollutants to local creeks and the Chesapeake 
Bay. Additionally, shoreline conditions have not been analyzed in a comprehensive manner. Individual 
property owners may have hardened sections of shoreline, but there has been no study devoted to how 
Talbot County communities have been or may be impacted by erosion, sedimentation, flooding or sea level 
rise.  

 
To address these concerns, the Talbot 
County Office of Planning and 
Zoning undertook a pilot project of 
three waterfront communities along 
the Route 33 corridor to evaluate 
current conditions regarding water 
pollution, flooding concerns and 
threats from shoreline erosion.  This 
pilot project focused on the villages 
of Royal Oak, Bellevue and 
Newcomb and involved two public 
meetings to gather input from 
residents and report back the 
findings, and a field evaluation of 
each village to identify proposed 
solutions. This brochure summarizes 
the recommendations and strategies 

for implementation.  
 
Project Goal: To empower rural communities in Talbot County to better manage nonpoint source 

pollution from stormwater runoff and to develop mechanisms to address shoreline erosion and 
flooding hazards. 

 
 
 

NNeewwccoommbb

Prepared by: Center for Watershed Protection, Inc.  
Prepared for: Talbot County Office and Planning and Zoning 
Project partners:  Maryland Sea Grant, BayLand Consultants and 
Designers, Inc., Andrews, Miller and Associate. 
Funded by: Maryland Department of Natural Resources 

Center for Watershed Protection, inc. - 21 July 2016 
http://dnr2.maryland.gov/ccs/Publication/Talbot_CMTV.pdf 
Date Accessed: 21 July 2016

COASTAL MANAGEMENT FOR 
TRADITIONAL VILLAGES

CITY OF BALTIMORE

Disaster Preparedness and Planning Project
A COMBINED ALL HAZARDS MITIGATION AND CLIMATE ADAPTATION PLAN

OCTOBER, 2013

City of Baltimore - October 2013 
http://www.baltimoresustainability.org/wp-content/
uploads/2015/12/Executivesummary.pdf 
Date Accessed: 26 February 2016

CITY OF BALTIMORE DISASTER 
PREPAREDNESS AND PLANNING 
PROJECT (DP3)
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State of Maryland Climate Change and Coast Smart Construction

State of Maryland
Climate Change and Coast Smart Construction

Infrastructure Siting and Design Guidelines

Martin O’Malley, Governor Joseph P. GIll, Secretary

580 Taylor Avenue
Annapolis, MD 21401

Toll Free in MD: 1-877-620-8DNR

dnr.maryland.gov
The facilities and services of the Maryland Department of Natural Resources are available to all without regard to race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation,

age, national origin or physical or mental disability.

This document is available in alternative format upon request from a qualified individual with a disability.

DNR 14-1232013-676 1/14

January 2014

Zo� P. Johnson - January 2014 
http://climatechange.maryland.gov/wp-content/uploads/
sites/16/2014/12/climate_change_and_coast_smart_final_
report1.pdf 
Date Accessed: 26 February 2016

CLIMATE CHANGE AND COAST SMART 
CONSTRUCTION: INFRASTRUCTURE 
SITING AND DESIGN GUIDELINES. SPECIAL 
REPORT OF THE ADAPTATION RESPONSE 
WORKING GROUP OF THE MARYLAND 
COMMISSION ON CLIMATE CHANGE

July 2011 
http://dnr2.maryland.gov/ccs/Publication/czmnewsjul11.pdf 
Date Accessed: 20 July 2016

MARYLAND BUILDS RESILIENCE 
TO CLIMATE CHANGE THROUGH 
COASTSMART COMMUNITIES

New freeboard standards in Dorchester County, Maryland, can help limit damage to structures when heavy 
rains and unusually high tides overwhelm existing defenses and cause local flooding as illustrated here.  
Credit: Wanda Cole 
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Sunset on Kasitsna Bay, Alaska. Alaska 
withdrew from the National Coastal 
Zone Management Program on July 1, 
2011 (page 5). 

Maryland Builds Resilience to Climate Change 
through CoastSmart Communities
Maryland is on the front line for the 
impacts of climate change and coastal 
hazards. Its communities, public 
infrastructure, and vital habitats are 
particularly vulnerable, especially 
with respect to accelerated sea level 
rise, shoreline erosion, and increased 
storm frequency and intensity. 
Through Maryland’s CoastSmart 
Communities Initiative, the 
Chesapeake & Coastal Program (CCP) 
is helping local communities identify 
and implement strategies to protect 
life and property vulnerable to coastal 
hazards and climate change (see also 
April 2009 story in Coastal
Management News). 

Many structures in Maryland’s 
floodplain are vulnerable to flooding, 
which is likely to be exacerbated by 

Page 1www.coastalmanagement.noaa.gov 

rising seas. One way communities can 
reduce this vulnerability is to adopt a 
freeboard standard. Freeboard is a 
factor of safety achieved by elevating a 
building’s lowest floor above 
predicted flood elevations by a small 
additional height (generally one to 
three feet above the National Flood 
Insurance Program minimum height 
requirements). Elevating a home or 
building a few feet above legally 
mandated heights has very little effect 
on its overall look, yet it can lead to 
substantial reductions in flood 
insurance and decrease the chances 
the structure will be damaged by 
flooding.

In 2008, through the CoastSmart
Communities Initiative, CCP worked 

Volume 6, Issue 3, July 2011

(Continued on pg. 2)  
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rise, shoreline erosion, and increased 
storm frequency and intensity. 
Through Maryland’s CoastSmart 
Communities Initiative, the 
Chesapeake & Coastal Program (CCP) 
is helping local communities identify 
and implement strategies to protect 
life and property vulnerable to coastal 
hazards and climate change (see also 
April 2009 story in Coastal
Management News). 

Many structures in Maryland’s 
floodplain are vulnerable to flooding, 
which is likely to be exacerbated by 

Page 1www.coastalmanagement.noaa.gov 

rising seas. One way communities can 
reduce this vulnerability is to adopt a 
freeboard standard. Freeboard is a 
factor of safety achieved by elevating a 
building’s lowest floor above 
predicted flood elevations by a small 
additional height (generally one to 
three feet above the National Flood 
Insurance Program minimum height 
requirements). Elevating a home or 
building a few feet above legally 
mandated heights has very little effect 
on its overall look, yet it can lead to 
substantial reductions in flood 
insurance and decrease the chances 
the structure will be damaged by 
flooding.

In 2008, through the CoastSmart
Communities Initiative, CCP worked 

Volume 6, Issue 3, July 2011

(Continued on pg. 2)  

Gwen Shaughnessy - April 2010 
http://dnr2.maryland.gov/ccs/Publication/articles_ccslrapr2010.
pdf 
Date Accessed: 21 July 2016

ON A COLLISION COURSE WITH SEA 
LEVEL RISE: HELPING MARYLAND 
COMMUNITIES BECOME COAST-SMART

 

Adapting to Climate  
Change & Sea Level Rise 
A Maryland Statewide Survey | Fall 2014 
  

K. Akerlof and E.W. Maibach - 2014 
http://climatechange.maryland.gov/wp-content/uploads/
sites/16/2014/12/sea_level_rise_and_adaptation_20141.pdf 
Date Accessed: 26 February 2016

ADAPTING TO CLIMATE CHANGE & SEA 
LEVEL RISE: A MARYLAND STATEWIDE 
SURVEY
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Michael A. Jeffrey, David A. Sides and Timothy E. 
Sullivan - July 2004 
http://dnr2.maryland.gov/ccs/Publication/2003ec_
SeaLevelRise.pdf 
Date Accessed: 21 July 2016

THE ECONOMIC COST OF SEA LEVEL 
RISE TO THREE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
COMMUNITIES

The Economic Cost of Sea Level Rise to 
Three Chesapeake Bay Communities

Jeffrey A. Michael, PH.D., Assistant Professor, Economics
David A. Sides, M.A., Senior GIS Specialist

Timothy E. Sullivan, PH.D., Associate Professor, Economics

Revised August 18, 2003

September 30, 2002

Financial assistance provided by the Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972, as amended, 
administered by the Office of Ocean and Coastal Resource Management, National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).  A report of the Maryland Coastal Zone Management 
Program, Department of Natural Resources pursuant to NOAA Award No. NA07OZ0118.

Photo courtesy of Maryland Chesapeake and Coastal Program 

Continued on Page 9

Maryland coastal resource 
managers have expanded an existing 
statewide “green infrastructure” 
program to incorporate what they 
are calling “blue infrastructure,” or 
aquatic priorities in the nearshore 
coastal zone, such as submerged 
aquatic vegetation, oyster bars, tidal 
wetlands, fish spawning and nursery 
areas, and shoreline buffers. 

This information is not only 
helping state managers target lands 
for protection and restoration, it is 
also being shared with local managers 
through the state’s Coastal Atlas.

“We are helping to ensure the 
protection of Maryland’s critical 
ocean and estuarine resources, and 
the coastal economies that depend 
on them,” says Catherine McCall, 
natural resource planner for the 
Maryland Chesapeake and Coastal 
Program. “The Coastal Atlas has 
been developed to provide direct 
access to available data needed for 
coastal and ocean planning efforts.”

The new data will be used for 
everything from finding the best 
location for renewable energy projects, 
to locating sand resources needed 
for beach replenishment, to helping 
local communities identify areas 
vulnerable to sea level rise and erosion.

“The Coastal Atlas will assist 
users in identifying potential 
conflicts so that they can then 
be avoided early in the planning 
process,” McCall says. 

Adding Blue to Green
While green infrastructure can 

be used to refer to anything from a 
street-side rain garden to a statewide 
land conservation network, the 
term is commonly defined as an 
interconnected network of protected 
land and water that supports native 
species, maintains natural ecological 
processes, sustains air and water 
resources, and contributes to a 
community’s health and quality of life.

Benefits of a holistically 
conceived green infrastructure 
program include improving 
stormwater and wastewater 
management, helping to mitigate 
impacts from natural hazards 
and adapt to climate change, and 
providing other ecological and 
recreational services.

“We have a very good handle on 
our green infrastructure program 
network in Maryland and are 
targeting land acquisition, but what 
has been missing is the nearshore 
information and what is happening 
in the water,” McCall says.

Assessment
To get this information, 

McCall and a staff geographic 
information system (GIS) analyst 
worked to assess the state’s blue 
infrastructure and used marine 
spatial planning tools to evaluate 
compatible coastal uses. 

To do the analysis, they divided 
the shoreline into unique 1-kilometer 
segments that were easily reviewable. 
Working with resource managers 
from across the state, they looked at 
everything from oyster, clam, and 
mussel habitats, submerged aquatic 
vegetation beds, access structures, 
and fish spawning and nursery areas. 
They came up with a five-tier rating 
system that coded resources from 
low to high ecological integrity. 

The completed Blue 
Infrastructure Near-shore 
Assessment identifies the priority 
coastal habitat, critical aquatic 
resources, and associated human 
uses in the tidal waters and 
nearshore area of Maryland’s 
Chesapeake and coastal bays, tidal 
waters, and ocean.

Linking the blue infrastructure 
with the green infrastructure has 
“created a framework to identify 
coastal habitats and areas where 
conservation and restoration 
activities can be targeted to maintain 
and improve coastal resources,” 
McCall says. 

Merging Blue and Green Infrastructure in Maryland“Incident Command is 
uniform throughout the U.S,” 
says Rumrill. “Everyone needs 
to be familiar with the decision-
making structure of Incident 
Command and needs to make 
sure that the Incident Command 
folks in their area are aware of the 
data sets, modeling, and resource 
expertise that they have to offer.”

Managers also need significant 
baseline environmental data before 
an incident that cover multiple 
seasons and conditions, says Molly 
McCammon, director of the Alaska 
Ocean Observing System. “Trying 
to get things back to what they 
would have been like if a spill had not 
occurred without really having any 
data to back that up is very difficult.”

McCammon adds, “I cannot 
emphasize enough how essential 
it is to have a really robust ocean 
monitoring program.”

Other advice for coastal 
managers is to focus efforts on 
preventing a spill in the first 
place, says Zygmunt Plater, a 
professor at Boston College Law 
School who chaired the Alaska 
Sea Grant Legal Research Team 
after the Exxon Valdez spill, 
which identified legal tools the 
state could use to strengthen its 
oversight of the marine transport 
of hazardous substances.

“We need to make sure that 
there are good response systems 
in place,” Plater says. “Immediate 
response within the first 48 
hours is our best chance.”

In Alaska, citizens’ advisory 
councils that were established 
after the Exxon Valdez incident 
are working particularly well 
and are recommended as 
models for elsewhere.

“Work with your partners 
to prepare now while you 
have the luxury of doing it in 
advance,” advises Baker. “Take 
a moment to look at some ‘what 
if ’ scenarios given your current 
network of collaborators.”

After a Spill
Immediately after a spill, being 

able to work with and provide maps, 
data, and expertise to the Incident 
Command is cited as critical, as is 
quick initiation of, and involvement 
in, the Natural Resource Damage 
Assessment process. Managers 
may even find themselves manning 
booms to help protect resources.

“Don’t be hesitant to get involved 
in the resource assessment,” Rumrill 
says. “You have to work within the 
system to be effective.”

 “Communication is paramount,” 
adds Reid Brewer, the Unalaska 
agent for the Alaska Sea Grant 
Marine Advisory Program. “When 
these things happen, it is important 
that there be local input into the 
Incident Command structure.”

In the long term after a 
spill, communicating with and 
supporting hard-hit communities 

and coastal industries is critical to 
recovery. “The best thing you can 
do is be as transparent as you can 
be,” Brewer says. “The best thing 
to do is to continue to work with 
people and provide an open two-way 
communication forum.”

While each major spill is 
different, it is clear that coastal 
managers, resources, and 
communities all will be impacted in 
the event that the worst does happen. 
Efforts to support prevention and 
being prepared to respond should an 
event take place will go a long way to 
limit the long-term impacts. 

For more information on Alaska’s 
experience, contact Joe Banta at (907) 
277-7222, or banta@pwsrcac.org, 
Molly McCammon at (907) 644-6703, 
or mccammon@aoos.org, Reid Brewer 
at (907) 581-4589, or reid.brewer@
alaska.edu, Torie Baker at (907) 
424-7542, or torie@sfos.uaf.edu, or 
Zygmunt Plater at (617) 552-4387, or 
plater@bc.edu. For more information 
on South Slough National Estuarine 
Research Reserve’s experience, contact 
Steve Rumrill at (541) 888-2581, ext. 
302, or Steve.Rumrill@state.or.us.

“We are helping to 
ensure the protection of 
Maryland’s critical ocean 
and estuarine resources, 
and the coastal economies 
that depend on them.” 

Catherine McCall,  
Maryland Chesapeake and 
Coastal Program

FOR MORE INFORMATION
• Alaska’s Coping with Technological Disasters Guide 

www.pwsrcac.org/projects/OSRplan/coping.html

• The Coast Guard’s Incident Command System  
http://pwsrcac.info/incident-command-systemunified-command/

• Prince William Sound’s Long-Term Environmental Monitoring Program  
http://pwsrcac.info/environmental-monitoring/

6  |  September/October 2010 Coastal Services  |  7

Sept/Oct 2010 
http://dnr2.maryland.gov/ccs/Publication/articles_
mbgi09102010.pdf 
Date Accessed: 20 July 2016

MERGING BLUE AND GREEN 
INFRASTRUCTURE IN MARYLAND

2014 
https://mht.maryland.gov/documents/PDF/PreserveMaryland_
plan2014.pdf 
Date Accessed: 26 February 2016

PRESERVEMARYLAND: MARYLAND 
PRESERVATION PLAN 2014

PreserveMaryland 
Maryland Preservation Plan 2014 

Maryland Historical Trust 
http://mht.maryland.gov 
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Photo courtesy of Johann Martinez

Shore Erosion Control

The Natural Approach

2007 
http://dnr2.maryland.gov/ccs/Publication/SE_Natural_
Approach_2007.pdf 
Date Accessed: 21 July 2016

SHORE EROSION CONTROL THE 
NATURAL APPROACH
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Coastal Land Conservation in Maryland:  Targeting Tools and Techniques 
for Sea Level Rise Adaptation and Response 

 

 
 

Chelsie Papiez 
NOAA Coastal Management Fellow 

 
for 
 

Maryland Department of Natural Resources 
Chesapeake and Coastal Service 

November 2012 
 
 
 
 

In partnership with: 
       

 
 

Chelsie Papiez - November 2012 
http://dnr2.maryland.gov/ccs/Publication/coastalland_conserv_
md.pdf 
Date Accessed: 21 July 2016

COASTAL LAND CONSERVATION IN 
MARYLAND: TARGETING TOOLS AND 
TECHNIQUES FOR SEA LEVEL RISE 
ADAPTATION AND RESPONSE

Whitney, Bailey, Cox & Magnani, LLC - March 2011 
http://www.annapolis.gov/docs/default-source/dnep-
documents-pdfs/03-01-2011-sea-level-study.pdf?sfvrsn=6 
Date Accessed: 26 February 2016

FLOOD MITIGATION STRATEGIES
FOR THE CITY OF ANNAPOLIS, MD:

CITY DOCK AND EASTPORT AREA

Prepared for

City of Annapolis
Department of Neighborhood and Environmental Programs

Prepared by:

Whitney, Bailey, Cox & Magnani, LLC
849 Fairmount Ave

Baltimore, Maryland  21226

March 2011

FLOOD MITIGATION STRATEGIES FOR 
THE CITY OF ANNAPOLIS, MD: CITY DOCK 
AND EASTPORT AREA

SEA LEVEL RISE: TECHNICAL
GUIDANCE for DORCHESTER COUNTY

Wanda Diane Cole
Maryland Eastern Shore

Resource Conservation & Development Council

for

Maryland Department of Natural Resources
Chesapeake and Coastal Management Program

Fall 2008

Wanda Diane Cole 
http://dnr2.maryland.gov/ccs/Publication/SeaLevel_
Dorchester.pdf 
Date Accessed: 21 July 2016

SEA LEVEL RISE: TECHNICAL GUIDANCE 
FOR DORCHESTER COUNTY

November 2011

Sea Level Rise 
Strategic Plan  

Anne Arundel County

Anne Arundel County Office of Planning and 
Zoning - November 2011 
http://dnr2.maryland.gov/ccs/Publication/AASLRStrategicPlan_
final.pdf 
Date Accessed: 21 July 2016

SEA LEVEL RISE STRATEGIC PLAN ANNE 
ARUNDEL COUNTY
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16 I The Maryland Natural Resource

I magine it is the year 2020 and Maryland’s 
population has grown by 12.5 percent 
over the past decade to nearly 6.4 

million people. The average Maryland 
power plant is now 40 years old. Where are 
new electricity sources and infrastructure 
going to come from to meet the demands 
of the growing population?   

In 2006, Maryland set a Renewable 
Portfolio Standard requiring 20 percent of 
the State’s electricity to be generated from 
renewable sources by 2022.  Current land-
based technologies would allow Maryland 
to meet just 36 percent of this goal.  
However, just off the Atlantic coast, the U.S. 
Department of Energy indicates Maryland 
has “outstanding” wind energy potential 
that rivals or exceeds Midwest land-based 
wind resources.  Harnessing some of this 
wind energy using turbines could help fill 
Maryland’s remaining renewable energy 
shortfall.  

How turbines work
Wind turbines placed in the ocean minimize 
land use and view-shed impacts while 
maximizing efficient energy generation. 
Offshore wind turbines can be fixed or 
floating. Strong steady offshore winds move 
the turbines, generating electricity. 

Typically constructed in a grid pattern, 
offshore turbines are connected to the 
onshore electricity grid by underwater 
cables. Electricity produced from offshore 
wind would feed into the onshore energy 
grid that serves Maryland businesses and 
residents. 

WINDS OF CHANGE
Offshore wind and ocean planning

                        
                                                                                              By Chris Cortina, Catherine McCall, Chelsie Papiez and Gwynne Schultz

H
ans H
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aert

Researchers from the University of Delaware 
analyzed hypothetical power output from 
five-megawatt offshore turbines similar to 
the one shown here off the coast of Belgium.

Chris Cortina, et. al. - Fall 2010 
http://dnr2.maryland.gov/ccs/Publication/articles_wcfall2010.
pdf 
Date Accessed: 20 July 2016

WINDS OF CHANGE; OFFSHORE WIND 
AND OCEAN PLANNING

LOCAL RECOVERY PLANNING TOOLKIT 
OVERVIEW

Maryland Emergency Management Agency - No 
Date 
http://mema.maryland.gov/Pages/Local-Recovery-Planning-
Toolkit.aspx 
Date Accessed: 10 August 2016
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ADAPTING TO RISING TIDES

2016 
http://www.adaptingtorisingtides.org/  
Date Accessed: 26 February 2016

IDENTIFYING
ADAPTATION
STRATEGIES

C A L I F O R N I A 
ADAPTATION 
PLANNING GUIDE

California Emergency Management Agency - July 
2012 
http://resources.ca.gov/climate/safeguarding/adaptation_
policy_guide/ 
Date Accessed: 3 February 2016

CALIFORNIA ADAPTATION PLANNING 
GUIDE

2013

Edmund G. Brown, Jr.
Governor

Mark S. Ghilarducci
Director

California Governor’s
Office of Emergency Services

CALIFORNIA
MULTI-HAZARD

MITIGATION PLAN

Governor’s Office of Emergency Services - 2013 
http://www.caloes.ca.gov/cal-oes-divisions/hazard-mitigation/
hazard-mitigation-planning/state-hazard-mitigation-plan 
Date Accessed: 3 February 2016

CALIFORNIA MULTI-HAZARD MITIGATION 
PLAN

Various Dates 
http://www.caloes.ca.gov/cal-oes-divisions/hazard-mitigation/
hazard-mitigation-planning/local-hazard-mitigation-program 
Date Accessed: 23 February 2016

CALIFORNIA COUNTY HAZARD 
MITIGATION PROGRAMS
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Governor’s Office of Emergency Services - March 
2015 
http://www.caloes.ca.gov/RecoverySite/Documents/SAP%20
Guidelines.pdf 
Date Accessed: 3 February 2016

POST-DISASTER SAFETY ASSESSMENT 
PROGRAM

Post-Disaster Safety Assessment Program
Guideline to the Activation and Utilization of Program Resources

March 2015

Mark Ghilarducci             Jerry Brown
Director Governor

Non-State-of-Maryland, Governmental Entities - California

Santa Clara Valley Water District - 2015 
http://www.valleywater.org/services/naturalfloodprotection.
aspx 
Date Accessed: 23 December 2015

NATURAL FLOOD PROTECTION
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August 2008 
http://www.1000friendsofflorida.org/building-better-communities/
disaster-planning/ 
Date Accessed: 5 January 2016

DISASTER PLANNING FOR FLORIDA’S HISTORIC RESOURCES - INCLUDING CASE 
STUDIES

1000 Friends of Florida

DISASTER MITIGATION FOR HISTORIC STRUCTURES: PROTECTION STRATEGIES

1000 Friends of Florida
August 2008 
http://www.1000friendsofflorida.org/building-better-communities/
disaster-planning/ 
Date Accessed: 5 January 2016

This report is a joint agency effort to integrate 
disaster mitigation and historic preservation.  It is 
a continuation of Disaster Planning for Florida’s 
Historic Resources, providing guidelines for 
protecting historic structures from disasters.

The report provides background on the Florida 
Building Code and how historic structures fit within 
the Code’s framework.  The report also examines 
how to determine the most appropriate mitigation 
method for a particular structure.  These mitigation 
methods are divided by topic, roofs, windows, 
doors, etc. Guidance on how to sensitively employ 
these methods is presented.  The report makes 
recommendations based on historic or non-historic 
materials and provides additional resources for 
further information.

The purpose of this report is to provide guidance on 
integrating emergency management and historic 
preservation.  The report first provides background 
information on emergency management and 
historic preservation individually, then describes 
how these fields interact.  This typically happens 
only after a disaster has occurred and federal 
funding has triggered a Section 106 review.

The issues inherent in this approach to addressing 
historic preservation and emergency management 
are delineated and recommended solutions follow.  
These solutions include:
• Creating and updating historic resource surveys
• Developing site-specific plans
• Identifying sources of funding
• Linking preservation and disaster mitigation 

policy to one another

The report provides case studies from various 
Florida counties, detailing the unique approach 
taken by each county and the lessons learned.
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Division of Emergency Management - No Date 
http://www.floridadisaster.org/hrg/index.asp 
Date Accessed: 14 January 2016

Home

Roofs

Window s, Doors, &
Shutters

Walls

Porches & Attached
Structures

Equipment & Loose
Objects

Before a Hurricane

After a Hurricane

Priorities & Incentives

Understanding the Risks

Links to Other Resources

Ask the Expert

FAQs

PDF Version Questions

Hurricane Retrofit Guide
This Guide is intended to help you decide how to protect your home against the
winds  and  rains  of  hurricanes.  And,  it  is  intended  to  help  you  decide  what
protection measures to take first. You will find that many of the retrofits or protectiv e
measures are easy to do for a physically fit homeowner. Other things may require
the expertise of a handyman or contractor. For some homeowners, the information
may at v arious points be "ov er their head" because it becomes too technical. That
is ok, because the guide is intended to prov ide the homeowner with ideas as well
as prov iding people familiar with construction or in the construction business with
the technical help they may need to protect your home.

This is the Second Edition of the Hurricane Retrofit Guide. It has been completed in
2010 and includes knowledge gained from field and laboratory studies conducted
since 2006. This edition includes the latest changes in building codes that address
existing buildings and has been reorganized  to make it  easier to look up  retrofits
appropriate for specific systems, parts or portions of buildings. It also includes New
Features that prov ide answers to Frequently Asked Questions and allow you to Ask
the Experts to clarify issues or details related to points raised or retrofits described in
the guide.

By clicking on one of the dots on the picture below, you can begin to explore the
risks associated with v arious parts of your house and the kinds of actions that will
protect  your  home.  The  information  is  intended  to  prov ide  guidance  on  best
practices.

In addition to the specific building related retrofits that can be accessed either by
clicking on one of the dots or the buttons along the left  hand side of the page,
there are also buttons along the left  hand side that will direct you to things you
should consider doing before a hurricane threatens, some ideas for how to start the
recov ery process if you do suffer damage, some guidance on prioritizing the retrofits
your home may  need  to make it  more hurricane resistant,  a  common  location
where all of the checklists scattered  throughout  the web  site can be accessed,
and finally some links to other web sites that you may find helpful.

HURRICANE RETROFIT GUIDE
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September 1997 
http://www.georgiashpo.org/sites/uploads/hpd/pdf/flood_
rebuilding_communities.pdf 
Date Accesse: 20 January 2016

AFTER THE FLOOD - REBUILDING 
COMMUNITIES THROUGH HISTORIC 
PRESERVATION

Final Report

Threatened Archaeological, Historic and Cultural 
Resources of the Georgia Coast: 

Identification, Prioritization and Management 
 Using GIS Technology

Prepared for: 

Georgia Coastal Zone Management Program 
Georgia Department of Natural Resources 

Coastal Resource Division 
Brunswick, GA 

Prepared by: 

Dr. Clark Alexander 
Mike Robinson 
Chester Jackson 

Skidaway Institute of Oceanography 
and

Applied Coastal Research Laboratory 
Georgia Southern University 

10 Ocean Science Circle 
Savannah, GA 31411 

clark.alexander@skio.usg.edu

Chris McCabe 
Dr. David Crass 

Department of Natural Resources  
Historic Preservation Division 

34 Peachtree Street, NW 
Suite 1600 

Atlanta, GA  30303 

12 February 2008 

Dr. Clark Alexander, Mike Robinson and Chester 
Jackson - 12 February 2008 
https://docs.google.com/file/
d/0B3jQMqaDd3SpMXc4clVMbDFKekU/edit?pref=2&pli=1 
Date Accessed: 6 January 2016

THREATENED ARCHAEOLOGICAL, 
HISTORIC AND CULTURAL RESOURCES OF 
THE GEORGIA COAST - IDENTIFICATION, 
PRIORITIZATION AND MANAGEMENT 
USING GIS TECHNOLOGY

1996 
http://www.georgiashpo.org/sites/uploads/hpd/pdf/1996_
after_the_flood_complete_rev.pdf 
Date Accessed: 20 January 2016

AFTER THE FLOOD - REHABILITATING 
HISTORIC RESOURCES

GUIDELINES FOR ESTABLISHING A 
PHOTOGRAPHIC PERMANENT ARCHIVAL 
RECORD

June 2014 
http://georgiashpo.org/sites/uploads/hpd/pdf/PAR%202014.pdf 
Date Accessed: 5 February 2016
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REPORT FOR THE URBAN FLOODING AWARENESS ACT

CLIMATE ADAPTATION GUIDEBOOK FOR MUNICIPALITIES IN THE CHICAGO REGION

June 2013 
http://www.cmap.illinois.gov/documents/10180/14136/FY13-0119%20
Climate%20Adaptation%20toolkit.pdf/fa5e3867-8278-4867-841a-
aad4e090847a 
Date Accessed: 22 January 2016

Targeted for municipalities, this report recommends methods for 
integrating climate-related measures into a community’s planning.  The 
report first stresses the importance of conducting a self-assessment.  
With an assessment, a municipality can move forward, prioritize issues 
and anticipate the impact of climate change. 

Next, the report presents recommendations by area.  The most 
relevant area to the purposes of this bibliography is “Standards for 
Building and Site Planning.”  General in nature, recommendations 
under this heading include:
• Requiring measures to improve building material durability
• Encouraging participation in voluntary “above-code” programs 

for wind/hail resistance

Overall, this report is general in nature.  It is a starting point for 
integrating hazard and climate mitigation measures.June 2013

Climate Adaptation 
Guidebook for  
Municipalities in the 
Chicago Region

Brad A. Winters

June 2015 
http://www.dnr.illinois.gov/WaterResources/Documents/Final_UFAA_
Report.pdf 
Date Accessed: 26 January 2016

This report for the Illinois General Assembly investigates the causes 
of urban flooding and methods for reducing urban flooding events.  
This type of flooding is often attributed to infrastructure that is 
overwhelmed by rainfall.  As a result, older, more densely developed 
areas have a higher chance of experiencing urban floods due to 
increased runoff.

Thirty-three recommendations are presented in this report, including:
• Improved data collection
• Adoption of stormwater ordinances and improved stormwater 

management in developing areas
• Establishment of community cost-sharing mitigation programs
• Development of existing property evaluation programs for 

homeowners

These recommendations focus almost entirely on stormwater 
management and related infrastructure.  Though not targeted for 
historic structures, the report’s recommendations could reduce the 
frequency of flooding in historic areas.
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Guided by the 100 Resilient Cities project, this report examines 
practices, employed at a variety of scales, related to resilience.  The 
report looks at resilience strategies of U.S. cities and abroad.   It also 
incorporates feedback from New Orleans’ community members.  The 
recommended measures are organized into three sections.  Each 
section, outlined below, presents a range of strategies for addressing 
challenges to New Orleans.

“Adapt to Thrive” advocates: 
• Embracing change with wetland restoration
• Incentivizing storm retrofits for homeowners 
• Implementation of the Urban Water Plan

“Connect to Opportunity” stresses the importance of equitable 
development across the city

“Transform City Systems” focuses on updating:
• Operational systems 
• Infrastructure

Strategic actions to shape our future city

Resilient  
New Orleans

August 2015 
http://resilientnola.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/Resilient_New_
Orleans_Strategy.pdf 
Date Accessed: 15 January 2016

Jeff Hebert, et al

RESILIENT NEW ORLEANS

ELEVATION DESIGN GUIDELINES FOR HISTORIC BUILDINGS IN THE LOUISIANA GO 
ZONE

Elevation Design Guidelines
For Historic Buildings in the Louisiana GO Zone

These Guidelines are the product of a collaboration 
between the Louisiana Division of Historic 
Preservation, 37 parishes in the state of Louisiana 
and local stakeholders, including flood plain 
managers, architects, and building officials.  As the 
report explains, these Guidelines are intended to be 
a proactive response to plans for building elevation 
in the face of floods and sea level rise.  Geared to 
residential and commercial historic structures, the 
Guidelines provides information to homeowners and  
planning and building officials alike. 

The ultimate goal of this document, as described 
in the “Introduction,” is to “limit the total height 
of elevation for historic buildings.” (5)  In limiting 
height, the hope is to preserve not only the character 
of the individual structure, but its relationship to its 
context.  The Guidelines intend to achieve this goal 
while also meeting the regulatory requirements 
prescribed by federal agencies such as the Federal 
Emergency Management Agency.

The document provides detailed guidance on a 
wide range of considerations, including: methods 
for elevation, site design, accessibility, design 
considerations, and foundation design.

URS - 2014 
http://www.crt.state.la.us/Assets/OCD/hp/uniquely-louisiana-education/
Disaster-Recovery/Final%20Elevation%20Design%20Booklet%2012-07-
15%20v2.pdf 
Date Accessed: 4 March 2016
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LOUISIANA FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT 
DESK REFERENCE

Louisiana Department of Transportation and 
Development - September 2008 
http://www8.dotd.la.gov/lafloods/documents/2008_Desk_Ref.
pdf 
Date Accessed: 16 August 2016

Non-State-of-Maryland, Governmental Entities - Louisiana / Massachusetts

MASSACHUSETTS CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION REPORT

The first half of this two-part report details the predicted impact of 
climate change on the state.  It reviews broad strategies for adapting 
and mitigating these impacts which are meant to be implemented 
by institutions and agencies across fields.  A few examples of these 
strategies are:
• Combining mitigation and adaptation strategies
• Identifying and filling critical information gaps
• Improving planning and land use practices
The organization of the second half of this report is similar to that of 
follows a similar organization found in the first half. Here, the focus 
is not on the state and agencies, but on five different areas. These 
areas include “local economy and government” and “coastal zone and 
oceans” and detail related vulnerabilities and strategies.
The report concludes by encouraging action instead of reaction while 
also acknowledging that while some strategies are new, many result 
from the evolution of programs and policies.

September 2011 
http://www.mass.gov/eea/docs/eea/energy/cca/eea-climate-
adaptation-report.pdf 
Date Accessed: 22 January 2016

Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs 
and the Adaptation Advisory Committee

Submitted by the 
Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs 

and the 
Adaptation Advisory Committee 

Massachusetts 
CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION 

REPORT 
September 2011 
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PREPARING FOR THE RISING TIDE

 

This is a report for property owners, policy-makers, and planners.  
In addition to outlining how climate change-related coastal 
flooding will impact Boston, the report provides an assessment of 
Boston’s vulnerability to flooding and an overview of the city’s 2012 
preparedness plan.

The city’s vulnerability is calculated using parcel data and three 
different flood scenarios.  The data analysis and assessment includes 
special consideration for historic districts “because they represent 
areas of irreplaceable cultural value [...].” (26)

The report outlines strategies for adapting to climate change as well 
as two Massachusetts-based case studies.  These case studies examine 
how to develop and deploy strategies.  Here the report emphasizes 
that any plan must have a time component, wherein strategies are 
implemented over many decades if needed.  These are described as 
“time-phased strategies.”

In addition to cooperative efforts, the report concludes by emphasizing 
that a strategy implemented over time is the most effective method 
for adapting to climate change.

February 2013 
http://www.cityofboston.gov/images_documents/preparing_for_the_
rising_tide_final_tcm3-40186.pdf 
Date Accessed: 22 January 2016

Ellen Douglas

1

 

Building Resilience in Boston July 2013

“Best Practices” for Climate Change Adaptation and 
Resilience for Existing Buildings

Linnean Solutions | The Built Environment Coalition | The Resilient Design Institute 
Prepared By:

BUILDING 
RESILIENCE IN 
BOSTONThis report is geared toward property owners and policy-makers and 

provides an overview of relevant initiatives, policies, reports, and 
findings related to preparing existing buildings for the impacts of 
climate change. 

As a response to extensive mapping related to flooding and other 
climactic events, the report examines other resilience studies for 
guidance - from Post-Sandy Recovery to the Federal Emergency 
Management Agency publications. Strategies pulled from these 
reports are then listed by area, such as “Site” and “Building systems.”

The report concludes by reiterating the importance of retrofitting 
existing buildings to improve resilience not only for preserving the 
built fabric but for preserving life.  Its suggested next steps include 
activating community organizations to identify vulnerabilities and to 
initiate steps toward resiliency.

July 2013 
http://www.cityofboston.gov/images_documents/Building_
Resilience_in_Boston_FINAL_tcm3-40185.pdf 
Date Accessed: 22 January 2016

Jim Newman, et al

BUILDING RESILIENCE IN BOSTON
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GREENOVATE
BOSTON
2014 CLIMATE ACTION PLAN UPDATE

MAYOR MARTIN J. WALSH

2014 
http://www.cityofboston.gov/eeos/pdfs/Greenovate%20
Boston%202014%20CAP%20Update_Full.pdf 
Date Accessed: 8 February 2016

GREENOVATE BOSTON 2014 CLIMATE 
ACTION PLAN UPDATE

Commonwealth of Massachusetts 
State Hazard Mitigation Plan 

2010  
 

 

Prepared by Massachusetts Emergency Management Agency and Department of 
Conservation and Recreation 

October 2010

Deval Patrick   Tim Murray  
Governor   Lt. Governor 
 
Kurt Schwartz  Richard Sullivan 
Acting Director, MEMA Commissioner, DCR 

October 2010 
http://northeastoceancouncil.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/10/
MA-Hazard-Mitigation-Plan-2010.pdf 
Date Accessed: 8 February 2016

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS 
STATE HAZARD MITIGATION PLAN

CLIMATE READY BOSTON

Climate Preparedness Task Force - October 2013 
http://issuu.com/ees_boston/docs/final_report_29oct13 
Date Accessed: 22 January 2016
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September 1999 
http://www.mnhs.org/shpo/disaster/toc.php 
Date Accessed: 6 January 2016

This guide, published by the Minnesota Historical Society, is geared 
toward owners of historic properties, local governments, and disaster 
management professionals. Its purpose is to provide information on 
preparing historic structures for disasters and implementing recovery 
measures after such an event. 

It provides a list of actions property owners and other community 
members can take to mitigate the effect of disasters. In the case of 
post-disaster recovery, the guide also gives instructions on how to 
assess and address damage. 

Based on the nature of the disaster, the guide provides “Before,” 
“During,” and “After” guidance.  In the case of flooding, the guide’s 
“Before” checklist loosely describes raising ventilation equipment and 
ensuring that the same equipment can be drained.  During a flood, the 
guide instructs readers to secure windows and doors.  After a flood, 
the guide addresses documenting damage and salvaging materials.

Overall, the guide provides a fair introduction to hazard mitigation for 
historic structures.  It serves as a good introduction to the issue, yet, 
due to its general nature, it leaves many questions unanswered.

Claybaugh Preservation Architecture, Inc.

THINKING ABOUT THE UNTHINKABLE - A DISASTER PLAN FOR HISTORIC PROPERTIES 
IN MINNESOTA

Mississippi Emergency Management Agency

Executive Summary

On behalf of the State of Mississippi, the Governor’s Office and the Mississippi Hazard Mitigation Council, 
the Mississippi Emergency Management Agency is submitting this “State of Mississippi Standard Mitigation 
Plan” for review by the Federal Emergency Management Agency.  This Plan is the result of a monumental 
effort from stakeholders, staff and technical advisors to complete a document that updates the 2013 
Standard Mitigation Plan.  The updated Plan addresses natural hazards throughout the state with the 
expressed purpose of “saving lives and reducing future losses” in anticipation of future events.

Mississippi’s Standard Mitigation Plan has been completed with a high degree of public participation.  By 
developing new partnerships and strengthening existing ties with local, state and federal agencies, the 
Plan reflects the needs of the entire State.  Most importantly, the Plan mirrors the mindset of the people of 
Mississippi, which was learned by carefully listening to ideas and initiatives for hazard mitigation.

“Mitigation Actions” that can be implemented to complete projects that are technically feasible, cost 
effective and environmentally sound are included within the Plan.  It is a “living document” that will 
be constantly reviewed and updated thus reflecting current strategies and providing opportunities for 
evaluating the effectiveness of the projects and programs.

While this Plan is being reviewed by the Federal Emergency Management Agency, the State of Mississippi 
will prepare for full adoption of the plan.  This will be accomplished with the following actions:

• The Mississippi Emergency Management Agency will review and respond to comments provided by 
the Federal Emergency Management Agency.

• The Mississippi Hazard Mitigation Council will review the record of the process and, at the 
appropriate time, will recommend the adoption of the Plan.

• The Office of the Governor, upon receipt of the Plan with addressed comments and 
recommendations, and by Executive Order, will adopt the plan for the State of Mississippi. 

This Standard Plan, submitted to the Federal Emergency Management Agency in August 2013 in 
compliance with local, state and federal requirements, is for the benefit of the people of the State of 
Mississippi.  It is evidence of a great effort by all participants, and the contribution of those involved is 
greatly appreciated.

The State of Mississippi is continuing to work towards an upgrade from the Standard Plan to “Enhanced 
Status.”  This upgrade is an indication of the State’s desire to continually improve efforts to mitigate hazards 
through projects and programs that benefit the people of our State.

The Mississippi Emergency Management Agency hereby submits this Standard Mitigation Plan for 
consideration by the Federal Emergency Management Agency. 

This document is an update to Mississippi’s Standard Mitigation 
Plan and includes input from community members. The plan also 
demonstrates the state’s pursuit of FEMA-approved enhanced 
hazard mitigation plans, which would grant the state additional 
FEMA funds. To achieve enhanced status, the plan must demonstrate 
comprehensive hazard mitigation as well as the ability to manage 
these funds. 

In addition to detailing mitigation measures for a variety of risks - 
including flood - the plan also details how the state produced this 
document, which included oversight from the Hazard Mitigation 
Council.  While this mitigation plan has a lot in common with other 
state plans, it is instructive with regard to the process of developing 
and improving on such plans.

August 2013 
http://www.msema.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/06/State-Hazard-
Mitigation-Plan-2013.pdf 
Date Accessed: 20 January 2016

August 2013 
http://www.msema.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/06/State-Hazard-
Mitigation-Plan-2013.pdf 
Date Accessed: 20 January 2016

Mississippi Emergency Management Agency

STATE HAZARD MITIGATION PLANSTATE HAZARD MITIGATION PLAN
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URS

2008 
http://www.nj.gov/dep/hpo/hrrcn_sandy_pdf%20files/mississippi.pdf 
Date Accessed: 22 December 2015

In the aftermath of Hurricane Sandy, this document 
was developed to provide guidance for the elevation 
of historic buildings in order to reduce damage 
from potential future flooding.  Property owners 
are encouraged to protect the historic character of 
buildings and districts when elevating their homes.  
The guidance includes recommendations related 
to sites, buildings, and foundations.  Diagrams 
of prevalent historic building types illustrate the 
potential impact of raising buildings 5-, 10-, and 
15-feet above grade and associated mitigation 
strategies.

ELEVATION DESIGN GUIDELINES: FOR HISTORIC HOMES IN THE MISSISSIPPI GULF 
COAST REGION

URS - No Date 
http://www.msdisasterrecovery.com/documents/historic_
prop_grant_app.pdf 
Date Accessed: 4 March 2016

ELEVATING HISTORIC PROPERTIES 
GRANT APPLICATION GUIDE

GRANT APPLICANT GuIde

elevating
Historic

Properties
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STEMMING THE TIDE OF FLOOD LOSSES - STORIES OF SUCCESS FROM THE HISTORY 
OF MISSOURI’S FLOOD MITIGATION PROGRAM

This report details administration and processes of a hazard mitigation 
program of the Missouri State Emergency Management Agency 
following major flooding in 1993. The Agency determined that the best 
course of action would be state acquisition of damaged, residential 
properties. These damaged homes were demolished and the open 
land that resulted was dedicated to public use.  This Acquisition 
program is known as the Missouri Community Buyout Program. 

The report details the evolution of the Program’s procedures and 
elaborates on it’s policies, including that participation had to be 
voluntary and that nothing could be built on vacated land, except for 
structures related to open, public use.

The report provides case studies from many communities on the 
impact of the Missouri Community Buyout Program.  It does not 
detail any other mitigation measures.  It is ultimately an overview of 
how the program was executed.  The very success of the program is 
determined by the program itself.

No Date 
http://sema.dps.mo.gov/docs/publications/stemming.pdf 
Date Accessed: 21 January 2016

Missouri State Management Agency
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1 
 

Hurricane Sandy Disaster Relief Assistance Grant for Historic Properties 

 
 

 

Action Plan Narrative for the Preservation, Stabilization, 
Rehabilitation, and Repair of Historic Properties: 

Implementation Addendum, July 2014 
 

 
Photo Caption:  Monmouth Beach, December 11, 2012 

 
 
 

Public Law 113-2 
 

July 31, 2014 

  
 

State of New Jersey - July 2014 
http://www.nj.gov/dep/hpo/Index_HomePage_
images_links/Hurricane%20Sandy/01-Action%20Plan%20
ADDENDUM_2014-07-31_final.pdf 
Date Accessed: 22 February 2016

ACTION PLAN NARRATIVE FOR THE 
PRESERVATION, STABILIZATION, 
REHABILITATION, AND REPAIR 
OF HISTORIC PROPERTIES: 
IMPLEMENTATION ADDENDUM

Neptune, NJ Township - No Date 
http://www.neptunetownship.org/sites/default/files/
documents/Construction/ELEVATING%20STRUCTURES%20-%20
Requirements.pdf 
Date Accessed: 22 February 2016

1

25 Neptune Blvd 
Neptune, NJ 07753 

732-988-5200 ext. 262 
Fax 732-988-0062 

bdoolittle@Neptunetownship.org

REQUIREMENTS FOR ELEVATING STRUCTURES

A. PERMIT REQUIREMENTS

1. A Construction Permit is required to elevate a structure. Permit applications are 
available at the Construction Code office or on line at: 
http://www.state.nj.us/dca/divisions/codes/resources/constructionpermitforms.html.
You may contact the Construction Code office as shown above. 
• Two sets of plans are required for work performed and may be required to be 

prepared by an architect or engineer.
• A Building Subcode application is required for structural work (footings, 

foundation, framing, etc.), duct work, etc.
• A Plumbing Subcode application is required for replacing or extending water 

supply pipes, sanitary drain pipes, gas pipes, etc. 
• An Electrical Subcode application is required for reconnecting service (obtain a 

DR number from JCP&L), grounding and bonding wiring, electrical wiring, etc. 
2. A Floodplain Development Permit is required to elevate a structure in any flood zone. 

Permit applications are available in the Construction Department. *
3. A Zoning Permit is required to elevate a structure. Permit applications are available 

in the Land Use or Construction Code offices, or at: www.neptunetownship.org.
Click on “Departments”, and then click on “Zoning”. The Zoning Officer, George 
Waterman may be contacted by e-mail at gwaterman@neptunetownship.org or 732-
988-5200, ext. 217. 

4. A Grading Approval is required to elevate a structure. Permit applications are 
available in the Land Use or Construction Code offices, or at 
www.neptunetownship.org. Click on “Departments”, and then click on “Grading 
Info” and “Grading Permit”. The Engineer, Leanne Hoffmann may be contacted by e-
mail at: lhoffmann@neptunetownship.org or 732-988-5200, ext. 228.

5. HPC Certificate of Appropriateness is required to elevate structures located in Ocean 
Grove. The HPC application is available at the Land Use or Construction Code 
offices or at: www.neptunetownship.org. Click on “Departments”, and then click on 
“Historic Preservation Commission”. The HPC secretary, Dawn Crozier may be 
contacted at: dcrozier@neptunetownship.org or 732-988-5200, ext. 247. 

REQUIREMENTS FOR ELEVATING 
STRUCTURES

SUSTAINED SURVIVAL

Challenges and Tools for
New Jersey's Historic
Resources During
Hurricane Sandy Recovery

Stephanie L.
Cherry-Farmer
MHP
Senior Programs Director,
Preservation New Jersey

Aerial views of the damage caused by Hurricane Sandy
to the New Jersey coast taken during a search and
rescue mission by 1-150 Assault Helicopter Battalion,
New Jersey Army National Guard, Oct. 30, 2012.

Stephanie L. Cherry-Farmer

As of the date of Cherry-Farmer’s article, the response to the impact of 
Hurricane Sandy was in a state of flux and the preservation community 
in NJ could not yet predict how the response would impact historic 
resources.  The full effect of Sandy on these resources was also not yet 
fully understood and will likely never be grasped.  As Cherry-Farmer 
explains, it is difficult to get a true tally of the extent of damage to 
listed and eligible-for-listing sites.

The article describes the NJ Historic Preservation Office’s response to 
Sandy, primarily by surveying neighborhoods.  The lack of a pre-Sandy 
survey is the primary obstacle, as described here, to understanding 
Sandy-related damage.  The article then summarizes the Section 106 
process that will accompany federally-subsidized recovery projects.  
It also addresses elevating structures, citing the Mississippi Elevation 
Design Guidelines as the “Gold Standard,” while also acknowledging 
that these guidelines are not easily applied to NJ’s built fabric.

The article concludes that final decisions for recovery rest with 
property owners and calls for updated planning efforts to guide these 
decisions.

March 2013 
http://gardenstatelegacy.com/files/Sustained_Survival_Cherry-
Farmer_GSL19.pdf 
Date Accessed: 15 March 2016
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RETROFITTING BUILDINGS FOR FLOOD RISK

Retrofitting Buildings for Flood Risk is a guide for the public to 
navigating post-Sandy policies in an effort to improve community 
resiliency throughout New York City’s boroughs.  New floodmaps, 
building codes and insurance programs can be difficult to maneuver. 
This report is an attempt to illustrate what methods for retrofitting 
buildings satisfy these updated regulations.  The profiled methods are 
specific to New York City and its typical building typologies (tenements, 
apartment buildings, rowhouses, etc.).

In addition to a glossary for the general public, the report provides a 
profile of building types, linked to the city’s geography and provides 
in-depth information for an individual to independently determine the 
most appropriate method for retrofitting their home.

A series of case studies demonstrate how these retrofitting measures 
have been applied.

October 2014 
http://www.nyc.gov/html/dcp/pdf/retrofitting/retrofitting_complete.
pdf 
Date Accessed: 14 January 2016

Carl Weisbrod

December 2013 
https://assets.rockefellerfoundation.org/app/
uploads/20131201174244/All-Hands-on-Deck.pdf 
Date Accessed: 20 January 2016

The Municipal Arts Society (MAS), an organization focused on civic 
engagement and invested in improvement of New York City as well 
as preservation of its character, published this strategy in response 
to Hurricane Sandy.  It is an effort to advocate for the goals of the 
MAS.  The report emphasizes collaboration and transparency across 
the four themes addressed: 
• Using local funding along with a hybrid of local and international 

strategies
• Improving neighborhood adaptability
• Strengthening existing infrastructure with design
• Authoring legislation that will encourage hazard mitigation in 

future plans

Each chapter details related priorities and recommendations, 
developed through extensive community dialogue.  The report 
concludes by acknowledging that, despite the recommendations 
presented here, a city’s resilience strategy should constantly evolve.

The Municipal Arts Society of New York

ALL HANDS ON DECK - MOBILIZING NEW YORKERS FOR A LIVABLE AND RESILIENT 
CITY
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NYC Emergency Management

November 2014 
http://www1.nyc.gov/assets/em/downloads/pdf/hazard_mitigation/
nycs_risk_landscape_a_guide_to_hazard_mitigation_final.pdf 
Date Accessed: 1 February 2016

This guide is geared toward the broader population of New York City. It is an 
attempt to clearly illustrate hazards faced by the city and to provide methods 
for mitigating hazard risks.  The hazards discussed include flooding, strong 
windstorms and winter weather.  In addition to chapters that provide an 
overview and reasons for producing the report, the three key chapters are:
• An introduction to New York City’s risk landscape
• Selected hazards and risk management strategies
• Behind the scenes: our risk management process and what lies ahead

The focus is not on responding to disasters but preparing for disasters.

The guide also makes clear that hazard mitigation methods constantly evolve 
and that the guide itself will require periodic updates.

NYC’S RISK LANDSCAPE: A GUIDE TO HAZARD MITIGATION

ONE NEW YORK: THE PLAN FOR A STRONG AND JUST CITY

The City of New York
Mayor Bill de Blasio

Anthony Shorris 
First Deputy Mayor

One New York
The Plan for a Strong  
and Just City

OneNY is an initiative from the City of New York to articulate 
challenges faced by the city and propose a plan for addressing those 
challenges. This plan is organized around four principles: economic 
growth, equity, sustainability, and resiliency. 

The plan’s chapter on resiliency calls for improved disaster mitigation 
measures for New York City’s buildings, neighborhoods, and coastline 
and proposes several initiatives, including:
• Upgrading public and private city buildings
• Adopting policies to support building upgrades
• Working to reform FEMA’s National Flood Insurance Program 

(NFIP)

These initiatives focus on both small scale goals that apply to 
individuals and  changes that can occur at the scale of the city.

April 2015 
http://www.nyc.gov/html/onenyc/downloads/pdf/publications/
OneNYC.pdf 
Date Accessed: 15 January 2016

OneNYC
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Department of City Planning City of New York - 
June 2013 
http://www1.nyc.gov/assets/planning/download/pdf/plans-
studies/sustainable-communities/climate-resilience/designing_
flood_risk.pdf Date Accessed: 3 February 2016

DESIGNING FOR FLOOD RISK

June 2013 
http://issuu.com/urbangreen/docs/brtf_executive_summary 
Date Accessed: 5 February 2016

BUILDING RESILIENCY TASK FORCE: 
REPORT TO MAYOR MICHAEL R. 
BLOOMBERG & SPEAKER CHRISTINE C. 
QUINN

    
   

A  STRONGER, 
MORE RESILIENT 

NEW YORK

A STRONGER, MORE RESILIENT NEW 
YORK

plaNYC - June 2013 
http://s-media.nyc.gov/agencies/sirr/SIRR_singles_Lo_res.pdf 
Date Accessed: 3 February 2016

THE IMPORTANCE OF PLANNING FOR 
DISASTER RECOVERY

Reid Thomas - 6 February 2012 
http://www.hpo.ncdcr.gov/DisasterPlanning&Recovery.pdf 
Date Accessed: 16 February 2012

THE IMPORTANCE OF PLANNING FOR

DISASTER AND RECOVERY

“Lessons Learned from Irene: Disaster Preparedness”

Presented by Reid Thomas

North Carolina Department of Cultural Resources
Connecting to Collections Workshop

Graveyard of the Atlantic Museum

February 6, 2012
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The goal of this report, published by URS, is to identify methods for 
integrating mitigation measures that are sensitive to cultural resources 
into Milton’s plans. With Milton’s history of repeated flooding, this 
report was undertaken to provide guidance for Milton and serve as a 
model for other historic towns in Pennsylvania.

Following extended historical flood research, historic architectural 
surveys and public participation, the report reviews the following 
mitigation measures for their applicability in Milton:
• Acquisition and demolition
• Relocation
• Elevation
• Floodproofing
• Structural flood diversion improvements and stream channel 

modifications

28 June 2002 
https://www.portal.state.pa.us/portal/server.pt/document/1425057/
looking_to_the_future 
Date Accessed: 6 January 2016

URS

LOOKING TO THE FUTURE: ALTERNATIVES FOR REDUCING FLOOD-RELATED DAMAGE 
IN HISTORIC COMMUNITIES

2007 
http://www.cityofgalveston.org/DocumentCenter/View/104 
Date Accessed: 16 February 2016

DISASTER PREPARATION FOR HISTORIC 
PROPERTIES
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HISTORIC BUILDING FLOOD MITIGATION 
IN VERMONT

Overview
Burnham Hall, Lincoln Vermont’s community center, was built in the 1920s within 10 feet of the New Haven 
River. On average, it has fl ooded once every 12 years. In 1998, after the hall fl ooded with over fi ve feet of 
water, the library had to be relocated. As the waterlogged books were being moved from the lower fl oor, 
Harriet Brown, a long-time Lincoln resident, rallied the community to support a project to protect Burnham 
Hall from future fl oods.
A volunteer community group obtained a grant from the Agency of Natural Resources to study how to relocate 
or retrofi t the building. The goal was to “live with the river for the next 100 years.” After reviewing the report, 
the committee decided to incorporate fl oodproofi ng techniques with a Hazard Mitigation grant from the State 
of Vermont and the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA).

Pre-Disaster Mitigation Measures
Fifteen tasks were completed to protect Burnham Hall from future fl oods. The work was done between 2006 
and 2009, at a cost of approximately $425,000. These tasks included the following:

  Relocation of the furnace and hot water heating system to the attic.

  Replacement of electrical wiring with water resistant cable to withstand fl oodwaters.

  Replacement of interior insulation and wallboard with water resistant materials.

  Inclusion of drain notches in the sill plates.

  Replacement of the heaters with cast iron radiators.

  Replacement of the kitchen components with fl ood-proof parts.

  Construction of a stairway between the lower and upper fl oors, and the attic, where the furnace had 
been relocated.

  Installation of watertight barriers on windows and doors on a temporary basis to keep out water 
during a fl ood. The barrier system is designed for a maximum fl ood water depth of seven feet. 
Individual planks, weighing approximately 15 pounds each, are carried to and installed at each 
window or door site.

  Sealing of holes made for utilities - electricity, telephone, and fuel – where water can enter. 

  Installation of a backfl ow valve in the septic line to prevent fl ooding from the drainage system.

  Installation of pop-up valves in the fl oor to eliminate damage from water pressure under the fl oor to 
prevent it from buckling.

  Installation of a sump pump to collect water entering from the pop-up valves and leaks in the 
barriers and seals on the windows and doors. 

  Installation of a discharge pump to help remove water during a fl ood.

For more information, please visit: 
http://fl oodready.vermont.gov/improve_infrastructure/adapt_infrastructure

Historic Building Flood Mitigation Burnham Hall
Lincoln, Vermont

No Date 
http://accd.vermont.gov/sites/accd/files/Flood_Mitigation_
Case_Studies_Final.pdf 
Date Accessed: 11 August 2016

 

 

  

RECURRENT 
FLOODING STUDY 
FOR TIDEWATER 

VIRGINIA 

This report identifies recurrent flooding issues throughout Tidewater 
Virginia, examines predictions for future flooding issues and evaluates a 

global set of adaptation strategies for reducing the impact of flood events. 

Report submitted to the Virginia General Assembly 
January 2013 

This study reviews and predicts flooding in Virginia’s Tidewater 
region.  In addition to these predictions, the study examines potential 
strategies to mitigate the impact of flooding.  The study considers 
strategies from the United States and abroad and recommends 
mitigation measures that may best address challenges unique to 
Tidewater Virginia. 

Recommended strategies are addressed on three levels:
• State actions
• Locality Actions
• Individual Actions

Included in this study was review of recommended measures by 
stakeholders. 

Virginia Institute for Marine Science

January 2013 
http://tinyurl.com/q22p77s 
Date Accessed: 5 January 2016

RECURRENT FLOODING STUDY FOR TIDEWATER VIRGINIA
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Commissioned by the City of Alexandria, this report aims to outline 
issues related to flooding within the city and to propose solutions for 
these issues.  After an assessment, the report provides an extended list 
of 27 mitigation measures, both structural and nonstructural, available 
to the city.  The report examines various potential mitigation measures 
and considers each along with survey results from Alexandria’s 
decision-makers and community members.  Of those 27, the report 
concludes that three structural mitigations are the most appropriate 
options for Alexandria:
• Elevated walkways
• Floodproofing
• Inlet and roadway improvement

July 2010 
https://www.alexandriava.gov/uploadedFiles/tes/info/Final_Potomac_
Mitigation_Studyx.pdf 
Date Accessed: 20 July 2016

URS

POTOMAC RIVER WATERFRONT FLOOD MITIGATION STUDY: EVALUATION AND 
RECOMMENDATION OF MITIGATION MEASURES

Milan * New York City * Quito
Melbourne *  Rome *  Thessaloniki 
Ro t t e rd a m  *  A t h e n s  *  P a r i s
Dakar * Juarez * Boston
Dallas * Vejle  *  Norfolk, Virginia
Medellín * Bangkok * Rio de
Janeiro * Barcelona * Los Angeles 
Rome * Chicago * Da Nang 
New Orleans * Kigali * Huangshi
Singapore * Lisbon * Mexico City
Cali * Santiago de los Caballeros 
Belgrade * Ramallah * Glasgow  
Montreal * Mandalay * Accra 
London * El Paso *  Bangalore
Surat * Jacksonville * San Juan
Durban * Sydney * Pittsburgh
Amman * Semarang * Enugu 
Porto Alegre * San Francisco
Deyang * Santiago, Metropolitan 
Region * Ashkelon * Wellington 
City * St. Louis * Toyama * Byblos 
Arusha * Christchurch * Tulsa
Chennai * Oakland * Bristol
Santa Fe * Berkeley * Boulder

Funded in part by the Rockefeller Foundation, this document outlines 
Norfolk’s resilience plan.  As a port city, the plan acknowledges 
that the city is especially vulnerable to the threats of sea-level rise 
and emphasizes the need for collaboration among all community 
members.  This plan reviews the guiding tenets for resiliency as well as 
the plan’s three goals:
• Design the coastal community of the future
• Create economic opportunity by advancing efforts to grow 

existing and new sections of the city
• Advance initiatives to connect communities, deconcentrate 

poverty, and strengthen neighborhoods

These three goals are elaborated upon with a description of the 
strategies for pursuing these goals.

October 2015 
http://nfkresilientcity.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/Norfolk_
Resilient_Strategy_October_2015.pdf 
Date Accessed: 15 January 2016

Judith Rodin, et al

NORFOLK: RESILIENT CITY
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This article details the development of a flood mitigation plan for 
Darlington, Wisconsin following multiple flood events.  Approved by 
FEMA, Darlington’s plan attempts to mitigate flood-damage using the 
following methods:
• Purchasing and demolishing  structures along the river 
• Providing as much protection as possible for buildings that cannot 

be elevated or floodproofed
• Retrofitting historic buildings along the central business corridor

The town’s solution to retrofitting historic structures was to construct 
floodproof vestibules at ground floor entrances.  Water will be 
allowed into the vestibules but not beyond. This method for mitigating 
damage would not interfere with the streetscape.  In addition to the 
retrofitting vestibules, the plan requires that owners purchase flood 
insurance and that all historic structures satisfy building codes. 

In addition to improved preparation, the plan also had significant 
economic and social impact on the community.

Mitigation Leads to Preservation and Economic Recovery 
For One Community: Darlington, Wisconsin 
 
The Effects of Flooding 
 
During the past half century, multiple 
flooding events along the Pecatonica 
River took a toll on Darlington, the 
county seat of Lafayette County, 
population of 2418. Numerous times the 
river wreaked havoc with its destructive 
force, leaving a trail of mud, debris and bacteria, and contributing financial stress to both 
families and businesses. Repetitive flooding deteriorated structures and lowered property 
values. Owners experienced substantial loss of business during the times of flooding, 
cleanup, and repair. The buildup of mold and mildew in constantly flooded structures led 
to unhealthy conditions in the buildings. 
 
Preserving Main Street 
 
After the 1993 flood, the community adopted four goals, as part of a comprehensive plan, 
in order to retain the historic and community value of Darlington’s Main Street as well as 

to mitigate against future flood damage: 
1. Preserve the historic downtown business 

district 
2. Restore the downtown economic base 
3. Develop an urban river open space park 

and recreation area 
4. Eliminate or substantially reduce flood 

damage in the future 
 

Partnering for Success 
 
The city needed to obtain funding and expert knowledge to implement the plan. The 
success in reaching the city’s goals depended on forming an interagency coalition and 
promoting the cooperation of government – local, state, and federal – and businesses.  
Multiple agencies contributed grants and/or expertise to the project, including: 

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA); Hazard Mitigation Grant 
Program (HMGP) and the National Flood Insurance FMA program 
Wisconsin Emergency Management 
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources 
Wisconsin Department of Commerce 
Wisconsin Department of Administration 
Wisconsin Historical Society 
Economic Development Administration 
Southwest Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission 

 

MITIGATION LEADS TO PRESERVATION AND ECONOMIC RECOVERY FOR ONE 
COMMUNITY: DARLINGTON, WISCONSIN

No Date 
http://emergencymanagement.wi.gov/mitigation/stories/hm-
darlington_success.pdf 
Date Accessed: 23 December 2015
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HOW MANY PRE-FIRM HISTORIC 
BUILDINGS ARE OUT THERE IN THE 
FLOODPLAIN?

News & Views August 2015  9 

How many pre-FIRM historic buildings 
are out there in the floodplain? 

 
Written by Rod Scott, CFM, of L&R Resources, LLC in Mandeville, Louisiana 

 
Rod Scott will be writing a series of columns on the issue of historic buildings 

 and the challenges when attempting to mitigate them. 

Now that we are in the era of great change in flood insurance policy rates for pre-Flood Insurance Rate 
Map (pre-FIRM) buildings, we need to take a look at the challenges ahead. Many of us who work in the 
flood hazard mitigation field are trying to get a better handle on the reality of the situation. FEMA’s 
National Flood Insurance Program has or had about 1.5 million pre-FIRM policies when the Homeowner 
Flood Insurance Affordability Act of 2014 (HFIAA) was passed. About 250,000 property owners have 
dropped flood insurance since HFIAA went into effect, which is a very troubling trend.  
 
It is also well known that many more pre-FIRM buildings do not carry flood insurance due to the lack of 
a mortgage, which requires flood insurance coverage. The fact is that we do not know how many pre-
FIRM buildings are out there in the special flood hazard area and many of them are our historic 
buildings. These pre-FIRM buildings are more at risk from flooding due to being built before we had 
flood mapping and building codes that reduce the risk of flooding. For more than 40 years these 
buildings have been charged a discounted flood policy rate that was artificially low compared to the risk 
of and actually being flooded. Owners of these older historic buildings are now going to pay 
substantially more for flood insurance due to the buildings being below Base Flood Elevation. 
 

Hurricane Sandy surged onto the South Side of Ellis Island, depositing debris and flooding the 
basements of the historic hospital and administration buildings. Photo taken Nov. 3, 2012 by 
NPS/Leonard1 via flickr. 
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buildings. These pre-FIRM buildings are more at risk from flooding due to being built before we had 
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buildings have been charged a discounted flood policy rate that was artificially low compared to the risk 
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Hurricane Sandy surged onto the South Side of Ellis Island, depositing debris and flooding the 
basements of the historic hospital and administration buildings. Photo taken Nov. 3, 2012 by 
NPS/Leonard1 via flickr. 

Rod Scott - August 2015 
http://www.floods.org/ace-files/documentlibrary/News_Views/
News_Views_Aug2015.pdf 
Date Accessed: 26 January 2016
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Published by the National Trust for Historic Preservation, this article 
provides guidance to owners on how to safely approach a flooded 
building. The article illustrates how to properly begin the drying 
process and reviews how to approach the process of repair and 
restoration depending on the material affected.

The article also provides safe methods for addressing mold and 
provides owners a checklist for properly executing repairs.  For further 
guidance, readers can find additional resources listed at the end of the 
article.

No Date 
http://www.historycolorado.org/sites/default/files/files/OAHP/NTHP_
Flood_Damage.pdf 
Date Accessed: 22 December 2015

Richard Wagner and Claudette Hanks Reichel

TREATMENT OF FLOOD-DAMAGED OLDER AND HISTORIC BUILDINGS

In recent years, many older and
historic buildings have been
affected by the heavy rains and

flooding that occurred during hur-
ricanes and tropical storms. The
purpose of this booklet is to help
building owners minimize struc-
tural and cosmetic flood damage.
It contains general advice written
to cover a wide variety of buildings
with varying degrees of flood dam-
age. If you suspect that your build-
ing may have some structural
damage, contact a qualified struc-
tural engineer or architect to thor-
oughly assess the situation and
suggest remedies. Your state his-
toric preservation office (SHPO)
can provide you with a list of
architects who are experienced in
the treatment of historic buildings.

A description of the tax credit
programs for rehabilitation of
historic structures, free technical
publications available through
your state historic preservation
office and the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA),
telephone numbers you can call
for more assistance, and addi-
tional resources are provided at
the end of the booklet.

Once you are able to return to
your building, the first tasks will
likely be to remove mud and
debris and to inspect the building
for damage. Saving your build-
ing, no matter how historic, is
not worth losing your life or risk-
ing permanent injury. Please
observe these safety precautions:

• Do not walk through flowing
water.

• Do not drive through a flooded
area.

• Stay away from power lines
and electrical wires.

• Make sure that all of your elec-
tricity is turned off. If any elec-
trical wiring was submerged,
have it inspected before turn-
ing the power back on.

• Look before you step. Floods
deposit mud which makes most
walking surfaces very slippery.

• Be alert for gas leaks.

• Carbon monoxide exhaust kills.
If you use electrical generators
or charcoal grills, make sure
that they are properly vented.

• Clean everything that got wet.
Floodwaters carry sewage and
chemicals. Hose down con-
crete and masonry walls. Scrub
all surfaces with disinfectant.
Discard any food and medi-
cine that came in contact with
floodwater. Wear protective
clothing and make sure the
building is properly ventilated
while working inside.

• Remember to follow local
health guidelines concerning
preventive shots or vaccina-
tions.

After the Water Recedes
No other “element” is as destruc-
tive to buildings as water. After
your building has been saturated
and once the floodwaters recede, it
is important that the drying
process begin immediately. Most of
the damaging effects of water, such
as rot, rust, and spalling, can be
minimized by reducing both inte-
rior and exterior moisture levels.

The least damaging drying
process appears to be one that
begins by using only ventilation.
To speed evaporation, interior air
must be vented to the outside. The
most effective way to do this is to
open windows and doors and allow
the moisture to escape. Fans can be
used to speed evaporation by mov-
ing interior air and exhausting
humid air to the outdoors.

Treatment of Flood-Damaged 
Older and Historic Buildings 

1785 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20036

202.588.6296

In 2005, floodwaters severely

damaged New Orleans and

other communities along the

Gulf Coast following

Hurricanes Katrina and Rita.

In his post for the Preservation Leadership Forum Blog, Roos details 
how sea-level rise impacts Newport, Rhode Island today and how it 
will do so in the future.  He describes how flooding measures have 
a significant impact on a historic district in the city. The answer, 
according to Roos, is to communicate within and across professions. 

4 September 2015 
http://blog.preservationleadershipforum.org/2015/09/04/climate-
change-in-newport/#.Vp_gGfkrJmM 
Date Accessed: 20 January 2016

Pieter N. Roos

CLIMATE CHANGE IN NEWPORT
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Climate Change and Cultural 
Landscapes: Observations  
and Options
ROBERT Z. MELNICK, FASLA

Ever since the Mount Vernon Ladies’ Association enlightened 
our society to the value of preserving significant historic sites 
and resources in the mid-19th century, historic preservation 

has changed, adapted and evolved over time. We have seen the 
preservation movement mature from protecting the homes of past 
presidents to addressing a much wider range of concerns, includ-
ing protecting sites where important events happened, historic 
districts of workers’ housing, historic bridges and engineering 
accomplishments, and now also significant cultural landscapes.1 

A cultural landscape is “a geographic area (including both 
cultural and natural resources and the wildlife or domestic animals 
therein), associated with a historic event, activity, or person or 
exhibiting other cultural or aesthetic values. There are four general 
types of cultural landscapes, not mutually exclusive: historic sites, 
historic designed landscapes, historic vernacular landscapes, and 
ethnographic landscapes. Gettysburg National Military Park, Cen-
tral Park, Chaco Canyon, and the Presidio of San Francisco are all 
examples of cultural landscapes.

As we come to grips with one of the most pressing problems 
of the 21st century, we can now ask: What can an understanding of 
cultural landscapes tell us about climate change? How has atten-
tion to historic landscapes altered our view of historic preserva-
tion? And how can concern for these landscapes help us grapple 
with the impacts of global climate change? As will be evident, 
there are more questions than answers. 

Because of their inherent integration of natural and human 
systems, cultural landscapes can be understood as the “canary in 
the coal mine”—providing warning signs of the impact of climate 
change on cultural resources. They can also be the testing ground 
for making wise and thoughtful decisions, as we gain a better 
recognition of the certainty of uncertain change to these valued 

Robert Z. Melnick - Summer 2015 
Forum Journal

CLIMATE CHANGE AND CULTURAL 
LANDSCAPES: OBSERVATIONS AND 
OPTIONS

Anthony Veerkamp - Summer 2015 
Forum Journal

ForumJournal   SUMMER 2015 9

Preservation in a Changing 
Climate: Time to Pick Up  
the Tab 
ANTHONY VEERKAMP

On June 23, 1988, Dr. James E. Hansen, director of NASA’s 

Institute for Space Studies, testified before the Senate Energy 

and Natural Resources Committee, stating: “Global warming 

has reached a level such that we can ascribe with a high degree of 

confidence a cause and effect relationship between the greenhouse 

effect and observed warming…It is already happening now.”1

By all accounts, the testimony provided by Hansen and other 

scientists was pretty convincing stuff. Senator Timothy E. Wirth, the 

Colorado Democrat who presided at the hearing, stated: “As I read 

it, the scientific evidence is compelling: the global climate is chang-

ing as the earth’s atmosphere gets warmer. Now, the Congress must 

begin to consider how we are going to slow or halt that warming 

trend and how we are going to cope with the changes that may 

already be inevitable.”2

At the time, one might have reasonably expected that by 2015, 

more than a quarter century later, Congress would have long since 

moved beyond the consideration stage and taken meaningful action 

to address the looming threat. One would be gravely disappointed.

HOW DID WE GET HERE? 

At the time of Hansen’s testimony on Capitol Hill, congressional—

indeed, global—resolve to address climate change seemed certain. 

After all, the international treaty to phase out substances that 

deplete the ozone layer (the “Montreal Protocol”) had just been 

agreed upon the previous fall, proving that a multilateral agree-

ment to address a global environmental threat was politically 

feasible. It also proved to be remarkably effective: by 2009, 98 

percent of the chemicals listed by the protocol as damaging to the 

ozone layer had been phased out.

Indeed, in 1992 the United Nations Framework Convention on 

Climate Change (UNFCCC) was signed by 165 countries, including 

PRESERVATION IN A CHANGING 
CLIMATE: TIME TO PICK UP THE TAB

Englander provides an introduction to this issue in Forum Journal.  The 
article provides a good taste of the relevant issues, though it does not 
delve too deeply into those issues.  (His book, High Tide on Main Street, 
is referenced on page E.22.)

ForumJournal   SUMMER 2015 3

Climate Change and Rising  
Sea Level: Implications  
for Historic Preservation
BY JOHN ENGLANDER

We have entered a new era, totally unprecedented in all 

human civilization. The melting of glaciers and ice sheets 

due to global warming has just started to raise sea 

level—a trend that is now unstoppable. Rising seas will have pro-

found and permanent repercussions in all coastal regions worldwide.

I was delighted to give a talk at PastForward 2014 in Savan-

nah, where I met many preservation advocates and professionals. 

It was immediately obvious that preservationists are uniquely 

suited to see what is at risk in this new era and to help communi-

cate that to the public. You have a wonderful long-term perspec-

tive and passion. Climate change and rising sea level mandate a 

new kind of assessment of the vulnerability of historic resources, 

requiring stakeholders to look at adaptation options and to 

decide what will be saved for future generations—both in terms of 

determining what is technically possible, and also in terms of 

allocating finite resources.

Though it may be tempting to think of rising sea level like a storm 

event, it is quite different. Storms hit one area. They are sudden. The 

major impact is at the coast from wave damage. High waters recede 

rather quickly. But rising sea level is exactly the opposite in all those 

aspects. The impact is global and slow, it affects lowlands and tidal 

rivers far inland, and it is essentially permanent. 

Unlike a storm, rising sea level does give us time to prepare. 

That is a blessing. We still have time to plan and adapt, but no 

time to waste.

This is the moment in history for us to change our perspec-

tive, to recognize a revolutionary reality, and, in many places, to 

plan for a new priority of preservation. History gives us context. 

One reason why we preserve buildings and landscapes is for 

education. The increasingly threatened state of some historic 

places can now help illustrate the depth and extent of the change 

Summer 2015 
Forum Journal

John Englander, et. al.

CLIMATE CHANGE AND RISING SEA LEVEL: IMPLICATIONS FOR HISTORIC 
PRESERVATION
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The Impacts of Coastal Erosion 
on Tribal Cultural Heritage
PATTY FERGUSON-BOHNEE

Growing up, I never thought that the community to which I 
belong, the Pointe-au-Chien Indian Community, would be 
on the verge of disappearing. Our people have occupied 

our traditional homelands since time immemorial and have been 
documented as living here since the first explorers visited Louisi-
ana. The land on which we live was once lush and fertile.1 We had 
large agricultural enterprises, domesticated animals, fresh water, 
and access to game and fish. We lived and continue to live a 
subsistence lifestyle.

Isolated in the lower bayous of Terrebonne and Lafourche 
Parishes, we were able to live peacefully and to prosper. Topsoil 
carried by the Mississippi replenished the earth and created new 
land. The barrier islands protected the community from flood 
waters. Today the barrier islands have disappeared, and salt water 
intrusion has ended most farming and cattle grazing. 

Over the past six decades, tribal members have adapted to this 
changing environment. We continue to fish, hunt and trap, but our 
small tribe of approximately 700 members faces serious challenges 
trying to maintain our homelands, culture and traditions due to 
coastal erosion and environmental neglect. Sacred sites and cem-
eteries are at risk and some are already submerged. Despite the 
challenges, the Pointe-au-Chien people have been resilient.

 
COASTAL EROSION
During the past 100 years, Louisiana has lost more than one million 
acres of coastal land and wetlands, and is losing approximately 
25–40 square miles per year.2 Ninety percent of the coastal wet-
lands loss in the United States is in Louisiana. Pointe-au-Chien is 
located in the Terrebonne Basin, one of the fastest eroding areas in 
the United States.3

Patty Ferguson-Bohnee - Summer 2015 
Forum Journal

THE IMPACTS OF COASTAL EROSION ON 
TRIBAL CULTURAL HERITAGE
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The National Flood Insurance 
Program and Historic Resources
JENIFER EGGLESTON AND JEN WELLOCK

Nearly a decade after Hurricane Katrina hit the Gulf Coast on 

August 29, 2005, its effects on the coastal communities in 

Alabama, Louisiana and Mississippi are still clearly visible. 

Claiming more than 1,800 lives and causing over $100 billion in 

property damage, Hurricane Katrina was the single most cata-

strophic natural disaster in our nation’s history. Much of Katrina’s 

damage, stretching 400 miles across the Gulf Coast, was due to a 

storm surge that reached an estimated 35 feet and to sustained 

winds of up to 140 miles per hour. In addition to being our nation’s 

most costly disaster, Hurricane Katrina destroyed thousands of 

irreplaceable historic resources while leaving countless more 

severely damaged and vulnerable. In response, Congress appropri-

ated $53 million in Historic Preservation Fund (HPF) grant funding 

to the state historic preservation offices (SHPOs) of Alabama, 

Louisiana and Mississippi to aid in the recovery and rehabilitation 

of historic resources on the Gulf Coast. A similar congressional 

appropriation of $47.5 million was made to the Northeast SHPOs 

and tribal historic preservation offices (THPOs) following the 

devastation of Superstorm Sandy, which battered the mid-Atlantic 

coast in late October 2012. The projects supported by these two 

grant programs have helped the National Park Service (NPS) 

recognize the vulnerability of 

historic resources to flooding 

and the challenges both of 

protecting them before disaster 

strikes and of addressing dam-

age afterward. Specifically, we 

at the NPS have learned how 

The interior of this historic home in Ocean 
Springs, Mississippi shows damage to the 
interior (with flood marks on the wall) 
following Hurricane Katrina.
PHOTO COURTESY NATIONAL PARK SERVICE

Jenifer Eggleston and Jen Wellock - Summer 2015 
Forum Journal

THE NATIONAL FLOOD INSURANCE 
PROGRAM AND HISTORIC RESOURCES
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Weather It Together: Annapolis’ 
Model Planning Effort
LISA CRAIG

While many other communities are planning for the impacts of 

climate change to infrastructure, Annapolis is breaking new 

ground by specifically accounting for the historic places that 

are such an important part of [the] your city’s fabric, cultural 

identity, and economy. By naming Annapolis a National Trea-

sure, we are raising awareness of the threats posed by climate 

change to historic places nationwide.

—Stephanie Meeks, President, National Trust for Historic 

P reservation, Oct. 23, 20141

While recognition of the historic city of Annapolis is 

usually welcome—certainly, the local economy is depen-

dent on the heritage traveler—we would rather have 

visitors uploading digital images of our beautiful City Dock than 

shots of tidal flood waters circling the feet of the statue of Alex 

Haley as he reads to children at the Kunta Kinte Memorial. Yet Alex 

has become the high water mark for flooding events in Annapolis—

events that have become an increasingly urgent call to action. 

The Colonial Annapolis Historic District was designated one of 

43 National Historic Landmark Districts in 1965 by the U.S. Depart-

ment of the Interior. While Annapolis’ collection of 18th- , 19th- and 

20th-century architecture is important to the entire nation, the 

historic district is a major heritage tourism asset for the local 

economy.2 

When Secretary of the Interior Stewart Udall visited Annapolis 

on July 7, 1965, to officially announce the designation, he warned, 

“Annapolis must work now to preserve its historic heritage… other-

wise it will simply share the weakness of so many cities in 

America—sameness.”3 

Now in 2015 we are again heeding a warning, but it is not the 

prospect of unplanned, insensitive development that threatens 

destruction of our historic city, but the unpredictable, inescapable 

Lisa Craig - Summer 2015 
Forum Journal

WEATHER IT TOGETHER: ANNAPOLIS’ 
MODEL PLANNING EFFORT

ForumJournal   SUMMER 2015 19

A Heritage Coalition’s “Call  
to Action” on Climate Change  
and Cultural Heritage
ADAM MARKHAM AND JEANA WISER

Global average temperatures have been rising since the late 

1800s, with much of the warming due to human activities, 

especially the release of carbon dioxide and other green-

house gases into the atmosphere from the burning of fossil fuels. 

This is causing sea levels to rise and extreme weather events—

heat waves, droughts, rain deluges—to occur more often. Now 

these global environmental changes threaten built and natural 

resources, presenting new challenges for stewardship. 

Numerous organizations around the country—indeed the 

globe—are concerned about the effects of climate change on 

historic resources. And not just cultural heritage organizations. 

The Union of Concerned Scientists (UCS), a nonprofit science 

advocacy organization that has worked on climate change 

science and policies for decades, had not previously addressed 

the issues of heritage preservation. But in 2014, with no prospect 

of congressional action in Washington in response to the prob-

lem, UCS turned its attention 

to highlighting how the 

impacts of a changing climate 

are already affecting communi-

ties across America. Its 

research drew on the knowl-

edge of USC’s network of more 

than 18,000 scientists nation-

wide as well as all the latest 

scientific reports and peer-

reviewed literature. As UCS 

The Union of Concerned Scientists 
released the report National Landmarks 
at Risk in May 2014 to draw attention to 
the threat to cultural heritage from sea 
level rise.

Adam Markham and Jeana Wiser - Summer 2015 
Forum Journal

A HERITAGE COALITION’S “CALL TO 
ACTION” ON CLIMATE CHANGE AND 
CULTURAL HERITAGE
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National Trust for Historic Preservation

1785 Massachusetts Avenue, NW  Washington, DC 20036   
P 202.588.6000  F 202.588.6038  E info@nthp.org   www.PreservationNation.org

Help From the National Trust Resource Center 
Information Sheet #32 

Working with Contractors and Architects;  
Finding Supplies and Furnishings for your Historic Home or Building 

The National Trust’s Resource Center receives questions each month from the owners of historic homes 
and buildings, who would like to restore or preserve their historic structures, and would like information 
on how to find and work with a contractor or architect, or how to locate historically accurate hardware. 
In order to easily answer these requests, the Resource Center has prepared this quick reference sheet.   

Page 1 Tips for Choosing an Architect or Contractor 
Page 3 Historic Hardware and Products 
Page 4 The National Trust for Historic Preservation 
Page 5 Other Contacts and Resources 
Page 11 Join the National Trust

TIPS FOR CHOOSING AN ARCHITECT OR CONTRACTOR

Your state historic preservation office and statewide preservation organization will be an 
excellent resource for you, as they will know of architects and contractors who have worked on 
historic buildings in your state.  Appointed by the Governor, the State Historic Preservation 
Officer in each state carries out the Nation’s historic preservation program under the National 
Historic Preservation Act of 1966.  A SHPO nominates properties to the National Register of 
Historic Places, reviews applications for certain tax benefits for rehabilitation projects, surveys 
and evaluates the state's cultural resources, and administers federal grants when available.  A 
“statewide” is a nonprofit preservation organization which focuses on preservation issues in each 
state. To find your “shpo” and “statewide” please use this link on the National Trust’s website:  
http://www.nationaltrust.org/help/statewide_org.asp * 

*Please note: If you are a contractor who would like to be added to a reference list of contractors 
who do restoration/ preservation work, you should also contact your SHPO and statewide office.

When renovating your historic home or building, it is important to thoroughly research your 
options before making the decision to hire a contractor or doing it yourself.  Do-it-yourself jobs, 
while they are sometimes cheaper, can take a great deal longer to complete than working with a 
contractor.  For those who are interested in hiring an architect or contractor for a restoration 
project, the American Institute of Architects has compiled a list of tips, and a condensed 
version can be found below: 

1. Build a list of possibilities: find out who designed projects in your area that you like, ask 
historical societies, your State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO), home owners in 
historic districts, and local house museums what architects or contractors they have used 
in the past for restoration projects.  If you are searching for a contractor and already have 

No Date 
http://www.preservationnation.org/resources/disaster-
recovery/additional-resources/flood-recovery-resources/32-
Working-with-Contractors-and-Architects-Finding-Supplies-and-
Furnishings-for-your-Historic-Home-or-Building.pdf 
Date Accessed: 16 February 2016

INFORMATION SHEET #32: WORKING 
WITH CONTRACTORS AND ARCHITECTS 
- FINDING SUPPLIES AND FURNISHINGS 
FOR YOUR HISTORIC HOME OR BUILDING

CLIMATE CHANGE AND HISTORIC 
PRESERVATION

National Trust for Historic Preservation - No Date 
http://nthp.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapJournal/index.html?appi
d=a6e67c159c364434af3950b407edc8f2 
Date Accessed: 18 July 2016

December 2008 
https://www.doi.gov/sites/doi.gov/files/migrated/pmb/oepc/
rppr/upload/12-18-08-Preparing-To-Preserve.pdf 
Date Accessed: 5 Feb 2016

Preparing to Preserve: An Action Plan to Integrate Historic Preservation into Tribal, 
State, and Local Emergency Management Plans 

December 2008 

INTRODUCTION

History
“Preparing to Preserve: An Action Plan to Integrate Historic Preservation into 
Tribal, State, and Local Emergency Management Plans” is part of Preserve 
America, a federal government-wide program that encourages and supports 
community efforts to safeguard our nation’s priceless cultural and natural 
heritage.1  In October 2006, the Preserve America Summit in New Orleans 
brought together a distinguished group of preservation professionals and 
advocates from local, state, and federal government, as well as non-profit 
organizations from around the country, to review the historic preservation 
program as it has evolved since the passage of the National Historic 
Preservation Act (NHPA) in1966. The group developed a series of 
recommendations to assist communities in advancing historic preservation at 
the local level. 

One recommendation identified the need to find ways to “integrate historic 
preservation, archaeological and cultural resources into emergency 
management at the local, state and Federal levels.”  “Preparing to Preserve” 
proposes a series of action items to help the historic preservation community 
meet this need. “Preparing to Preserve” was funded through a grant from the 
Department of the Interior and directed by Heritage Preservation, Inc., and a 
Technical Advisory Committee (see Appendix A.)  

The Value of Historic Preservation in Emergency Management Planning 
Disasters can be concentrated in a small area or involve states or whole regions. 
On any scale, they can be devastating for people and communities.  Both 
governmental agencies and non-governmental organizations are developing 
emergency plans to prepare communities for a variety of threats and putting in 

PREPARING TO PRESERVE: AN ACTION 
PLAN TO INTEGRATE HISTORIC 
PRESERVATION INTO TRIBAL, STATE, 
AND LOCAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT 
PLANS
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National Institute of Building Science / Preservation Trade Network

The National Institute of Building Science’s Whole Building Design 
Guide includes an introduction to historic preservation, including a 
summary of The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment 
of Historic Properties.  Discussion includes a brief consideration of how 
to address disaster preparation within historic preservation, along 
with additional related resources. 

12/23/2015 Historic Preservation | Whole Building Design Guide

https://www.wbdg.org/design/historic_pres.php 1/7

U.S. Courthouse at Union Station,
Tacoma, WA. Designed by the
architectural firm of Reed and Stem
and constructed in 1911 and
renovated in 1987. Tall ceilings,
generous daylight, and grand
ceremonial spaces give historic
buildings enduring investment value
and make them attractive for a variety
of uses. (Photo courtesy of the U.S.
General Services Administration)

Rehabilitated historic hotel, Cape May,
NJ. Photo courtesy of the National Park
Service

by the WBDG Historic Preservation Subcommittee
Last updated: 04162015

Preserving historic buildings is vital to understanding our nation's heritage. In addition, it is an environmentally responsible practice. By reusing existing buildings historic
preservation is essentially a recycling program of 'historic' proportions. Existing buildings can often be energy efficient through their use of good ventilation, durable materials,
and spatial relationships. An immediate advantage of older buildings is that a building already exists; therefore energy is not necessary to demolish a building or create new
building materials and the infrastructure may already be in place. Minor modifications can be made to adapt existing buildings to compatible new uses. Systems can be
upgraded to meet modern building requirements and codes. This not only makes good economic sense, but preserves our legacy and is an inherently sustainable practice
and an intrinsic component of whole building design(/wbdg_approach.php). (See also Sustainable(sustainable.php) and Sustainable Historic
Preservation(/resources/sustainable_hp.php?r=historic_pres).)

Realizing the need to protect America's cultural resources, Congress established the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA)
(http://www.nps.gov/history/locallaw/nhpa1966.htm) in 1966, which mandates the active use of historic buildings for public benefit and
to preserve our national heritage. Cultural resources, as identified in the National Register for Historic Places(http://www.nps.gov/nr/),
include buildings, archeological sites, structures, objects, and historic districts. The surrounding landscape is often an integral part of a
historic property. Not only can significant archaeological remains be destroyed during the course of construction, but the landscape,
designed or natural, may be irreparably damaged, and caution is advised whenever major physical intervention is required in an extant
building or landscape. The Archaeological Resources Protection Act(http://www.nps.gov/archeology/tools/Laws/arpa.htm) established
the public mandate to protect these resources.

Some practical and/or intangible benefits of historic preservation include:

Retention of history and authenticity
Commemorates the past
Aesthetics(aesthetics.php): texture, craftsmanship, style
Pedestrian/visitor appeal
Contextual and human scale

Increased commercial value (Economic Benefits)
Materials and ornaments that are not affordable or readily available
Durable, high quality materials (e.g., old growth wood)

Retention of building materials(/resources/sustainable_hp.php?r=historic_pres) (refer also
to WBDG Sustainable Branch(sustainable.php))

Less construction and demolition debris
Less hazardous material debris
Less need for new materials

Existing usable space—quicker occupancy
Rehabilitation often costs less than new construction
Reuse of infrastructure
Energy savings(minimize_consumption.php)

No energy used for demolition
No energy used for new construction
Reuse of embodied energy in building materials and assemblies

Following passage of the NHPA, the Secretary of the Interior established Standards for the
Treatment of Historic Properties(http://www.nps.gov/tps/standards.htm) to promote and guide the responsible treatment of historic structures and to protect irreplaceable
cultural resources. Today, the Standards are the guiding principles behind sensitive preservation design and practice in America.

Apply the Preservation Process Successfully(apply_process.php)—The preservation process involves five basic steps: Identify, Investigate, Develop, Execute, and
Educate. Successful preservation design requires early and frequent consultation with a variety of organizations and close collaboration among technical specialists,
architects, owner/occupants, and preservation professionals.

Work on historic properties requires specialized skills. The Secretary of the Interior has identified professional qualification standards(http://www.nps.gov/history/local
law/arch_stnds_9.htm) for a variety of preservation disciplines.

Four Treatment Approaches

Within the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties there are Standards for four distinct
approaches to the treatment of historic properties: preservation, rehabilitation, restoration, and reconstruction.

Preservation(http://www.nps.gov/tps/standards/fourtreatments/treatmentpreservation.htm) focuses on the maintenance
stabilization, and repair of existing historic materials and retention of a property's form as it has evolved over time.

Rehabilitation(http://www.nps.gov/tps/standards/fourtreatments/treatmentrehabilitation.htm) acknowledges the need to alter
or add to a historic property to meet continuing or changing uses while retaining the property's historic character.

Restoration(http://www.nps.gov/tps/standards/fourtreatments/treatmentrestoration.htm) depicts a property at a particular
period of time in its history, while removing evidence of other periods.

Reconstruction(http://www.nps.gov/tps/standards/fourtreatments/treatmentreconstruction.htm) recreates vanished or non
surviving portions of a property for interpretive purposes.

(/design/) (/project/) (/om/) (/references/) (/tools/) (/education/) (/bim/)

Historic Preservation

OVERVIEW

12 April 2015 
https://www.wbdg.org/design/historic_pres.php 
Date Accessed: 23 December 2015

National Institute of Building Science

WHOLE BUILDING DESIGN GUIDE

Mike Logan

No Date 
http://ptn.org/sites/default/files/docs/katrina-handbook.pdf 
Date Accessed: 16 February 2016

Intended for Gulf Coast homeowners affected by flooding, this guide 
is meant to serve an introduction to methods for repairing historic 
homes.  It begins with a brief overview of the advantages of repairing 
and restoring over demolition, highlighting the superior quality and 
durability of historic buildings over new construction.

The guide discusses foundation and roof repair in detail, elucidating 
concerns that are specific to historic homes, such as:
• Consistency of mortar used for repointing masonry
• Suitability of cleaning products for different historic materials
• Appropriate flashing for roofing

The guide concludes with an extensive list of additional resources, 
including a summary of The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for 
Rehabilitation of Historic Properties.  As promised in the introduction, 
this is a short guide whose aim is to introduce homeowners to 
appropriately repairs for historic homes.1 This publication was made possible through a partnership of the World Monuments Fund and the 

Preservation Trades Network

Brief Guide to Understanding 
Repairs to Historic Homes
Damaged by Hurricane Katrina 
and Other Related Floods

Written by Mike Logan, with thanks to Camille Agricola 
Bowman and the Alabama Historical Commission’s Guide 
for Owners of Alabama’s Historic Houses

Your historic house is worth saving! Despite the drastic 
circumstances, it is built better than anything that can be 
built new. It is worth protecting its historic materials and 
working with the historic house, despite the overzealous 
advice that you might get from well-intentioned 
helpers that come along. This guide is meant to be brief 
and a quick aid to assessing the damage that you are 
encountering in your home as a result of hurricane and 
fl ood damage. 

Preservation Trades Network
PO Box 249
Amherst, New Hampshire  03031-0249
www.PTN.org and www.IPTW.org

Printed copies of this handbook were made possible by 
the generous support of the following contributors from 
Howard County, Maryland:
Ellicott City Restoration Foundation
Historic Ellicott City, Inc.
Preservation Howard County

BRIEF GUIDE TO UNDERSTANDING REPAIRS TO HISTORIC HOMES DAMAGED BY 
HURRICANE KATRINA AND OTHER RELATED FLOODS
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Association for Preservation Technology

Defines the purpose of adaptive methods: “minimize climate-change 
effects or create situations where areas benefit from the changing 
climate.” (41)  Horowitz emphasizes that these adaptation strategies 
are a viable and proactive alternative to relocation and elevation 
of a structure.  The article provides summaries for preservation 
professionals on a variety of strategies for adapting to climate 
change.  These summaries include discussion on the advantages and 
disadvantages of these strategies.  

2016 
APT Bulletin, Vol. XLVII No. 1

Ann D. Horowitz

PLANNING BEFORE DISASTER STRIKES: AN INTRODUCTION TO ADAPTATION 
STRATEGIES

Thomas D. Andrew, et. al. - 2016 
APT Bulletin, Vol. XLVII No. 1

PERMAFROST THAW AND ABORIGINAL 
CULTURAL LANDSCAPES IN THE 
GWICH’IN REGION, CANADA

Benjamin Curran, Michael Routhier and Gopal 
Mulukutla - 2016 
APT Bulletin, Vol. XLVII No. 1

SEA-LEVEL RISE VULNERABILITY 
ASSESSMENT OF COASTAL RESOURCES 
IN NEW HAMPSHIRE
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Robert Melnick - 2009 
http://www.apti.org/clientuploads/pdf/Melnick-40-3-4.pdf

CLIMATE CHANGE AND LANDSCAPE 
PRESERVATION: A TWENTIETH-CENTURY 
CONUNDRUM

Association for Preservation Technology / Journal of the Institute of Conservation

Roger Curtis - 2016 
APT Bulletin, Vol. XLVII No. 1

WATER MANAGEMENT FOR 
TRADITIONAL BUILDINGS: ADAPTATION 
FOR A CHANGING CLIMATE

Peter Brimblecombe and Caroline Brimblecombe 
- 2016 
APT Bulletin, Vol. XLVII No. 1

CLIMATE CHANGE AND NON-
MECHANICALLY VENTILATED INTERIORS

Peter Brimblecombe

Refining climate change threats to heritage

Keywords

future English climate; salt weathering; mould growth; rainfall; humidity; insect damage

Introduction
The foggy dampness of the English climate can assume an almost mythic
character. For 2000 years we seem to have relished Strabo’s description:
‘weather is more rainy than snowy; and . . . the sun is to be seen for only
three or four hours round about midday’. Despite the resilience of this
description we are all aware of possible changes to climate over the
century ahead. This article will argue that simplifications that reduce
climate to being simple changes in warmth, windiness or wetness, while
raising the profile of climate change, could easily distort our responses.

The problems of reducing the complexity of climate change in this way
are particularly troublesome to preventive conservation, which requires
an increasing focus on likely threats posed by a changing climate. In
recent years there has been much analysis of projected future climate and
in the UK The Climate Change Act 2008 has required public and statutory
organisations to consider how they can adapt to future climates.1 The heri-
tage field has responded with planning documents, policy statements and a
growing body of research. In Europe this concern was evident in projects
such as NOAH’S ARK and Climate for Culture, while in the UK this was
embodied in Climate Change and the Historic Environment and a number of
projects that emerged under the Heritage Science programme jointly sup-
ported by the Arts and Humanities Research Council (AHRC) and the
Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC).2

The study presented here aims to remind us that climate is complex, with
many subtle features and an important regional character. Projections of
future climate add additional notions of societal scenarios and the probabil-
istic nature of the outcomes. Such detail has to be interpreted into simpler
terms when adapted to policy, expressed in executive reports or as state-
ments to the public. While necessary, simplifications can obscure the
nature of change. This article explores the likely changes in the dampness
of the English climate over the period through to 2100 and raises a
concern that oversimplification has the potential to undermine the develop-
ment of climate change policy with respect to heritage. It does not address
the question of error in the predicted climate, but it is hoped that it will
encourage the development of more relevant and focussed climate par-
ameters and better ways of assessing long-term climate effects on heritage.

Method
This article uses meteorological data and climate projections extracted from
Met Office sources. The historical station data came from the Met Office
website and daily observations were taken from the Met Office Integrated
Data Archive System (MIDAS) dataset, which includes land and marine
surface daily observations from 1853 and is held online at the British
Atmospheric Data Centre (BADC); future projections were taken from the
Met Office’s Hadley Model, referred to in this article as HadCM3 and as

(Received 30 November 2013; Accepted 15 April 2014)

1 The Climate Change Act 2008, http://
www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2008/
27/contents (accessed 11 March 2014).

2 See for example Christina Sabbioni,
Peter Brimblecombe and May Cassar,
eds, The Atlas of Climate Change Impact
on European Cultural Heritage: Scientific
Analysis and Management Strategies, no.
19 (London: Anthem Press, 2010);
R. Kilian, J. Leissner, F. Antretter,
K. Holl and A. Holm, ‘Modeling
Climate Change Impact on Cultural
Heritage—The European Project
Climate for Culture’, inWTA Colloquium
‘Effect of Climate Change on Built Heri-
tage’, Eindhoven, Netherlands, 11th–12th

March (2010); May Cassar and
R. Pender, ‘Climate Change and the His-
toric Environment’ (2003), http://www.
bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/graduate/csh/resear
ch/projects/collections-demography
(accessed 11 March 2014).

Journal of the Institute of Conservation, 2014

Vol. 37, No. 2, 85–93, http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/19455224.2014.916226

# 2014 Icon, The Institute of Conservation
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Peter Brimblecombe - 2014 
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/19455224.2014.
916226 
Date Accessed: 19 July 2016

REFINING CLIMATE CHANGE THREATS TO 
HERITAGE
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Urban Land Institute

Prepared in the aftermath of Hurricane Sandy, this Urban Land 
Institute document provides a summary of 23 recommendations to be 
considered in planning for long-term resilience.  The recommendations 
are in the following categories:
• Land Use and Development
• Infrastructure, Technology, and Capacity
• Finance, Investment, and Insurance
• Leadership and Governance

The document was prepared for the New York – New Jersey region, 
and provides recommendations that address big city resiliency in New 
York, in addition to the small towns and coastal communities in Long 
Island and New Jersey.

 ADVANCING
STRATEGIES  

FOR
LONG-TERM
RESILIENCE  

AND
ADAPTABILITY

NEW YORK CITY

GARDEN CITY, NEW YORK

LONG BRANCH, NEW JERSEY

JULY 14−19, 2013

NEW YORK CITY

GARDEN CITY, NEW YORK

LONG BRANCH, NEW JERSEY

JULY 14−19, 2013

NEW YORK CITY

GARDEN CITY, NEW YORK

LONG BRANCH, NEW JERSEY

JULY 14−19, 2013

A ULI  
ADVISORY 
SERVICES  
PANEL  
REPORT

After 
SANDY

NEW YORK CITY

GARDEN CITY, NEW YORK

LONG BRANCH, NEW JERSEY

JULY 14−19, 2013

2013 
http://uli.org/wp-content/uploads/ULI-Documents/AfterSandy.pdf 
Date Accessed: 22 December 2015

Urban Land Institute

AFTER SANDY: ADVANCING STRATEGIES FOR LONG-TERM RESILIENCE AND 
ADAPTABILITY

Risk&Resilience 
in Coastal Regions 
A ULI Global Policy and Practice Forum Report

 ULI Climate, Land Use, and Energy (CLUE) Initiative

This report presents the themes and subsequent discussions of a panel 
on coastal development and climate change.  Broken into two parts, 
themes and summaries, the intent is to represent lessons from the 
panel.  Themes addressed include:
• Climate change as a new source of coastal market risk
• Uncertainty in preparing for future events
• Resilience as interdisciplinary and systems based

Panel summaries include an overview of the discussion in addition to a 
list of key points.  Topics of the summaries include:
• Dimensions of community decision-making
• Assessing risk across regions and markets
• On site: Mitigating risk in the project

2013 
http://uli.org/wp-content/uploads/ULI-Documents/CoastalRegions.pdf 
Date Accessed: 22 December 2015

Uwe Brandes and Alice Le Blanc

RISK & RESILIENCE IN COASTAL REGIONS
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A publication of the Urban Land Institute, Ten Principles for Coastal 
Development is geared toward a wide audience of planning 
professionals, policy makers and the public. The product of a 
collaborative efforts of  experts, this report provides ten methods for 
addressing issues related to climate change and sea-level rise, such as:
• Lower risk by exceeding standards for siting and construction
• Address social and economic equity concerns
• Protect fragile water resources on the coast
• Commit to stewardship that will sustain coastal areas

The report concludes with a list of case studies for the reader to 
pursue further.

Michael pawlukiewicz, Prema Katari and Carl Koelbel

2007 
http://uli.org/wp-content/uploads/ULI-Documents/Ten-Principles-for-
Coastal-Development.pdf 
Date Accessed: 22 December 2015

Urban Land
Institute$

Ten Principles for
Coastal 

Development

Ten Principles for
Coastal

Development

10PCD Cover  7/24/07  12:13 PM  Page Covr1

TEN PRINCIPLES FOR COASTAL DEVELOPMENT

Urban Land Institute / Union of Concerned Scientists

Debra Holtz, et al

May 2014 
http://www.ucsusa.org/sites/default/files/legacy/assets/documents/
global_warming/National-Landmarks-at-Risk-Full-Report.pdf 
Date Accessed: 16 February 2016

Published by the Union of Concerned Scientists, this report is a 
collection of case studies that illustrates the impact of climate change, 
specifically on National Landmarks.  Each case study summarizes how 
climate change impacts has have already begun to manifest at the site 
and details the cultural resources at risk.  

The report emphasizes that climate change is not a future threat.  It is 
a present threat that requires action, the absence of which presents 
the risk of losing these Landmarks.  The report does not present 
any clear guidance for adapting historic sites in response to climate 
change.  It is instead a call for action, highlighting that, although an 
individual may not be directly impacted by climate change, there will 
be consequences for everyone’s tangible cultural heritage.

In its final chapter, the report includes a general explanation of the 
science behind climate change and how related consequences are 
predicted.  The report concludes with a call to action, not only to 
protect historic sites but to reduce greenhouse gases.

NATIONAL LANDMARKS AT RISK: HOW RISING SEAS, FLOODS, AND WILDFIRES ARE 
THREATENING THE UNITED STATES’ MOST CHERISHED HISTORIC SITES

National Landmarks 
at Risk
How Rising Seas, Floods, and Wildfires Are Threatening 
the United States’ Most Cherished Historic Sites

National Landmarks 
at Risk
How Rising Seas, Floods, and Wildfires Are Threatening 
the United States’ Most Cherished Historic Sites
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American Institute of Architects
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Geared toward professionals in design, this report emphasizes that 
design approaches should be site-specific, whether the project 
is  new construction or rehabilitation. A city can be resilient in the 
face of disaster when it can take site-specific solutions along with 
standardized, system-wide changes. 

The report focuses on four different areas, or opportunities, for 
increased resilience:
• Transportation and infrastructure
• Housing
• Critical and commercial buildings
• Waterfront

Each chapter discusses the findings of the American Institute of 
Architects New York Chapter resulting from a series of charrettes, as 
well as key concepts and next steps.

May 2013 
http://postsandyinitiative.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/Post-
Sandy-Report_Full.pdf 
Date Accessed: 1 February 2016

American Institute of Architects New York Chapter

POST-SANDY INITIATIVE

BUILDINGS AT RISK: FLOOD DESIGN BASICS FOR PRACTICING ARCHITECTS

American Institute of Architects

No Date 
http://www.aia.org/aiaucmp/groups/ek_members/documents/pdf/
aiap014821.pdf 
Date Accessed: 8 January 2016

Part of a series of publications produced for the American Institute 
of Architects (AIA), Smith’s Buildings at Risk provides an overview of 
issues related to flooding, including a discussion on the different kinds 
of flooding and expected damage.  In addition to “Type of Floods and 
Their Causes,” Smith also provides:
• An Overview of Floods and Flood Management in the U.S.
• How Floods Damage Buildings and Their Contents
• Assessing Flood Hazard and Establishing Goals for Flood Damage 

Reduction
• Flood-Resistant Design Strategies

As a publication of the AIA, Buildings at Risk is geared toward 
educating design professionals.
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American Planning Association

Bodin’s article is an introduction to the challenges of sea-level rise 
as well as the tools and resources that respond to these challenges.  
After outlining the causes of sea-level rise, Bodin points to a number of 
efforts to mitigate its impact.  These efforts include:
• The Georgetown Climate Center’s Sea-Level Rise and Coastal Land 

Use Adaptation Toolkit
• The Southeast Florida Regional Climate Change Compact
• The South Carolina Small Business Chamber of Commerce’s South 

Carolina Businesses Acting on Rising Seas project

In addition to such efforts, Bodin provides a short summary of tools to 
enact to mitigate the effect of sea-level rise, such as:
• Natural solutions for coastal protection
• Zoning overlays
• Conservation easements

 
 

  LIVING WITH THE

 
 Lyons, Colorado
 Final Report
 October 31, 2014

COMMUNITY PLANNING
ASSISTANCE TEAMS

    SAINT VRAIN

Following flash flooding of the Saint Vrain Creeks and the destructive 
effects on Lyon, Colorado, this report details the recommendations 
of a collaborative review process involving the American Planning 
Association’s Community Planning Assistance Team, the State of 
Colorado, officials from Lyon, and the Federal Emergency Management 
Agency.  The recommendations are the result of conversations with 
residents, reviews of existing plans and site visits. 

These recommendations are presented as design- or policy-related. 

Design-related options include:
• Living with the river, including its assets and risks
• Use of vacant lots in the flood plain

Policy-related options include:
• Providing disaster reconstruction guidance
• Adopting higher floodplain management standards: Strategic 

disinvestment in the floodplain
• Enhancing existing plans to improve resilience

October 31, 2014 
https://www.planning.org/communityassistance/teams/lyons/pdf/
finallyonsreport.pdf 
Date Accessed: 8 January 2016

Community Planning Assistance Teams

LIVING WITH THE SAINT VRAIN

Planning 
August-September 2015, 44-46 
Date Accessed: 5 January 2016

Madeline Bodin

A HIGHER TIDE
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American Planning Association

Beginning with a short  summary of the American Planning 
Association’s report Planning for Post-Disaster Recovery, Davis’s 
article examines the positive impact resilience planning can have on 
a community after disaster strikes.  Davis provides several examples 
of cities that have implemented resiliency plans in response to both 
flooding and sea-level rise, though the author makes it clear that there 
are still many definitions of resilience.  Time will tell which of these 
plans is successful.

Davis’s article also stresses the role that state governments can play 
in a town or city’s disaster preparedness.  Leadership is an important 
factor in a city’s recovery.

An update to a previous report by the American Planning Association 
(APA) on disaster recovery, this report is targeted toward planners in 
an effort to prepare professionals for addressing what comes after a 
disaster. 

Drawing on lessons from past disasters, the report emphasizes 
that, if approached from the appropriate angle, disasters present 
an opportunity to introduce resiliency measures into a community’s 
plans. 

In eight chapters, the report goes in-depth into a variety of concerns 
that planners must address, including:
• Anticipating Disruption
• Disaster Recovery Planning: Expectations versus Reality
• The Federal Framework for Disaster Recovery
• Long-Term Recovery Planning: Goals and Policies

PLANNING FOR 
POST-DISASTER 
RECOVERY: NEXT 
GENERATION

p a s  r e p o r t  5 7 6

James C. Schwab, aicp, Editor

December 2014 
https://www.planning.org/pas/reports/pdf/PAS_576.pdf 
Date Accessed: 5 January 2016

 James C. Schwab

PAS REPORT 576 PLANNING FOR POST-DISASTER RECOVERY: NEXT GENERATION

Planning 
August-September 2015, 22-26 
Date Accessed

Jon Davis

PREPARING FOR THE NEXT BIG ONE: PLACES THAT PUT ‘RESILIENCE’ IN THEIR 
FUTURE
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American Planning Association

Tam’s article examines the effects of, and mitigation efforts against, 
climate change in the Bay Area.  As Tam explains: “Mitigation and 
adaptation are related.” (1)  The article continues with methods and 
considerations for planning during uncertain times, which requires a 
degree of flexibility and adaptability.

After detailing how climate change will manifest itself in San Francisco, 
Tam outlines mitigation and adaptation strategies.  These strategies 
are grouped into four categories:
• Physical strategies for sea-level rise
• Governance of sea-level rise
• Managing public health
• Managing infrastructure

January 2012 
https://www.planning.org/planning/2012/jan/waterwarriorsside2.htm 
Date Accessed: 8 January 2016

Laura Tam

CLIMATE ADAPTATION AND SEA-LEVEL RISE IN THE SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA

Weiser’s article is a case study of Roseville, California.  After addressing 
repeated flooding of the Dry Creek, Roseville became one of the only 
cities in the United States to achieve a Class 1 rating under FEMA’s 
Community Rating System (CRS).

This article details the planning, research, and costs undertaken by 
Roseville to improve the town’s resiliency and achieve Class 1 status.  
Roseville employed several methods for controlling the impact of 
flooding including:
• Elevating homes
• Purchasing and demolishing high-risk homes 
• Constructing new flood walls

In addition to Roseville’s efforts, Weiser details how a community can 
participate in, and benefit from, the CRS.

Planning 
August-September 2015, 32-35 
Date Accessed: 5 January 2016

Matt Weiser

WATER WARRIOR
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American Planning Association / George Wright Society

Paul Shigley - January 2012 
https://www.planning.org/planning/2012/jan/
waterwarriorsside1.htm 
Date Accessed: 8 January 2016

THE DEVIL IS IN THE DELTA

This paper will discuss what steps have
already been taken to uphold the Park Ser-
vice’s mission to “preserve unimpaired the
natural and cultural resources and values of
the national park system. . .” (NPS 2007a).
In particular, we discuss how cultural re-
sources are being impacted by observed
changes in climate and discuss how we
expect cultural resources to be affected over
the next century, based on projections by
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC).

Fort Massachusetts in Gulf Islands
National Seashore and Cape Hatteras Light-
house in Cape Hatteras National Seashore
will be used here as examples of large-scale
measures that are being taken to preserve
cultural resources that would otherwise be
lost to a changing climate.

Literature review
When many of us think of climate

change and cultural resources, we may
think of the cultural resources that are cur-
rently endangered by rising sea level in

some of the oldest cities of the world, such
as Venice or London. In early 2007,
UNESCO listed twenty-six examples of
World Heritage sites (out of 830 total) that
are threatened by climate change
(UNESCO 2007). These sites represent
areas of global significance that are immedi-
ately at risk from changing climatic condi-
tions. The list is categorized based on
whether the sites are (1) glaciers, (2) areas
of high marine biodiversity, (3) areas of high
terrestrial biodiversity, (4) archeological
sites, or (5) historic cities and settlements.

While these sites are important, they
are merely examples of well-known sites
that need protection. The question of how
we protect those sites has been the subject
of a number of reports and research con-
ducted by various players, including those
at multinational (e.g., UNESCO 2006,
2007), national (e.g., Cassar 2005) and aca-
demic (e.g., Dietz et al. 2003; Wallach
2005; Hassler 2006) scales. However, while
the ecological impacts of climate change
have been discussed extensively in the liter-

The George Wright Forum86

Protecting Cultural Resources in
Coastal U.S. National Parks from Climate Change

Maria Caffrey and Rebecca Beavers

THE U.S. NATIONAL PARK SERVICE MANAGES OVER 84 MILLION ACRES OF LAND on which are
located around 26,000 historic structures. One hundred fifty areas under Park Service man-
agement are designated as “cultural landscapes.” The impact of climate change on cultural
resources will challenge many resource managers, in particular those responsible for protect-
ing America’s heritage in national parks. Rising sea level and projected increases in average
annual temperatures will undoubtedly impact many parks’ natural resources, which have led
some to ask, “What is being done to protect cultural resources from climate change?”

Caffrey and Beavers provide a quick investigation into how the 
National Park Service is addressing the effects of climate change.

In addition to a short literature review and a summary of the predicted 
impact of climate change, Caffrey and Beavers provide two case 
studies of sites threatened by sea-level rise: Fort Massachusetts, 
Mississippi and Cape Hatteras Lighthouse National Historic Landmark, 
North Carolina.  The study examines the difficulties involved in 
enacting protective measures and the success of those measure once 
executed by park managers.

2008 
http://www.georgewright.org/252caffrey.pdf  
Date Accessed: 4 January 2016

Maria Caffrey and Rebecca Beavers

PROTECTING CULTURAL RESOURCES IN COASTAL U.S. NATIONAL PARKS FROM 
CLIMATE CHANGE
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The George Wright Forum • vol. 32 no. 1 (2015) • 59 

Cultural Landscape Preservation in Context: 
Responding to a Changing Environment 

Bob Page

Introduction
American history is well represented in the national park system. The cultural land-
scapes associated with this heritage offer a powerful format to tell the story of our nation, 
whether they be associated with important events, activities, and persons; reveal specific 
trends in landscape architecture or gardening; reflect vernacular patterns of early settlement 
and land use; or retain important ties to contemporary people. To ensure that these land-
scapes are preserved, we need to understand how to address landscape systems, and the dy-
namic qualities inherent in landscapes, within the construct of historic preservation practice. 

There is a common perception that the primary goal of cultural resource management is 
to “freeze” a place in time. It is true that the basic tenants of historic preservation focus on re-
taining surviving resources and a high degree of authenticity. Replicating historic conditions 
is always the first consideration in stewardship because it minimizes change and provides 
the most authentic representation. However, the reality of cultural resource management is 
far more complex, and there are a variety of factors that will result in some level of change 
to a historic property. For that reason, in preservation practice “rehabilitation” is the most 
commonly used of the four approaches to the treatment of historic properties. This approach 
clearly recognizes the need to accommodate change, and changes are considered in the con-
text of the cumulative effect on a property’s historic character.1

Considering that almost all cultural landscapes are composed of natural systems, man-
aging change is a core function of preservation and stewardship and involves assessing how 
change contributes to, or detracts from, the character that allows a landscape to reveal its 
history. Everyone involved in preservation work draws upon a similar body of science, but 
landscape preservation involves far more interpretation given the need to intervene in natural 
processes to retain or shape character. 

In order to be effective stewards of our national park cultural landscapes, changes in 
response to current environmental conditions, sustainability, and continued use must be con-

The George Wright Forum, vol. 32, no. 1, pp. 59–70 (2015).
© 2015 The George Wright Society. All rights reserved.

(No copyright is claimed for previously published material reprinted herein.)
ISSN 0732-4715. Please direct all permissions requests to info@georgewright.org.

Bob Page - 2016 
http://www.georgewright.org/321page.pdf 
Date Accessed: 19 July 2016

CULTURAL LANDSCAPE PRESERVATION 
IN CONTEXT: RESPONDING TO A 
CHANGING ENVIRONMENT

George Wright Society

WMF is a non-profit organization
based in New York City that works to pro-
tect and preserve cultural heritage sites
around the world—sites of all types and
from all periods. Setting an agenda for pro-
tecting cultural heritage at that scale is a
challenge, and in 1996, WMF launched a
program that would allow it to gain the
information it needed to see that larger pic-
ture—the World Monuments Watch List of
100 Most Endangered Sites.2 The Watch
List has since become the main tool WMF
uses to learn about the dangers posed to
cultural heritage sites around the world. To
create the list, every two years WMF solicits
nominations from governments, non-gov-
ernmental organizations (NGOs), universi-
ties, grassroots organizations, and profes-

sionals in the field. From these nomina-
tions, a panel of international experts—con-
vened by, but independent of, WMF—
selects a group of 100 sites that present a
snapshot of the state of global cultural her-
itage at a given time. Through the Watch
List, WMF calls attention to and attracts
support for not only 100 individual places,
but also key issues in the field. In the past,
major themes of the list have included
issues such as conservation challenges in
the developing world, threats to cultural
heritage in areas of armed conflict, and the
challenges of preserving Modern architec-
ture. In addressing these challenges, WMF
has been able to draw on established meth-
ods of the field of historic preservation.
While each project and program presents

The George Wright Forum66

Climate Change and Cultural Heritage:
Local Evidence, Global Responses

Michelle L. Berenfeld

RECOGNIZING THE URGENT THREATS TO BOTH NATURAL AND CULTURAL RESOURCES posed by
global climate change, the World Monuments Fund (WMF) organized a panel discussion at
the 2007 George Wright Society Conference that gathered professionals in the fields of his-
toric preservation, nature conservation, and green building and asked them to examine how
these disciplines could collaborate to develop strategies both for adapting to those impacts
and mitigating those threats by sustaining built and natural environments.1

Climate Change and

Cultural Heritage
 . ,  

MichelleL.Berenfeld - 2008 
http://www.georgewright.org/252berenfeld.pdf 
Date Accessed: 18 July 2016

CLIMATE CHANGE AND CULTURAL 
HERITAGE: LOCAL EVIDENCE, GLOBAL 
RESPONSES

Robert Z. Melnick, Olivia Burry-Trice and Veronica 
Malinay - 2015 
http://www.georgewright.org/321melnick.pdf 
Date Accessed: 19 July 2016

The George Wright Forum • vol. 32 no. 1 (2015) • 77 

A Decision Framework for Managing 
Cultural Landscapes Impacted by Climate Change: 
A Preliminary Report

Robert Z. Melnick, Olivia Burry-Trice, and Veronica Malinay

Introduction
This article presents a summary of preliminary findings from a project underway to provide 
resource managers at all levels with a suite of potential strategies through which to develop 
landscape-specific action plans for responding to, and when possible mitigating, the impacts 
of climate change on cultural landscapes.

The project, sponsored through a grant from the National Park Service (NPS) National 
Center for Preservation Technology and Training (NCPTT), uses six cultural landscapes 
in national parks in the eastern United States to assist the research team to explore climate 
change impacts on the ground. The team queried the case study resource managers1 and 
many other NPS staff2 to better understand management challenges in each of the parks and 
related cultural landscapes.

This project does not provide exact or definitive solutions to the multitude of ques-
tions that arise regularly in this realm. The intent, rather, is to outline a broad framework for 
discussion; a framework that explores ways of approaching these problems for any specific 
cultural landscape.

As the impacts of climate change become more evident, the effects of these phenomena 
on NPS cultural resources require a concerted effort to understand the changes underway 
and develop appropriate management responses.3 We need to fulfill our societal value of 
historic preservation, legislative and regulatory requirements, and expectations as well. For 
cultural landscapes, this may be especially difficult to achieve. Cultural landscapes, through 
their inherent dynamic nature, present particular problems when faced with the impacts of 
climate change. Whether through a sudden event or a long-term trend, these impacts may 
range from subtle to obvious, and present the resource manager with myriad preservation 
challenges. In the era of climate change in which we now find ourselves, it is valuable to un-

The George Wright Forum, vol. 32, no. 1, pp. 77–88 (2015).
© 2015 The George Wright Society. All rights reserved.

(No copyright is claimed for previously published material reprinted herein.)
ISSN 0732-4715. Please direct all permissions requests to info@georgewright.org.

A DECISION FRAMEWORK FOR 
MANAGING CULTURAL LANDSCAPES 
IMPACTED BY CLIMATE CHANGE: A 
PRELIMINARY REPORT

Michelle L. Berenfeld - 2015 
http://www.georgewright.org/321berenfeld.pdf 
Date Accessed: 19 July 2016

The George Wright Forum • vol. 32 no. 1 (2015) • 5 

Planning for Permanent Emergency:
“Triage” as a Strategy for Managing Cultural Resources 
threatened by Climate Change

Michelle L. Berenfeld

One hundred years from now, the world will look very different. The changes hu-
mans have made to the planet in the nearly 100 years since the establishment of the National 
Park Service (NPS) will seem minor in comparison to the changes to come. By the time the 
next NPS Centennial Essay series appears, the Earth will be 2–4 degrees Celsius (4–11 de-
grees Fahrenheit) warmer, with some 0.25m higher sea levels, fewer plant and animal species, 
and perhaps two billion more human beings.1 The centennial of America’s “best idea” is as 
good a time as any to think seriously about what the parks will look like at their bicentennial 
and what we can do now to assure that they have one. 

It is perhaps surprising that those of us charged with protecting the past are rarely pre-
pared to seriously consider the future beyond the next few years or, at best, our own lifetimes. 
This has always been a problem—cultural heritage management usually relies on limited and 
short-term funding and, particularly in the case of the national parks, the short time horizons 
of politics. Most cultural heritage interventions, when considered within the time-scale of 
historic sites and landscapes, are conceived of in woefully short terms. The impacts of climate 
change, however, make these tendencies even more dangerous, and, if they continue, will lead 
to catastrophic losses in an unacceptably short period of time. While not everything can or 
should be preserved for centuries or millennia, the NPS must consider how sites will fare in 
the next century and beyond. 

NPS is part of an international community of cultural heritage organizations tasked with 
protecting, preserving, and presenting historic sites and landscapes for the future.  Organiza-

The George Wright Forum, vol. 32, no. 1, pp. 5–12 (2015).
© 2015 The George Wright Society. All rights reserved.

(No copyright is claimed for previously published material reprinted herein.)
ISSN 0732-4715. Please direct all permissions requests to info@georgewright.org.

PLANNING FOR PERMANENT 
EMERGENCY: “TRIAGE” AS A STRATEGY 
FOR MANAGING CULTURAL RESOURCES 
THREATENED BY CLIMATE CHANGE
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A RainReady Nation
Protecting American Homes and  

Businesses in a Changing Climate

Festing’s report on flooding touches not just on flooding due to 
climate change but “urban flooding” which she defines as flooding 
that results when water overwhelms the existing water management 
infrastructure. The intent of this report is to review the issues and 
related challenges of flooding and to provide solutions. The Center 
for Neighborhood Technology, the organization responsible for 
publishing this report, also outlines what makes a “rainready” home 
and recommends improvements to reduce the occurrence of floods.

The report also reviews how policies can be enacted to improve flood 
mitigation and describes the economic benefits of preparation.  Ten 
principles  define the “rainready” approach, which include:
• Easily implementable and replicable services
• Market-based approaches
• Community-wide efforts
• Evidence-based plans

January 2015 
http://www.cnt.org/sites/default/files/publications/CNT_
RainReadyNation_0.pdf 
Date Accessed: 22 January 2016

Harriet Festing, et al

A RAINREADY NATION: PROTECTING AMERICAN HOMES AND BUSINESSES IN A 
CHANGING CLIMATE

This report, published by the Center for Neighborhood Technology, 
is an analysis of data collected from insurance claims (including flood 
insurance), geographic data and individual survey responses. For this 
report, the geographical area is limited to Cook County, Illinois.  From 
this information, the report lists “key points” that the data represent:
• Flooding in the county is chronic, as are the associated costs
• Those impacted by flooding suffer social and economic 

consequences
• There has been no clear relationship between claims and 

floodplain
• All income groups are affected
• Flood insurance does not cover a homeowner’s needs

Respondents to the survey could not report that any mitigation efforts 
were effective during the following flood event.

The Prevalence and Cost  
of Urban Flooding 

A Case Study of Cook County, IL
Updated May 2014

May 2014 
http://www.cnt.org/sites/default/files/publications/CNT_
PrevalenceAndCostOfUrbanFlooding2014.pdf 
Date Accessed: 22 January 2016

Harriet Festing, et al

THE PREVALENCE AND COST OF URBAN FLOODING: A CASE STUDY OF COOK 
COUNTY, IL

The Center for Neighborhood Technology
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The Rockefeller Foundation

Supported by the Rockefeller Foundation, 100 Resilient Cities is a 
network that offers cities resources for creating resiliency plans. 
As described on the organization’s website, there are “four main 
pathways” to achieving resilience:
• Financial and logistical guidance
• Expert support
• Access to solutions, service providers and partners from the 

private, public, and NGO sectors
• Membership in a global network of member cities

The Rockfeller Foundation’s goal is to encourage resilience planning at 
the city level.  The organization does not define resilience only in terms 
of disaster preparation, but as a means of responding to stresses 
that include violence, high unemployment, and overburdened transit 
systems.

2016 
www.100resilientcities.org 
Date Accessed: 4 January 2016

100 RESILIENT CITIES

Rebuild by Design was an undertaking, spearheaded by HUD Secretary 
Shaun Donovan, to rethink the response to Hurricane Sandy and to 
develop tools for resiliency that can be implemented in areas affected 
by the storm. This eponymous book documents the research and final 
proposals of the ten teams that participated.

Proposals differed in terms of location and scope. Each team aimed 
to produce innovative approaches to flooding in New York City and 
northern New Jersey.

The Rebuild by Design effort also includes a discussion on resilience 
policy.

2015 
http://www.rebuildbydesign.org/book/ 
Date Accessed: 23 December 2015

John Gendall, Consultant Editor

REBUILD BY DESIGN
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Fenuta’s research into amphibious foundations focuses on the 
Lower Ninth Ward in New Orleans.  In cooperation with the Buoyant 
Foundation Project, this investigation examines the application of an 
amphibious foundation system to  the typical “shotgun” house.  

This research intends to demonstrate the benefits of retrofitting 
existing structures with these foundations, benefits which include 
cultural, economic, and sustainablity considerations.  Fenuta divides 
her investigation into the following categories: 
• Challenges
• Context
• The Buoyant Foundation Project
• Technical Feasibility
• Efficiency
• The Future of the Buoyant Foundation Project
• Conclusions

2010 
http://issuu.com/lizfenuta/docs/amphibious_architectures_thesisDate 
Accessed: 14 January 2016

Elizabeth Victoria Fenuta

AMPHIBIOUS ARCHITECTURES: THE BUOYANT FOUNDATION PROJECT IN POST-
KATRINA NEW ORLEANS

Academic

The Building Resilient Regions project focuses on how metropolitan 
areas can positively impact the surrounding regions to meet the 
challenges faced by those regions.  Although the blog has been retired, 
the website stands as resource for regions and policymakers.  The site 
has been organized into five topic areas:
• Economic Insecurities
• Economic Resilience
• Infrastructure
• Governance
• Immigration

In addition to addressing key questions with which all regions 
must grapple, the site also provides recommended resources and 
publications.

2013 
http://brr.berkeley.edu/ 
Date Accessed: 8 January 2016

The University of California Berkeley

BUILDING RESILIENT REGIONS
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Academic

A response to the effects of greenhouse gas emissions, the Adaptation 
Toolkit speaks directly to policymakers.  The Toolkit provides landuse 
methods that respond to, and limit the impact of, sea-level rise.  Each 
of the eighteen methods, or tools, identified is examined with regard 
to economic, environmental, and social costs and benefits.  

The Toolkit is divided into four categories:
• Planning Tools
• Regulatory Tools
• Spending Tools
• Tax and Market-Based Tools

adaptation

Jessica Grannis

October 2011

Adaptation Tool Kit: 
Sea-Level Rise

and Coastal Land Use
How Governments Can Use Land-Use 
Practices to Adapt to Sea-Level Rise 

January 2013 
http://tinyurl.com/q22p77s 
Date Accessed: 5 January 2016

Virginia Institute for Marine Science

ADAPTATION TOOLKIT: SEA-LEVEL RISE AND COASTAL LAND USE

 
 

 

January 2016 

Prepared By: 
 
William A. Stiles, Jr., Wetlands Watch 
Mason Andrews, Hampton University 
Mujde Erten-Unal, Old Dominion University 
 
        

                     

 

 

TIDEWATER RISING RESILIENCY DESIGN 

CHALLENGE 

William A. Stiles, Mason Andrews and Mujde 
Erten-Unal - January 2016 
http://wetlandswatch.org/Portals/3/WW%20documents/
Publications/report-chesterfield-heights.pdf 
Date Accessed: 19 July 2016

TIDEWATER RISING RESILIENCY DESIGN 
CHALLENGE

Dirk H.R. Spennemann and David W. Looks - 1998 
http://csusap.csu.edu.au/~dspennem/PDF-Articles/SFO-25-Final.
pdf 
Date Accessed: 8 February 2016

                                            175

Spennemann, Dirk H. R. & David W. Look (1998
[2004]) ‘From conflict to dialogue, from dialogue to
cooperation, from cooperation to preservation’, in
Disaster Management Programs for Historic Sites, eds
Dirk H. R. Spennemann  &  David W. Look. San
Francisco and Albury: Association for Preservation
Technology (Western Chapter) and The Johnstone
Centre, Charles Sturt University. Pp. 175-188.

25

From conflict to dialogue,
from dialogue to cooperation,

from cooperation to preservation

DIRK H. R. SPENNEMANN ¶

DAVID W. LOOK †

Symposia like this on the Management of Disaster Mitigation Programs for Historic Sites

are very useful indeed as they open up channels of communication on both a formal and

informal level. We believe that the San Francisco symposium has been a successful voyage

across a treacherous sea: interagency rivalry, misunderstanding, territorial demarcation,

sheer ignorance of others' concerns and a whole lot more. Some of this was implied, some

covertly expressed. On occasion, some was institutional ‘baggage’ shining through. A

feeling of unequal relationship between the players in the game was expressed. All of this is

human.

However, by allowing each other to see the other side it should have become clear that not

all is dark over there and that not all is light over here either. Disasters do not discriminate

how they affect culturally significant and culturally insignificant resources, but we, as

managers of these cultural resources, or we, as managers of the mitigation efforts, can.

Whilst the following represents a summary of what we deem to be the significant, real and

positive outcomes of this symposium and the areas where we feel some more effort and

goodwill needs to be expended, we are not so arrogant to claim  “Hey, have we got a

solution for you!”.

                                                
¶ The Johnstone Centre, Charles Sturt University, PO Box 789, Albury NSW 2640, Australia.
E-mail: dspennemann@csu.edu.au
† US National Park Service, Western Regional Office, 600 Harrison Street, San Francisco, CA 94104-1372, USA.
E-mail: david_w._look@nps.gov

FROM CONFLICT TO DIALOGUE, FROM 
DIALOGUE TO COOPERATION, FROM 
COOPERATION TO PRESERVATION
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Case Study - Farnsworth House

Adriaenssens’s proposal for the Farnsworth House is an overview of an 
alternate method for mitigating flooding at  this Historic Landmark.  In 
her proposal, Adriaenssens explains how an inflatable barrier system 
would be deployed and how the system can be applied to the house. 
Discussion is included on how the system is anchored and describes 
the merits of inflating the system with air versus water. 

As this is a novel system, Adriaessens points to the only existing 
use of the system in the Netherlands as a case study, where the 
barriers can resist a 10 meter (approximately 33 feet) storm surge. 
Despite the capacity of the barriers when in use, the advantage is 
that, as Adriaenssens explains, the barriers do not interfere with the 
surrounding context when not deployed.  That the system does not 
significantly alter its context  is an important consideration for the 
Farnsworth House.

Flood Mitigation Options for the Farnsworth House 
is a report that examines three possible methods 
for alleviating flooding around Mies van der Rohe’s 
iconic house. The three methods Robert Silman 
Associates reviews are:
• Raising the house
• Moving the house to a less flood-prone location
• Installing hydraulic lifts to raise the house 

during a flood event

Following an extended discussion regarding 
the implications of each option, the report finds 
that the most attractive solution is to install a 
hydraulic system under the house.  It is presented 
as the solution that  least intrudes on this Historic 
Landmark since any change would be temporary, 
only visible during a flood event.

The report includes a fairly in-depth description of 
how such a hydraulic system would be installed and 
how the system would deploy.

Flood Mitigation Options for
 THE FARNSWORTH HOUSE

 Robert Silman Associates     17 March 2014
Revised 18 April 2014

2014 
http://farnsworthproject.org/wp-content/uploads/RSA_Farnsworth_
Report.pdf 
Date Accessed: 14 January 2016

Robert Silman Associates

FLOOD MITIGATION OPTIONS FOR THE FARNSWORTH HOUSE

1 
 

FLOOD CONTROL PROPOSAL for the  FARNSWORTH HOUSE 

INFLATABLE STOWABLE BARRIER 
Submitted by Sigrid Adriaenssens, October 27, 2015 

 

SUMMARY 

We propose to block abrupt water elevation change and inundation of the site of the Farnsworth House 
by protecting it with a linear, stowable, air‐supported barrier, positioned at a distance from the house’s 
perimeter.  A pneumatic barrier is a flexible closed membrane that is pre‐stressed by internal air and/or 
water pressure and loaded by external hydrodynamic and hydrostatic forces. Such a barrier can deform 
while retaining its functionality.  When not in use, such a barrier could be stowed in a recess in the 
foundation constructed below ground level, and would not obstruct the views from and to the house. 
This minimal intervention in the landscape would not alter the original house and its site location. 

PRECEDENT STUDIES 

This proposal builds upon existing pneumatic barrier techonology, developed for smaller dams and our 
research on large storm surge barriers, positioned along vulnerable populated coast lines.  In our 
research we have demonstrated that such barriers can be successfully subjected to extreme water loads 
and inhibit inland flooding.  Our study investigated the feasibility of such a barrier for the Rockaway 
Peninsula (NYC) (see figure 1a). These studies further built on the  construction and operation of the 
only pneumatic storm surge barrier, the Ramspol Balgstuw (Netherlands, 2002), which achieves a crest 
height of 10m under storm surges (see figure 1b) 

            

Figure 1a:  Our visualisation of a pneumatic storm surge barrier positioned along the Rockaway 
Peninsula (NYC) and b the inflation of the Ramspol Blagstuw between two lakes (clockwise image credit 
maritiemnieuws.nl) 

CONCEPT 

The membrane of the inflatable barrier is stored in a recess in the foundation of the barrier. The 
membrane is clamped to its foundation, which is designed to also prevent water seepeage underneath 
the barrier.  In case of an expected high water level,  the barrier is inflated and forms a watertight 
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 The Church of St Andrew and St Bartholomew, Ashleworth, Gloucester and adjacent
buildings in July 2007: the line of trees at top right marks the western bank of the River
Severn (Photo: R Keene)

 

Flooding
Risk and Remediation

Ruth Nicholls
 

Freak storms, often associated with Atlantic
hurricanes, and the risk of flooding have been a
threat to communities in the British Isles for
centuries. However, climate change predictions
suggest that changes in global temperatures will
alter weather patterns, causing sea levels to rise and
an increased frequency and intensity of extreme
weather. The UK will be prone to prolonged and
higher rainfall that will increase the likelihood of
flooding. Historic buildings in areas so far unaffected
by flooding may be poorly prepared to face this
threat.

The last ten years have seen a number of floods in
the UK that have caused serious damage and
disruption. Many historic buildings have been
affected. In 2004 Hurricane Alex caused storms over
Cornwall with a flash flood in Boscastle where the
River Jordan rose by 2m in one hour and tore
through the village centre.

In 2007 towns and villages all down the Severn valley were flooded when the river burst its banks and in 2009 in Cumbria
the rivers, streams and becks became raging torrents sweeping away bridges and causing widespread damage in many
communities. In 2007 Gloucester was hit by both the rise in the Severn and its tributaries and by localised surface water
and foul sewer flooding.

Images in the media of the Mythe Water Treatment Works at Tewkesbury and the electrical substation outside Gloucester
surrounded by water were a reminder that many services and buildings are located on flood plains. The loss of water
supply to the community and the narrowly averted catastrophic flooding of the substation made the threat of climate
change seem more immediate and more serious.

In response to recent floods, English Heritage (EH) has prepared guidance for the custodians of historic buildings entitled
‘Flooding and Historic Buildings’ (EH, 2010). This article draws on EH guidance and on experience gained at the flood
damaged Church of St Andrew and St Bartholomew, Ashleworth, Gloucestershire, where the author is the church architect.
The lessons learned at Ashleworth are relevant to other historic churches and to all old buildings at risk of flooding.

WATER AND FLOOD DAMAGE
The Environment Agency (EA) describes the risk of flooding as the chance that a location will flood in any one year and
has developed comprehensive maps that illustrate the areas at risk. The EA defines the types of flooding as: river flooding,
coastal flooding, surface water flooding, sewer flooding, groundwater flooding and reservoir flooding.

Water damage can be classified into three categories:

clean water from internal water pipes
grey water from internal wastes such as washing machines
black water, which contains contaminants.

Contaminants vary depending on the surrounding environment and catchment areas. As the flood water recedes, mud,
slurry, salts, raw sewage and other chemicals and matter are left behind. The effects on a building’s fabric depend on its
construction and the duration of exposure and saturation.

Water damage can be divided into primary and secondary damage:

Primary damage includes damage to the structure, expansion or shrinkage and staining. It will largely depend upon the
severity and velocity of the flood waters, how long the materials remain saturated and their absorbency. Contaminants can
also cause damage: the salts in seawater are corrosive to some metals and some absorbent materials cannot be cleaned if
they are stained by oils. Cleaning and drying out processes can also be damaging.
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Flood Damage in Historic Buildings
Tim Hutton and Christopher Marsh

 

Today, many property owners are understandably concerned by
the risk and consequences of flooding. This is due to rising
awareness of the effects of global warming and to the
widespread flooding problems in the winter of 200001. People
have become especially concerned by the way in which
properties that have not been subject to flooding in the past are
now at risk. The extent to which this is due to poor
management of local drainage and rivers systems, or to
climatic change, is outside the scope of this article. However,
whatever the cause, the effect on historic buildings must be
addressed.

THE RISK OF FLOODING

Generally, people in the past were more skilled at positioning
structures and managing ground drainage so as to minimise
the risk of flooding and water penetration. It is therefore not
unusual to find that older buildings in a settlement are situated
so as to avoid flooding, and that it is the new developments that are affected  all too often because the new development
is on land previously used as water meadows or on flood plains. However, historic buildings still can be affected by flooding
and it is useful to identify the causes and risk factors so that cost effective remedial measures can be taken.

Waterfront sites 
Historically, many buildings were built next to rivers and streams, in order to use the water for transport or power. Many
such structures were expected to be intermittently flooded, and those that have survived often include materials and design
features that have allowed them to withstand intermittent flooding relatively unscathed. Warehouses, boathouses and mills
are examples of this type of building, and areas such as the waterfront of York are commonly affected. Problems arise
when new materials or design features are introduced on refurbishment which do not take account of the likelihood of
intermittent flooding. In particular, plasterboard, MDF, electrical systems, service systems, floor claddings and furnishings
can often be adversely affected.

Coastal sites 
Buildings on coastal sites may be affected by the factors described so far and, in addition, they can be flooded due to
breaching of sea defences or 'backing up' of floodwater by high tides. A wellknown example of this is London, where the
Thames Barrage had to be constructed to prevent flooding. Again, older buildings are often constructed to be resistant to
the effects of intermittent flooding or have been built on safer sites; and in London few structures built before the mid 19th
century are at risk.

Ground drainage 
Many individual historic buildings suffer flooding due to defective or poorly managed ground drainage. On a local scale, this
is commonly due to rising ground levels and defective street drainage, which may allow local surface water to 'run off' and
drain into, rather than out of, ground floor or basement structures. Examples of structures at risk can be found in any town
or village and even large high profile buildings can be affected. On a larger scale, mismanagement of the river catchment
drainage system by the local authority can result in surface and ground drainage water being 'held back' to create unplanned
'flood plains'. This can occur due to poor maintenance and blocking of drains or culverts, but sometimes it is the result of a
deliberate policy to prevent flooding in other more sensitive areas. In this way, historic buildings built on relatively high
ground can be put at risk by measures taken to prevent further flooding of a larger number of new buildings built on flood
plains or water meadows down stream.

Roof drainage, services and building failures 
It is important to remember that many incidents of flooding in historic buildings are due to failures of roof drainage systems
or other building services such as water mains. In these cases, water will often flood through buildings, causing damage to
structures, furnishings and fittings, and accumulate in porous materials such as masonry, pugging or other insulation.
These can then act as 'moisture reservoirs', providing the conditions for longterm damp and decay. This can be a particular
problem in poorly maintained and infrequently occupied structures such as storerooms or the unoccupied parts of buildings
in multiple occupation. The most catastrophic example of building failure causing flooding is fire. In this case, many
thousands of litres of water may be used in fire fighting, and further water penetration occurs afterwards due to damage to
roof drains and services. As a result, around four times as much damage is often caused by subsequent 'flooding' than is
caused by the fire itself.
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